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MEMPHIS, TENN. — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11; 1961
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*Some Southern States Are Not Injury Averted
Complying With ICC Regulations By Man's Quick
Reports NAACP National Office Action In Auto
Some Southern cities are man, said bus terminals in
Five members of the Misssitll enforcing racial segrega- Columbia, Charleston
and
tion in interstate bus facili- Spartanburg had already de- issippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adthis despite the new regula- segregated facilities. In Green- ventist church narrowly escaption by the Interstate Com- ville and Anderson, local ed injury or death last Satmerce Commission which far- NAACP branches are testing urday night on an Arkansas
bides it, effective as of Nov. compliance in the terminals. freeway when the driver of
I. according to a report earlier
Signs and barriers are down the car suffered a stroke while
this week from the national of - throughout Oklahoma and in driving about 60 miles an
fice of the NAACP in New the major cities of Texas. re- hour.
York City.
The driver ot thc car was
ports Clarence Laws. the asThe report stated: "reports sociation's southwest regional Mrs. Marguerite Blanchard,
received here this week from secretary.
2190 Eldridge ave., librarian
NAACP field secretaries in In Virginia, with the possi- of Hyde Park Elementary
the South indicates that com- ble exception of Bristol, com- school and mother of six chilpliance with the Interstate pliance has been affected, ac- dren.
*Commerce Commission's ban cording to W. Lester Banks, Riding with her and enWon segregation in interstate executive secretary of the route to Blytheville,
Ark., to
bus travel has varied from state conference of NAACP solicit funds for
the church's
state to state, and even with- branches.
annual Ingathering Campaign,
in certain states."
8500 BOND
were Miss Lucy Tompkins, a QUEEN'S SALUTE — Miss student affairs during the
The reports were in reUniversity's Golden A n n i•
Federal district Judge Frank LeMoyne college senior, of Louise Dickson, the new
"Miss Tennessee State," is versary festivities this school
sponse to a memorandum M. Johnson, jr., issued an in- 2315 Hunter ave.;
Mrs. Maxine
saluted in the traditional
which NAACP Exceutive Sec- junction in Montgomery, Ala., Weir, 2273 Hunter
year. along with newly
ave., a
retary Roy Wilkins sent to all restraining
police
officers, teacher at Carver High school: manner by last year's queen, inaugurated Student CounMiss
Etta
Jeneene
Moore
of
cil
President Walter J. TarNAACP
field
staff
and other officials and the bus and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
branches in the South on Oct. lines from enforcing segrega- Brown, 390-E Butler ave. Pine Bluff, Ark, Miss Dick- dy. jr., son of Mrs. Louise
son, daughter of Mr. and
Lenton of Detroit and Wal6, calling for "a campaign of tion in his district.
Brown is also a teacher.
Mrs. Leon Dickson of ter J. Tardy of Chicago. Miss
education to let all travelers Police, despite the ICC order
Greeneville. Tenn., was Dickson. who is a home ecoknow of the new ruling, urg- and the removal of segrega- RAN OFF HIGHWAY
According to Mrs. Brown, crowned at coronation exer- nomics education major, deing them to insist upon using tion signs, enforced segreganon-segregated facilities, and tion in Jackson, Miss.; Atlanta. the group had gone about 35 cises in Tennessee State uni- signed and made her coroasking reports on any viola- Ga.; and Shreveport, La. A miles from Memphis and were versity's Kean Hall last nation gown. She is an Alpha Kappa Alpha soror.
tions of the new order."
manager of a bus terminal in holding a conversation when week. She will reign over
—
FOR FLORIDA
Shreveport was arrested for Mrs. Blanchard ran off the
highway on to the soft dirt.
Robert Shunders, NAACP removing the signs.
field secretary for Florida:
Rev. Charles A. Jones, an
She quIckly returned le the
reports compliance without officer of the Jackson NAACP highway, but immediately ran
difficulty in Daytona Beach, branch, was arrested along off again and awakend Miss
Orlando and Tampa. Resist- with two others when he re- Tompkins who. Mrs. Brown
ance, however, was reported fused to leave the white wait- said, exclaimed, "My. this is a
in Iverness and Brooksville.
ing room at the Jackson Trail- rough highway!"
In South Carolina. Field ways terminal. They were re- "Herbert said, 'Margie, are
ecretary I. DeQuincey New- leased on $500 bond each.
you going to sleep?' and when
she didn't say anything he
grabbed the wheel.
"The next few minutes were
horrible," Mrs. Brown said,
"as Herbert tried to get the
car under control, with Margie subconsciously trying to
keep him from getting the
steering wheel. She mashed
The 86th annual examina- sioned as Ensigns in the Coast
altion for admission to the U. S. Guard and awarded bachelor down on the gas, and we
went into a ditch, anCoast Guard Academy has of science degrees. Post-grad- most
almost ran into WITH GUEST SPEAKER— sons. From left are Atty.
been scheduled for Feb. 19-20 uate training is available at other time we
again Atty. Percy Sutton, second
Russell Sugarmon, jr., who
in 156 cities in the United leading schools and colleges. a fast-driven truck, and
were headed straight for a from left, guest speaker at introduced speaker to audiStates and selected cities
Young men In the Memphis telegram pole when Herbert the NAACP's Freedom mass ence: Atty.
Sutton: Mrs. Vasabroad—Memphis is included. area should contact the U. S.
from meeting, had dinner with his co A. Smith. executive secSuccessful applications will Coast Guard, 426 Falls Build- managed to aWeeve away
hosts
following
the
meeting
retary of the local NAACP
be admitted to a four-year ing. Memphis 3, for applica- it
Miss Tompkins, a non-driv- attended by some 1,200 perbranch: and her husband.
course at the Academy which tion forms or an information
is located in New London, booklet.
(See INJURY, Page 2)
Conn. The Academy has pro
vided career officers for the
Coast Guard since 1876. •
Appointments to cadetship
re made solely on the basis of
competitive examination and
adaptability to military life.
An applicant must be a high
school senior or graduate between the ages of 17 and 21
WASHINGTON — In a cru- fort because it bans group
by July I, 1962,. who is in cial test case, the outcome of sponsorship of civil rights litigood health with good vision. which could determine the fu- gation and would thus deprive
During training, cadets are ture of civil rights litigation in the Negro of one of the most
paid $1,333 a year. Upon comA New York lawyer last Auing on the ride. Percy Sutthe South, NAACP will ask effective weapons used to
pletion of training at the
the Supreme Court to strike combat racial discrimination," Sunday cautioned a crowd of ton and Mai Is Lane," he exacademy, cadets are commisdown a Virginia statute which according to NAACP Execu- 1,200 persons at NAACP Free- plained.
penalizes lawyers retained -by tive Secretary Roy Wilkins. dom mass meeting at MetreHe and Lane received so
the NAACP in school desegre- .Citing the heavy cost of politan Baptist church not to
many
congratulations
that
gation and other civil rights school desegregation cases— become apathetic about gains they
did not back out, but
$10, to $15,000 for each suit— made in Memphis, but to press
suits.
went ahead and made the jourArgument on the case, the NAACP leader said few, harder for full equality.
ney. Lane is a white attorney.
known as NAACP v. Frede- if any, of the litigants could
The speaker was Atty. Per- HE WARNED
rick T. Gray, Attorney Gen- afford to finance their own cy Sutton, a New York trial
The speaker told the audieral of the Commonwealth of suits.
lawyer, who was en route to
Virginia, will be heard here Already under this statute. Jackson, Miss., to stand trial ence that he found Memphis a
by the Supreme Court on disbarment proceedings have for participating in a "Free- different city from the one he
had seen on ti previous visit
been instituted against one of dom ride" last summer.
The local chapter of Ten- Tuesday or Wednesday, Nov. Virginia's
here.
outstanding NAACP
nessee State A & I Alumni as- 7 or 8. The Association's genmeeting
the
climaxed
The
lawyers—S. W. Tucker of Em"The only dsiturbing fact is
sociation has planned a meet- eral counsel, Robert L. Carlocal branch's membership
poria and Richmond.
drive, which has been extend- that after making gains, you
ing for 6 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 12 ter, who will argue the
may
become content like the
ed for two weeks.
at Curries' Tropicana club, NAACP case, will be making
his 13th appearances before
Atty. Sutton, who appeared people in New York City and
1331 Thomas St.
less
court.
concerned
the
high
about the humDr. Granville W. Sawyer,
on the special telecast, "Walk
Associated with him in
public relations director of
in My Shoes," and is a presi- bler class of people," he
Tennessee State university is preparation of the briefs in
dent of a New York branch warned.
The New York attorney
expected to attend and reveal this suit were Frank D. Reeves
of the NAACP, complimented
plans for the, semi-centennial of Washington, and Mrs. Mathe audience for remaining in concluded his short speech by
ria L. Marcus, young New
anniversary celebration.
Langston Hughes, distin- the South and carrying on the reading an essay on freedom
that he had published earlier,
President of the local alumni York attorney and assistant to guished poet, playwright and struggle for equal rights.
which ended, "Freedom, I did
chapter, Frank J. Lewis, is Mr. Carter. Oliver W. Hill was lecturer, is scheduled to serve
BACK
OUT
not have as a child in Texas,
urging. all alumni to attend. associated with the case in as host for a special program
He began his speech on a and Freedom I haVe not found
Refreshments will be served. the early lower court litiga- of traditional Negro gospel on
tion.
"Look Up and Live" Sunday, hUmorous note, telling the au- as a man in New York. FreeThe statute 'which is being Nov. 12 (10:30-11:00 a.m. EST) dience that he became a free- dom is that which my people
,do not have but FREEDOM is
challenged by the NAACP on the CBS Television Net- dom rider by mistake.
subjects lawyers in NAACP- work. (This is a rebreadcast.) Atty. Sutton said someone that which I swear by the God
sponsored civil rights cases to
Hughes will discuss the his- asked him if he Would go to in Heaven I'll get before I
disbarment. It is one of a tory of gospel music ir Ameri- Mississippi to defend persons die. Freedom in my time—
NEW YORK,(UPI) — It was packet of seven restrictive ca and the rebirth of i's popu- arrested, an he answered with your help."
Before the main speech,
"yes."
so warm here Sunday that even anti-NAACP laws passed by larity.
"Later at the Church of the Mrs. Maxine Smith. made a
Baptist
Abyssinian
The
the crabapple trees along the the General Assembly of Virpastor,
Rev.
the
report
Matters,
durspecial
on school desegregation
session
ginia in a
Church Choir, 120-voica choral
Hudson River bloomed.
group from Nawarli, N. J., will James ttohinson told the con- and introduced the youngsters
The mercury soared to a re- ing the summer of 1956.
If validated by tha Supi em.• perform on the program under gregation that he was proud integrated in Memphis public
cord-breaking 78 degrees. The
,revious all-time h.gh tar Nov. Court, this statute "will af- the din ction of Prot Alex to announce that two of the schools recently. Rev. H. C.
members of the church were Nabrit reported on the freefect the whole civil rights ef- lirsdford.
5 was 74, set in 1938.
-

Supreme Court Hears Arguments Local Citizens Urged
To Lift Ban On Right Lawyers 'Don't Become Apathetic'

By N.Y.NAACP Attorney
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By M. L. REID
discuss "Politically ExtremA former Memphis man's ist Movements," in the Ford
lecture to Boston's top intel- Hall Forum.
Dr. Lincoln is a graduate of
lectuals was interrupted last
week when a bomb scare sent LeMoyne college, and author
more than 1,000 persons into of the widely praised book,
UNCF leaders here are at- the streets as Dr. C. Eric Lin- "Black Muslims in America,"
tempting to raise $15,000 as coln was discussing the con- which was his doctoral disMemphis' contribution to the troversial "Black Muslims in sertation at Boston university.
United Negro College Fund's
CARRY ON
national campaign which diForster had completed a 30
vides approximately $2 milminute presentation on the
lion annually among 32 memJohn Birch Society and Dr.
ber colleges and universities.
Lincoln had been talking 10
LeMoyne college of Memminutes about the Black' Musphis receives around $33,000
lims when several squad cars
a year from the national fund.
of policemen and firemen arOther Tennessee colleges and
rived and interrupted the
universities benefitting from
meeting.
UNCF are Lane, Fisk and
Police said they had reKnoxville.
ceived a call informing them
The meeting Monday night
that a bomb had been planted
in the Commons on LeMoyne's
in the building.
campus was attended by scores
As Dr. Lincoln eventually
of committee chairmen and
emerged from the hall, he
solicitors.
was met with an enthusiastic
Reports were heard froin
ovation from the milling
Mrs. Helen Waterford, chaircrowd that lasted several minman of adult clubs and Greek
utes.
organizations; Mrs. Naomi
He told them, "Whether or
America."
not a bomb has in fact been
(See UNCF, Page 2)
The crowa had packed Bos- placed in the building IS a
ton's Jordan hall to hear Arn- mattes for 'the police. But
old Forster, national civil whether the right of five
rights director of the Anti- speech shall be in any way
Defamation League of B'nai abrogated or intimidated by
B'rith speak on the John bombs or threat of bombs is a
Birch Society and hear Dr. matter for you and me to deLincoln, professor of sociology,
(See SCARE, Page 2)
at Clark college in Atlanta

25MemphisCORE MembersTest
ICC Rules On Interstate Travel
Dr. Jordan said "the interAbout 25 members of the
Memphis Chapter of CORE racial teams did not attempt
tested the new regulation of sit-ins which would lead to
Interstate Commerce Com- arrests. Rather, they tried not
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, a first mission, governing passengers to be arrested because they
vice president of the branch. on interstate buses in a num- were attempting to ascertain
Atty. Sutton left Memphis ber of southern cities, last whether the new ICC regulaon Monday for trial in Jack- week end, announced Dr. tions were being put into efson. Miss., where he had John E. Jordan, executive fect." He said that some of
been arrested for participat- secretary of the recently estab- the members reported that
ing in a freedom ride.
"A knife was dr:, wn on them
lished chapter here.
Dr. Jordan said three groups in Winfield, Ala.. however no
dom movement, Melvin Rob- were sent to three different arrests were made." He went
inson reported on the mem- sections of nearby southern on to say that "numerous
bership drive, and Jesse H. states. He said the first group instances of segregation were
Turner, president of the local left last Friday by bus on a evident in other. bus termiNAACP branch spoke on route which carried them to nals."
branch progress.
Meridian and Jackson, Miss.; INTERSTATE BUS
Music for the occasion was Montgomery and Birmingham, The scouting teams, accordsung by the choir of Mt. Pis- Ala. Another group went to
ing to very reliable sources,
gah CME church. Rev. Gonya Jackson, Union, Chattanooga were looking for specific
Hentrel, pastor of Trinity and Nashville, Tenn. The third instances of violations of the
CME church, was master of group took a route which
ceremonies.
terminated in Atlanta. Ga.
• --

Tenn. State A&I
Alumni Chapter
Meets Sun. At6
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All Memphians were called
on to contribute to the United
Negro College Fund campaign
at an enthusiastic kickoff
meeting Monday night. Most
enthusiastic of all was A. C.
Williams of WDIA who is directing the drive.
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UNCF Campaign Dr. C. E.Lincoln Given
For 15,000 Scare In Boston While
Off To A Start Speaking On Muslims

Langston Hughes To
Appear On CBS At
10 A.M. Sunday

Zetas Presents Broadway Stars

A GOOD 'REPORT — Rev.
Elmer Martin, pastor of St.
Andrew AME church. Ph i ssissippi blvd. a n d South
Parkway east, is all smiles
as he Vets a report from Mrs.
Ethel Perkins. center, chairman of the Woman's Day,
-• -

program, and her co-chairman. Mrs. Marie Harris. The
reason: Women of the
church raised $7,500 in the
annual fund-raising event
laid Sunday. It was Mrs.
Perkins second year to head
the observance. Mrs. Babe

Fingal was the morning
guest speaker, and Miss
Harry Mae Simon, principal
Elementary
of
Magnolia
school, was guest speaker at
the afternoon program. WS.
Perkins and Mrs. Fingal aro
teachers at Man
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StorkStops

REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams

ai.ty

Closely related to the mort- ernmental agencies will be
gage abnker, yet distinct from studied.
AT JOHN GASTON
him, is the mortgage loan
3050 Tillman cove; girl, Ins rett, 883 Speed; boy,
Also considered will be
Randy
HOSPITAL
Menke.
broker.
mortgage brokers and mortEdwin.
OCT. 28
Mr and Mrs. James L. JohnUnlike the mortage banker, gage bankers, financing subMr and Mrs. Ernest Nicks,
son, 705 Pontotoc; boy, James 4903 Black rd.; girl,
.. the mortgage loan broker never divisions a n d developments,
Toys PaMr. and Mrs. Willie L. Dav- L. jr.
trice.
.- invests his own capital. He is and marketing of real estate
is, 2240 Howell; boy, Todd Em- OCT 31
-.• strictly an agent and not a securities. Sixteen assignMr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson Applemanuel.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. white, 2017 E.
.. merchandiser. He may act ments. Three hours credit.
Person; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Land- Macklin, 2639 Park;
girl, Vale- Ronder Gail.
from time to time as an agent (From the University of Teners, 222 Ivory; boy, Kenny rie Lorraine.
without a principal, since he nessee record - correspondence
Mr. and Mrs. (1 P. Wright.
Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. }Ivry E. Par- 381 Honduras; boy,
frequently is put in the posi- study catalogue)
Victor
Mr. and Mrs. Perry H. JohnCarl.
tion of peddling a loan applison, 1588 S. Lauderdale; boy,
NOV.
1
cation until he finds an invesPerry Harris, jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Green,
tor interested in it. When this
Mr. and Mrs James Taylor,
904
Latham;
is accomplished, the broker
boy, Calvin.
1201 S. Wellington; boy, ErMr. and Mrs. James Clark,
then becomes the agent of the
roll Antoine.
745
N.'
investor for the purpose of
Claybrook
; boy, Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Price,
McKinley.
closing the deal for a loan.
2389 Perry; girl, Tammy Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Louis
Mortgage loan brokers may
Mr. and Mrs. Linnie W. North Carolina Mutual Life
Holt, jr., 365 S. Lauderdale:
operate "under their hats";
Smith, 612 Guthrie; girl, Vi- Insurance company
has
beboy, Joseph III.
TAKING OATH as senior at Atlanta university. Under ministers oath of office to
from a small office devoted to
ita.
come the first Negro company
adviser to the director of the Secretary of the Treasury Dr. Westerfield, who will
Mr. and Mrs S. B. Lock,
this bUsiness only; or in conMr. and Mrs. Johnny How- to be elected to membersh
Marble;
ip
U.S.
Treasury
girl, Loretta.
departmen
t is for Monetary Affairs Robert serve in the department's
junction with insurance brokard, 3200 Dillard; boy, Rodney in the American
Life ConvenMr. and Mrs. Jerry E. RobDr. Samuel Z. Westerfield. V. Roosa holds the Bible as Office of International Fierage and other related busiAndre.
tion, one of the leading trade inson, 1547 Oriole;
PHILADELPHIA,Pa.—More former dean of the School Assistant Secretary of the nance,
boy, Theonesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Cleg- organizations of
the life in- polis Bernard.
They may be individuals, than 400 Elks assembled in the of Business Administration Treasury John M. Leddy adgins, 438 Harris; twins; boy, surance
industry.
Mr.
and
Mesa
-Arthur
partnerships, or corporations. Grand Lodge headquarters last
Jones,
Michael, girl, Michelle.
Of the more than 1400 life 4963 Black rd.; boy,
When a mortgage loan broker week to pay homage to the
Stanley.
OCT. 29
insurance companies operating
Mr.'and Mrs Ira Anderson,
secures a lead about someone newly-elected grand secretary
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Ward, in the United
States and 605 Brown mall; girl, Lisa Fry.
in need of assistance in the of the IBPOEW., Joseph F.
1160 N. McLean; girl, Nena Canada,
North Carolina MuMr. and Mrs. Robert Adams,
financing of a real estate pur- Simmons of Norfolk, Va.
Yvette.
tual now becomes one of the 452 Dixie; boy, Elroy.
chase, he contacts the pros- The reception was designed
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn W. Lo- 299 members
(Continued From Page 1)
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sears,
accepted by
to introduce Simmons to the
pective applicant.
max, 854 Mason; boy, Reginald American
Life Convention. 2467 Carnes; girl, Charlotte
This is then submitted to Elks of the Eastern District. ICC regulation, which requires
Lynn.
Announcement was made at Deneen.
one or more principals. If any He was appointed, last June, all interstate bus terminals to:
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. the
1961 ALC annual meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Colare interested, they will in- by Hobson R. Reynolds, grand (1) Discontinue dual faciliMurphy, 1621 Fields; girl, Mel- held
at the Edgewater Beach lins, 235 Turley; a girl.
ony Renee.
dicate the terms upon which exalted Ruler of the Elks, and ties such as separate waiting
Hotel in Chicago.
NOV. 2
they will consider the loan was elected to a full term at rooms, restrooms and eating
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Boone, WELCOM
ES COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
1385 Kimball; girl, Jacqueline
and request a formal applica- the Grand Lodge convention places for Negroes and whites.
In
notifying
Joiner,
Asa T. Spauld510 E. Twigg; boy,
tion according to these terms. in New York City.
Treasury Secretary Douglas Denise.
Removal
(2)
any
posted
of
ing,
Paul
president
of North CaroEdward.
The appraisal if made by a The grand secretary has signs in or around the termiDillon has named Dr. Samuel Mr. and Mrs. William Bark- lina
Mr.
Mutual,
and
of
ha
Mrs. Willie L.
coimpany's
representative of the insurance been an Elk for more than 30- nal designating segregatio
Z. Westerfield, jr. senior ad- er, 789 Williams; girl, Marilyn acceptance,
n.
W. Lee Shield, ex- Young, 1634 Rayburn; girl,
company or other prospective years. He is state president of 13) Bus terminals must,
visor to the director of the Denise.
unecutive
Barbara
vice
president
Annette.
of
the Virginia State Association
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hill,
lender.
Treasury Department's Office
der the new ICC regulation,
American Life Convention, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Cox,
1338 College; boy, Fred DougThe mortgage broker simply of Elks,
of International Finance.
posts
stated that the convention had 2424 Cable; girl, Mary Louise.
sign
which
that
a
states
las.
makes a business of finding the Currently, Simmons is chair- facilities
Dr.
Westerfie
is
former
ld
a
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Head, 51d11
unanimously approved North
are available to all
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Walton,
right source and expects com- man of the Voter Registration passengers regardles
dean of the School of Business
Carolina Mutual's application Hammond; girl, Virginia An,
of color.
2378 Zanone; boy, Roderick
pensation for the service ren- Committee of the Nor f olk
Administr
ation
Atlanta
at
uniMr. and Mrs. Lon C. Boyd,
for membership. He welcom4) Signs must be posted in
Branch of the NAACP. He was
dered in finding a loan.
versity. He joined the Trea- Keith.
ed the company as a member 327 Volenteer; girl, June Crysall interstate buses which
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
464-CI real estate finance. director of the NAACP's Virsury
last
June
associate
as
tal.
and
state
facilities
all seating
solicited its active particiare
The various means of financ- ginia State Political Action non-discr
ATLANTA SPEAKER — Dr. director of the Debt Analysis Faulkner, 1425 Star r; girl, pation in the
Mr. and Mrs. Kernetche
iminatory.
work of the ConLeah Constance.
ing different types of real Committee.
Floyd L. Bass, dean of Le- staff.
Smith, 909 N. Seventh; boy;
CHECKING TO SEE
vention.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sam
_estate transactions. Included
Davis,
Secretary
Dillon. in announThe general activities of the Henry Eric.
The CORE members also Moyne college, will address the
are mortgages, trust deeds,
student body and faculty of cing Dr. Westerfield's advance- 890 Poplar; girl, Marshal An- organization are
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dunn,
were scouting to detect any
assigned to
nette.
liens, etc. Also, the role of
ment
to
the
new
post,
Clark
college
said
in Atlanta, Frithe agency, financial, legal, 1200 Robinson; boy. Terry.
indication of segregation in
commercial banks, mutual
day, Nov. 10. The occasion it will allow him "to devote OCT. 30
Mr.
the use of bus terminal faciliMr. and Mrs. James M. medical, and combination com- ferson,and Mrs. Theodore Jefsavings banks, savings and
his full talents to foreign eco246 Jones; boy, Barrie.
ties. They were also checking is American Education Week. nomic policies."
Smith, 1174 Neptune; twins: panies sections, with forums
loan associations, life insurance
NOV.
3
For consideration and discusto see if white passengers
boy, Ronald; girl, Rosalind.
companies, and miscellaneous
HARVARD MAN
Mr.
and
sion of technical problems of
Mrs. Van Gray. 950
were treated with more courlenders in the field of real
"Dr. Westerfield's economic Mr. and Mrs. Ira L. Martin, the
S. Mansfield; twins: girl, Joyce
insurance industry.
estate will be considered. Gov- PI1TsBURGH, Pa. — Tullie tesy than Negro passengers.
background will be valuable 577 Brown Mall; girl, Toni
Renee;
boy,
Michael Antonio.
The literature developed by
And to see if total segregation
ernmental influences and gov- R. Evans, jr., has been
to the Office of International Francia.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Carter,
assign- was still being forced, if so,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Wil- these sections over a period of 269
Finance, where he will play
- ed as sales representative for who was the person
Bond;
girl,
Pamela Denise.
many
years, has also contribor peran important role in helping son, 1638 Humber; twin girls,
(Continued
III Page
)
Gulf Oil corporation at
uted to the development of the Mr and Mrs. Herbert L. FerHous- sons who gave the order to
Brenda
and
Glenda.
develop
to
policies
vital to the
ton. Texas, according to an an- continue it.
guson, 58 E. McLemore; boy,
er, finally pulled Mrs. Blan- free world," said Secretary
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gunter, business.
nouncement made by W. L. During the trips CORE chard's
The Convention maintains a Jarvis Olaf.
233. Pauline cl.; girl, Renea.
foot off the accelera- Dillon.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ivory,
Taylor, area sales manager. members were instructed to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray N. Yancey, number of current services in 2177
tor and brought the car to a
He received his A. B. degree
Stonewall; girl, Carla EdThe appointment was effective leave segregated facilities if
specialized fields including a
(Continued From Page 1)
halt by applying the brakes magna cum laude from Howwina.
Oct. 1.
Legal Bulletin and Tax Servrequested by terminal officials. with her hand.
ard university in 1939. He reMr.
and Mrs. Buck Webb,
ices.
Evans, a native of B r e nGordon, who is directing the
Carl Bush is president of
After the car was brought ceived his Master's degree
119 N. Barksdale; girl, GeralTHREE OTHERS
South Division, and Mrs. ham, Texa s, received a the
Memphis Chapter of
to a stop, Mrs. Blanchard was from Harvard university in
Three other companies were dine.
Juanita Stanback, North Di- bachelor of scienc e de- CORE.
discovered to be unconscious. 1949 and his Ph.D., also from
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L Thai
elected to membership at the
vision.
gree in business administration
She was placed on the back Harvard, a year later.
annual meeting. They were, lor, 1439 Emmason; boy, VW
Others reporting were T. R. from Prairie View A & M
(Continue
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d
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Dr. Westerfield has been an
colseat, and the group started
Farm Family Life of Delmar. tory Duren.
McLemore, postal workers; lege. Upon his graduatio
n he
back to Memphis with Mrs. instructor of economics at cide.
N. Y.; Georgia International Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. SimpMiss Erma
Laws, youth served six years in the
Howard
Universit
y, and a pro- IT IS DOOMED
Weir at the wheel.
U. S.
Life of Atlanta, and Global son, 665 Mosby; girl, Sheila
groups; Miss Eunice Carru- Army, terminating
Marie.
with the
Carried to John Gaston hos- fessor of economics at West
"I, for one," Dr. Lincoln de- Life of Toronto.
thers, alumni groups; R. J. rank of first
Mr. and Mrs. Gene R. Baklieutenant. He
pital's emergency room suf- Virginia State college, Lin- clared, "am prepared to carry
The Chairman of the Board
Roddy. county schools; Elder joined Gulf
as a sales trainee
MISSISSIPPI — Deadline fering one convulsion after coln university, and Atlanta on!"
of one of the large Southwest- er, 683 Baltimore; boy, Ronald
Blair T. Hunt, city schools; in June of
Ramirez.
this year.
for submitting the Coopera- another, Mrs. Brown said University college, lbadian, NiAs the Clark college pro- ern companies wrote
Dr. Peter Cooper, advance He
President
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Cannady,
and his wife, the former tive Intercollegiate Examina- Mrs. Blanchard was there al- lecturer at University college, fessor prepared to resume his Spaulding
gifts; Dr. John E. Jordan, denas
follows:
"Your 1099 Hammel, boy, Reginal.
Miss Erma Jean Johnson of tion
Program
applications most an hour without emerg- Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and lecture from the steps of the Company
tists; John J. Taylor, hotel
was
unanimou
sly
university college, Ibadan, Ni- bomb-threatened
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
San Antonio have two children without a late fee charge has ency treatment.
building, an approved and every comment
workers, and Jefferson TayShaw, 504 Walker; girl, Veda
been changed from Oct. 31 to
and live in Houston.
"One intern came by, look- geria. In 1959-1960 he was vi- official from the nearby Hun- in the meeting
lor, Sr., government installaon
either
you
La va Ile.
Nov. 11. Candidates filing ap- ed at her and asked, 'Is she siting professor at the grad- tington
YMCA
announced or your company would have
tions.
plications after this date will drunk?' and we explaind that uate school of Business Ad- that its facilities were avail- been most
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L.
pleasing
J. A. Beauchamp, editor of
for
you
to
ministrat
ion of Harvard Uni- able for the lecture and
be required to pay a fee of $3 she did not drink. We finally
would hear. I know all the members Shipp, 858 Eastmoreland; girl,
the Memphis World, is coordiversity.
instead of the regular $2.50 moved her over to Crump
Georgia Ann.
be continued there.
join me in extending a
nator for the campaign.
Born in Chicago, Dr. Westand a doctor came."
In his address in Jordan welcome to the AL.C." hearty
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Ellis.
A lot of bank presidents as fee.
erfield
received
early
his
eduThe 29 CIEP colleges have a CONDITION 'FAIR'
hall, Forster charged that
1381 Hemlock; girl, Bridgette
well as labor union presidents
moomoomenmem. are
cation
Washingto
in
n,
C.
D.
total scholarship fund of $400,Mrs. Blanchard was found to
"the most striking and signifiAntoinette.
headed for jail asserted,
Dr. Westerfield .is married cant feature of the
000 to be awarded to the stu- have suffered a stroke on her
3-Room Group
John Birch
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L.
William F. Schnitzler, AFLto
former
the
Helene
Bryant.
right
dents
who
side. On Monday, the
receive the highSociety is that many of its
ALL NEW FURNITURE
Buchanan, 1630 Barton; girl,
CIO secretary-treasurer, while
est scores in the CIEP exami- hospital reported that she was They have two children, Sam- campaigns parallel those of
Marie Ann.
he was addressing the 36th
uel III, 14, and Sheila Helene, the Soviet Communists."
still in "fair" condition.
nation.
convention of the Street, ElecShe is the wife of Lee nine.
Students are urged to obHe referred to the Birchers
tric Railway and Motor Coach
The Riviera Social Club is
as "radical right-wing," and
tain an application blank from Blanchard, a worker at the
Employes recently. Schnitzler their
CAR YOU USE
declared that "once the char- scheduled to hold its annual
school, or the United Ne- Firestone Tire and Rubber
said:
acter of the Society is known banquet at p.m. Saturday at
ro College Fund, Inc., 22 E. company. One daughter, Miss
"In the fiscal year we are 54th St. New York
MORE
to the American people, it is the Elks Club, 401 Beale St.,
22, New Rosie Lee Blanchard, is a stu0,,R
Term. In
in, 135 bank presidents in York, or from
announces the club's reporter,
doomed to failure."
Dean A. A. dent at Oakwood college at
America are going to jail for Branch at Tougaloo
Mrs. V. W. Thomas.
Southern Huntsville, Ala., and a son
nt.'11P
The Memphis-Shelby Coun- BIRCH SOCIETY
stealing money from the banks Christian College, the CIEP Larry is attending Ohio State
The next monthly meeting
. Anti
Wilk Table,
Dr
Lincoln characterized
ty Chapter of the Red Cross
of
which
they are presidents. Representatives in Mississippi. university on a Firestone said
S-PC. CHROME DINETTE
GROUND FloOR
today that its volunteer black nationalism as "invol- is planned for Nov. 26 at the
BEDROOM GROUP
If we apply the same percenscholarship.
STERICK BUILDING
instructors are now teaching untary counter-racism." He home of Mrs. Geralrline Smith,
tage
920
it
would
An outstanding civic work- the largest number of first aid told the audience that the
mean that 12 In- Bobwhite quail are found in
Fields St._ The previous
Cut-Rate Furl'.
FOLKS
HT 114,nrw; POI/
ternational Union presidents small coveys and prefer fair- er, Mrs. Blanchard at one time classes in recent years.
quiet desegregation of schools meeting was held at the home
GI/ eiutaINtI
—Orrn01 5 r
sumer
of
the
la
would go to jail this year be- ly open, cultivated or pasture wrote a Hyde Park Hollywood
in
I
Atlanta, Dallas and Mempresident, Mrs. Lizzie
Dr. Nobel Guthrie, chairman
cause they stole from their land with patches of hrush for column for the Tri-State De- of the chapter's First Aid, phis was "expensive to the Patterson of Swift st.
fender.
Muslim
members."
movement in terms
shelter.
Small Craft and Water Safety
Services, said nearly 50 first of potential membership and
Starts Saturday !
prestige."
aid classes are in progress at
Neither
of
the
NOV. 11
lecturers
the present time at the chapter's headquarters and in lo- would hazard a guess as to
Big Week!
One
cal churches, schools, indus- whether the threat was made
trial plants and other organi- by a Muslim or a member of
the Birch Society.
zations.
Dr. Lincoln said that the
ONE SH1P
BIRMINGHAM, A I a. —
Standard
A
First
Aid
(UPI) — City officials have Course, open to the public, Muslims had made it clear
HALF
HUNDRE1
that
they
did not like his book,
asked the state's legal experts will begin Tuesday evening,
if they could sell city parks Nov. 14, at the Chapter Head- but had never threatened him
STEM
MEN
and playgrounds ordered in- quarters at 1400 Central ave. in any way. Some, he said, had
PIRATE
come
to
hear
him
tegrated by a federal judge.
speak, had
and will meet each Tuesday
Chief Asst. Atty. Gen. Wil- and Thursday night from 7 taken notes, and left without
TIDE!•
lard Livingston said he ad- until 9 p.m. through Nov. 30. making any comments.
The Ford Hall Forum is the
vised the Birmingham officials
The Red Cross first aid
that the legislature was em- training is free and is avail- oldest public forum in Ameripowered to dispose of public able to any individual or ca and the most distinguished.
property without a considera- group requesting classes. Text- Founded in 1908, the current
4.
tion but cities hold elections books cost 75 cents. Interested lecturers
include
William
for such Purposes.
persons or small groups may Shirer, Dr. Margaret Mead,
enroll by calling the Memphis- Robert Weaver, Dr. Linus
Shelby County Red Cross Pauling, Thurgood Marshall
Chapter between 8:30 and 5 and the poet. Robert Frost.
—
p.m. Monday through Friday
at BRoadway 2-9631.
Teacher Associations and simClasses are also available in ilar groups by calling the Red
churches, schools, Parent- Cross Chapter.
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Cornelius Hollowell
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Football Program For
Mitchell High School
Started By Boosters

Carver High

If Choice with Homemakers...

Civic Club To
Hear African

FOREST LL MI

•

Enjoy the Channel 3
Movie Tonight and
Every Night!

Denver Visitor
Honored With
Dinner, Brunch

SUPER MARKET

Wednesday, November 8, 10:10 PM

11

"Death of a Sales an

Thursday, November 9, 10:10 PM

"Ride the Pink Horse"

Swift Peanut Butter

Friday, November 10,10:10 PM

"Tarzan and The Amazons''

Vi eek

SHIP Atio
HUNDRED
To SIDI •
PIRATE
IDE! •

Power Line Kills
Circus Elephant

"Destry Rides Again"

Sunday, November 12,10:15 PM

•

"Jolson Sings Again"

Monday, November 13,10:10 PM

"Phffft"

with Jack Lemon
and Kim Novak

Tuesday, November 14, 10:10 PM

"Cover Girl"

with Rita Hayworth

and Gene Kelley

-94

Bacon-Armours Tray Pack
Aunt Jemima's Flour. .

Saturday, November 11, 10:10 PM

'mid%

Owen Hornets Prepare
For Cage Competitors

Coach Logan T. Mitchell is marily of freshmen and may
ANOTHER MEMBER CAME let loose with some descriptions
THE STUDENT COUNCIL
putting his Owen college bas- be handicapped by height and
1111
,OUT of the JUGS. This
time about the pranksters and their
The Student council observ- ketball team through the daily inexperience.
it was Miss Velma Lois Jones, ancestors that
will make them
ed Safety Week last Tuesday grind of drills and other forms The team consist of Theoa longtime mernber. Of course think twice before
for students at woodstock. A of practice in preparation for dore McKnight, 5'11%", forperpetratthe "Girls" were talking about ing a ruse like that
representative from the sher- the corning season, which will ward. Manassas high school;
next year
it. Miss Jones' exit was much KAPPA ALPHA
iff's office spoke to us on begin in Little Rock, Arkansas Benjamin Payne, 6', forward,
PSI frat
quieter than Miss Irma Lee really packed them in Curries
safety. He pointed out some with Short Junior college on Hamilton high school; James
Laws' who went out amid a Club last Friday night
of the rules that govern stu- Dec. 2.
Watson, 61", center, Mt. Pisat a
blaze of cocktail talk.
dents entering and leaving the The squad is composed pri- gah high school; Freddie
public dance. Even breathing
RhoNAME OF THE YOUNG space was obtained at a precampus. He also lectured to
des, 5'10", guard, Mt. Pisgah
MISS who is employed at a mium.
the safety patrol on conduct- Paullette Clements. vice pres- high school; Walter Hooks,
5'
ing traffic within the school ident; Maudine Horton, secre- 11", guard, Booker
jewelry store on Main street is
A LOT OF WOMEN are enT. Washzone.
Miss Rose Reed.
tary Irene Turner; assistant ington high school; Alexander
rolling in the Jan Angel School
THE FRENCH CLUB
ONZIE 0. HORNE, the of Modeling and Charm to learn
secretary Delcenia Johnson; Gladney. 61,4", center, DouBonjour monsieur's et ma- treasurer, Margie Harris and glas high school; Emory Searyoung man who heads Mae- how to walk, talk and sit . . . .
demoiselles. This year some- chaplain Lena Allen.
stro's. Inc., keeps his promise. and of course learn to be
cy, 511", guard, Douglas high
thing new and quite different
He promised that he would ,iharming. Charm is a quality
The advisor for the club is school, Atlanta, Ga.; Clyde
originates for the foreign lan- Mrs. Alma H. Bacon.
Jones, 510," guard, Merry high
give out with something very that is within. Most women
guage minded boys and girls. HIT PARADE
school, Jackson, Tenn.; Carlton
special in the way of music at talk too much already.
A French club has been or- "Too Much In Need," Pat- Pugh, 62", center,
the Jaycee's Jazz Show last THE NEW BRANCH of the LEARNING TO USE a vot- Ina Ray Cobb. Roberta ShavHall high
Henderson" and "Mister ganized.
ricia Terrell and Waymon school, Alcoa, Tenn.; Reginald
Saturday night. He under- YWCA will be officially open ing machine are the above ers, Roy Roselle Rain• y. Debonaire" as well as stuOn Thursday, the club met Brown.
Page,
6'2"i",
forward,
students
Merry'
of
Henderson
Busicovered a show that was Sunday at 3:30 p.m. It is
Ann Thompson. Levada dent council representatives. to elect officers
for the year. "The Life I Live," Calvin high school, Jackson, Tenn.;
•"swinging" in a jazzy sort of known as the Vance Avenue ness college. As a matter of Cross and Jan• Johnson. Climaxing the election was The officers are
Alvenie
Wil- Hollowell and Y.K.W.
Reuben Barnes, 511," center,
fact the student body used Students activity cards were a Carnation Ball held at
way.
Branch YWCA now. We supson, president; Victoria Hay- "Just You and Me," Ella Howard high
school, ChattaCurrie's Club Tropicana.
A LEGENDARY TALE? - pose the name will be changed the machine to elect student used as a qualification for
nes, vice president, Edna Boyd, Hollowell and Thomas Hardy. nooga.
voting. Elected was "Miss
Whenever the subject of the to the Mississippi Branch since officers. Loft to right arc
secretary; Norma Foster as- "Tears, Tears, Tears," Ruthie
Coach Mitchell was reluctant
late J. Ashton Haves is broueht it is located on Mississippi
sistant secretary; and Ethel Hubris and Jimmy Porter.
to talk about his team and
up, people talk about how Blvd., near Walker St. Onen
Criss, reporter.
"Look In My Eyes," Peggie their chances, but he
had this
loyal he was to members of house will be held from 4:30 to
Our French teacher Mr. Hall and Jack Edward Jackto say: "We don't claim to be
Maurice Warner has shown son.
his teaching staff. Whether 7:30 p.m.
great interest in his Freneh "Operation Heartbreak" Do- "Giant Killers" but, with a few
true or false, a favorite tale WE HAVE SEVERAL local
By GLORIA TUCKER
students. The French club rothy Peete and Paul Frazier. breaks and plenty of hustle,
about him, often told involved CME ministers aspiring to be
we will win our share of ball
STUDENT COUNCIL
promises many new and won- "Every Breath I Take,"
a teacher who was caught bishops in the church. Where the
Paul games."
The Student Council held derful things for the
student Spencer and Loris Smith.
snoozing at her desk by a su- election isn't until next year,
The tentative schedule for
nominating conventions Fri- body as a whole,
socially "Memories" Dorothy Thom- the 1961-62
pervisor who tipped down to we are told that the good minseason is:
day morning, Nov. 3. The speaking of course.
Until
then
pson and Odell Foster.
the principal's office and car- isters are doing a lot of camShorter Jr. College Dec. 2,
chairman, William Harper, au revoir,.
"Aware of Love," Curtis 1961, Little Rock, Ark.
ried him up to let him see the paigniing. It begins to look like
made a very inspirational The principal
and teachers Mull and Joyce Boyd.
sleeper for himself. According a hot contest for the "bishop
Henderson Business Colspeech after he opened the of Woodstock
wishes
to
thank
"Got
to Get Away From It lege, Dec. 8, 1961, Here;
to the storyteller, Prof. Hayes chair" will ensue before the
house nominations.
the students and patron of the All," Clifton
Moore
and Pat- Henderson Business College,
did not bat an eye but went fight to the finish at the elecThe five attractive young school and
every body who rica Lane.
Dec. 13, 1961,
In an effort to establish a Mrs. R. Richardson and Mrs. ladies chosen to compete for contributed
over gently awakened the tion.
to the sale of the Couples of the week: Benthe title of "Miss Carver" are world
Okolona Jr. College, Jan. 6,
teacher, and said, "Darling, get A YOUNG, ANXIOUS father football program for Mitchell Mattie Lewis.
finest chocolate.
jamin
Philips
Mary
and
Bell
1962,
Here;
your things and go home. I did is displaying a sheet of paper Road High school, a number
Ernest C. Withers, Mrs. Bonnie Bailey, Shirley Hill, GRACIOUS LADIES
Hill,
Emmett
Carter
and
AnHarris
Julia
of
citizens
Glover,
Jr. College, Feb. 3,
from the Walker Daisy B. Scott, Mrs. Grettie
Sandra St. Clair, The Gracious Ladies clii
not realize you were as sick as which has been typed on. He
b nie Mae Nunnally, Marshel 1982, Here;
and
Homes
community
Dianne
Smith.
met re- Adair and Mrs. Ernestine Mcyou told me you were, or I claims his eight-month son
presented a program last Mon- Johnson and
Katherine
Turner,
Okolona
For
cently
the
at
school's
Jr. College, Feb. 10,
the
Loyalist
cafetoriparty
Hen- day with Paulette Clements as
Ferren and the publicity comwould have let you go home did the typing. There are sevFrankie Ransom and Mary Ann 1962, Okolona, Miss.;
when you asked me." It was eral questions we would like um and established the Mitch- mittee; Mrs. Clara Harris and ry Robinson was ndtninated chairman.
Campbell.
Mary Holmes Jr. College,
reported that Prof. Hayes had to ask the young father. How ell Road High School Boosters. Mrs. Ford Nelson comprise for president, Catherine WilMaudine Horton, spoke on
Norma Sanders A certain Feb. 23, 1962, Here;
The Boosters decided to the membership ,committee; liams for vice president and the subject, "What
a different mesas for the lady old was your son when he
to
wear
on
boy in the senior class has Harris Jr. College, Feb. 27,
Virginia Nelson for secretary. certain
occasions." Barbara eyes for you!
when he called her into the started typing. Do you plan to raise $6,000 to get the program and Mrs. William Hughes and
T h e Victorians nominated
1962. Meridian. Miss.
started.
Mrs. N. A. Crawford are the
Ann
Mallory spoke on
office the next morning.
get him a job as a typist?
James Gray for president, EuThe money is to be used to program committee.
"Charm." Many other topics
"TRICK" OF THE WEEK
gene
Campbell for vice presi- were
outfit football and basketball
According to the last count,
discussed by other memA motorist in the Castalia
teams and a band in colorful some 92 boys in grades 9 dent and Ruby Hardy for sec- bers of the club.
Heights community almost had
retary.
uniforms.
through 12, and weighing
The officers are President
an accident on Halloween night
from 150 to 235 pounds, have DID YOU KNOW
BOOSTERS' COMMITTEES
when some teenagers tossed a
Twyman
Heath
and
PeachElected
officers of the registered for football, and es Goodman went
dummy made up like a little
shopping Vera Merritt, Ruby Hawkins,
are now being taught skilled
Lillie Williams, Ingrid Dixson
for furniture?
boy in the path of his car as he Aloysius Berra an African Boosters were William Hughes, plays during
scrimmages
.
president;
Albert
Harris,
vice
and Shirley Hill.
was driving down Carver dur- student attending LeMoyne
Members of the 'school's John Jackson and Jacqueline TOP
president;
Mrs.
Mary
A.
WniBOYS
Haynes are suppose to be making the peak hour of the "trick college, will be guest speaker
shen, corresponding secretary; athletic department are E. K. ing it, but she received
Rozell Owens, Wendell
or treat" season. Hearing the when members of the Elliston
a
phone
Knight,
head
coach; and Ma- call from
George
Whitney, business
Clark, Charles Armour, Eua certain senior?
brakes screeching as rubber Heights Civic club hold their
manager; Rev. R. Richardson, rion Tolliver, Albert Harris Ethel Byrd and
gene Campbell, Charles H.
Edgar
concrete,
residents monthly meeting at the Dunn
are
hugged
and
Thomas
Roland,
assistant making beautiful
chaplain; D. L. Wrushen,
music to- Brown, Paul Sims, Ronald and
popped out of their homes to Ave. Elementary school on sergeant-atarms; and Martin coaches. B. T. James is direc- gether?
Donald Turner, Wayne Evans,
tor
see a "child" lying in the street Monday night, Nov. 20.
of
cheer
leaders.
Robinson, treasurer.
L. Harris has a football team Joseph Bell and James Gray
Boosting
dressed in blue jeans, white The members of the club.
the
boosters
in
Appointed to the finance
of her own?
tee shirt and an old hat, the along with representatives of committee were Isaiah Good- their attempt to bolster the
Betty Johnson and Charles
driver in a state of shock and the Magnolia, Barksdale, Nor- rich, Charles Horner, Charlie school's athletic department is Brown are
as tight as they
trembling, and the pranksters risview and Ward 60 civic clubs Ware and Mrs. Hattie Lee, Prof. Alonzo Weaver, princi- think they
are?
pal of the school.
holding their bellies in fits of met recently with a representa- secretary.
The Carver Cobras are golaughter. It was quite a while tive of the Memphis Transit
On the transportation coming to beat the Hamilton Wildbefore the driver regained his to discuss plans for a new bus mittee are Rev. C. Blount,
cats?
composure ,but when he did he route to serve the community. Wilbert Lee, R. L. Harris,
Oh, yes! who holds the key
to Carolyn Sherman's heart?
TOP PERSONALITY
This week the spotlight
turns to one of the most
charming personalities around
the campus, Jacqueline L.
Foster. She is a member of
the 12-3 homeroom under the
A former Memphian, Mrs. direction of Mr. William Cross
Lucille Barnes, wife of Rev. Jacqueline resides at 180 First
L. L. Barnes of Denver, Colo., ave., with her parents, Mr and 1$5.00_ purchase
2803 LAMAR
$5.00 purchase
was feted here last week at Mrs. C. T. Foster.
She is a majorette, member
Coupon At GARDINO'S
a fellowship dinner and later
7 A.M. 'TH. MIDNIGHT
of the Sub-Deb society, Glee
at a brunch.
Open All Day Sunday
1-Lb.
Armour Star Bacon
19c
The fellowship dinner was club, Spanish club, Journalist
_
club,
Red Cross, and the secgiven for Mrs. Barnes by a
retary of the Senior class.
group of her co-workers and
With Coupon
Jacqueline is a member of
friends at the residence of Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral. Her
Mrs.
Beulah
Sanifer,
1487
Kanhobbies are reading, listening
WO Fredric March
/9
Panudrch$a5.se lb •1
gas, on Friday Oct. 27.
to jazz records, and most of
and Cameron Mitchell
The table was decorated all playing tennis.
with a Halloween theme.
After graduation, she plans
Aside from the hostess, Mrs. to attend E. H. Crump HosI
5Bag
Sanifer, those present were pital School of Nursing.
Mesdames Bertha Rose Har- HIT PARADE
with Robert Montgomery shaw, Bessie Jackson, Rachel "Love I've Found You," John
Smith and Joyce Hollowell.
Johnson, Grace Bohanon. Hanand Wanda Hendrix
nah Holloway, Velma Carter, "Tears, Tears, Tears," Carla
Cunningham and MacArthur
Emma Norman and little Miss
Roberts.
Lanetta Burnette.
Mrs. Sam Holloway was host- "Just Gotta Know," Linda
Jones and Ronald Turner.
tess for the brunch given for
with Johnny Weissmuller
Mrs. Barnes in her home at "Guess Who I Saw Last
Night?" Bonnie Bailey and
1737 Bismark at., on Sunday
and Brenda Joyce
Carl Williamson
morning.
"Aware of Love," Mattie
Present for the occasion were
Campbell and Theodore
Mesdames Beulah Sanifer, Edna
Randolph.
Wright and Bessie Jackson.
"Operation Heartbreak," John
Henry Filler and Zeporia
Thompson.
with James Stewart
"Just You and Me," Beatrice
and Marlene Dietrich
Rush and Fred Griffin.
303 Site9t
"Burnt Biscuits," Lazell HarTIVOLI, Italy - (UN) - ris and Her Fan Club.
An elephant named Bongo was "Look In My Eyes," Peggy
electrocuted
night Wilks and Earnest Marshall.
Sunday
when he raised his trunk to "You Never Miss Your Water
16 Oi.54
tension
powinvestigate
high
a
Until Your Well Runs Dry,"
with Larry Parks
er line.
C. Golston and Miss Fine.
and Barbara Hale
Bongo was one of three ele- TOP GIRLS
phants on loan from a circus
Bonnie Bailey, Carol Walkto the producers of the Italian er, Julia Ann Glover, Jacquefilm "Hannibal."
line Haynes, Dianne Smith,

S..

I?
ANCE

WOODSTOCK
NEWS

$ $$ $$$ $$ $$ $ $ $$$ $ $ $ 5

$ $ $555

SAVE SAVE! SAVE!
Dollars On Automobile Liability Insurance
*

* * *

WE CAN INSURE YOU!
AT LOW RATES
•Small Monthly
•Small Down Payment
Safe Drivers Save More Money

Payments

CALL US OR COME TO OUR OFFICE TODAY

ENGE BERG Insurance Agency
888 POPLAR AVE.-Phone: JA 6-0651 or JA 6-0652
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 5555555$ 555 $S

35$

,60,29t

Peaches, Miss Georgia. . . ..A9t
Oranges
Mayfield Corn
Dog Food, Dog House
Irish Potatoes, Red
b 0B:29$
Baloney, Delta Queen. . .
Rudy's Sausage
39$
By the Piece39t

1.

MEATS OF YOUR CHOICE
Pork
Steaks-Meaty Cutlets-Boneless

Lb 59*

Back-Bones

Lb 49

Pork
Neck Bones - Pig Feet - Hog Mow

PRICES GOOD NOV. 10-11

15e
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Lb

LIE EN111KH
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50 Attend Boyd
Housewarming

Dunbar Social Club
Aids St.Jude,NAACP

More than 50 persons were
present recently when Mrs.
Tom Warren gave a house-(
warming party for Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Boyd in their new4
decorated home at 2146 Stovall.
The party was held from 4
to 7 p.m. Delicious champagne
punch was served from the
dining room table centered with
floral arrangements flanked
by white candles in silvez
holders.
The couple received many
lovely gifts.
Assisting Mrs. Warren wa:
Mrs. William McGlocklin,

Mrs. Alice Burchett enter- of the meeting was the relattained members of the Dun- Mg of experiences on tours and
bar Social club at Tony's Inn. travel by the members during
vacation months.
The newly elected Officers
Cocktails and cornish hen
"But when I became a quer the situation. Life is full
were
installed
by Mrs. Callie were served by the hostess.
of situations that demand that
man" — 1 Cor. 13:11
Mrs. Daisy Norman was reStevens. They are Mrs. Altura
Every one today wants to be each of us must put the most
Slams Lee, president; Mrs. cently hostess to the Dunbars
grown. Mothers everywhere into it. Nothing short of this
at the Lelia Walker Club
are looking at little John and will ever show to the world
Mamie Pamphlett, vice-presihouse. During the business
Sue trying to find signs of we are mature.
dent; Mrs. Daisy Blackburn, sessioq, a letter was read from
maturity. Careful records are Paul tells these Corinthians
secretary; Mrs. Jimmie L. the St. Jude Building Fund
kept telling when he took his that when he became a man
Mitchell, assistant secretary Committee, thanking the club
first step, uttered his first he put away childish things.
and Miss Naomi Gordon, for a donation of $150. The St.
word, or grew his first tooth. This is the thing that must
treasurer.
Jude donation was made durBook after book tells the happen to each of us. Not only LANE CAMPUS SCENE — who consented to have their cation freshman; Diane ArmAnother interesting feature ing the tenure of Mrs. Susie
parent that these are indicative must we be satisfied with phy- The trees are turning to gold pictures snapped. From left strong, freshman English maHightower, immediate past
of the maturity of the child. If sically growing but we must on the Lane college campus are Patricia South, freshmen jor; and Elnora Palmer, a TEACHER ZUPPKE
president.
many of these signs don't show grow morally, spiritually, so- in Jackson. Tenn., and out English major; Decline Long, senior majoring in elemenCHOIR
ROBES
The Club also made a 'donaCHAMPAIGN, Ill.— (UM—
up soon many times parents cially and culturally. Any time enjoying th• beauty of the junior majoring in biology; tary education. — (Dockery
tion
of $25 to the local branch
High Fashion Styling
Red Grange, famed Galloping
get concerned thatt the child is we fail to do this we fail to season and adding to it are Betty Reeves, business edu- Photo)
of
the
NAACP.
Superbly Tailored
mature.
Ghost of the Illini, and George
not growing as he should.
these he* young co-eds
Current event topics under • At An Economy Price!!
Hales, founder and coach of
Another factor marking maBut what is this thing called
the chairmanship of Mrs. Mothe Chicago Bears, both learn- Bette Vaughn
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
maturity that causes so much turity is shown in the ability
were discussed.
UNIFORM COMPANY
ed the rudiments of football
concern among people today? of one to give up the nonA repast was served by the 314 South Main St.
JA 6-3641
under Illinois football coach hostess.
A few days ago Ann Landers essential. Too many times
Col/ for Mrs. Lillie Pearce
Bob Zuppke.
gave a good picture of what people tend to carry the imMrs. C. E. Rowan is club
(Member of Mt. Zion Baptist
Church for information)
we should have as we think in mature things on into adultreporter.
Six churches were represterms of "maturity." First she hood with them. They cry at
ented when the $out h THE SACRED SCRIPTURE
says that maturity embraces the slightest provocation, they
Memphis district of the Mis- "THE HOLY SCRIPTURE or Word
many things. The first thought become angry for no apparent
sionary Institute was held at Is Divine Truth itself... The docshould be the ability to see the reason, or hold on to small
Miss.
the
at
Bethel AME church, 626 Wicks trine of the Church is to be drown
picture as a whole. Far too peeves when these things long SALEM-GILFIELD BAPTIST was observed
3 8 4 N DECATUR STREET
from th• ten" of the letter of the
The officers and members Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist ave., last week.
'many times many of us see ago should have been forgotWord, and is to be confirmed th•remornSaturday
last
ten.
criurch
on
Among those attending were by...Without the Ward no on•would
of Salem Gilfield Baptist
only a part of the picture; the
Rev. A. D. BROWN, Minister
whole scheme of things we see All of these things tell those church, located at the corner ing, and giving the message at Mrs. Bertie DeLyles, founder hare knowledge of a God, of Hen.
Herhour
was
o'clock
the
11
of the institute. Accompanying yen and hell, or of a life oft•r
only a part and a small part about us and should tell us of Crump blvd. and Florida
that we have failed to grow St., will honor the pastor, Rev. bert Brown, church Temper- her was her sister, Mrs. Maude death, and still less of the Lord.'
of the picture at that.
1. Sunday School
9.30 A.M.
Read mom about this and other
In the second place a "ma- up. If we are ever going to A. L. McCargo during Appre- ance secreteary.
Morgan of Oklahoma City, vital subisicts in Swedenborg'.
Mrs . Georgia Watt, Superintendent
at
the
stick
services
be mature we will have to ciation Day
ture" person is able to
During the service, Pedro Okla. and W. E. Scott of Bethel "Th. Four Doctrines". For your
church on Sunday, Nov. 12. L. Bond, home missionary church, revealed Mrs. L. Ar- copy please send 25c(for postage
to the project or situation give up these things.
2. Morning Sermon
11.00 A.M.
which he has started. The abiGuest speaker for the spe- leader, announced that the chilbald, reporter for the or- and handling) to,
THE EPSILON SOCIETY
lity on the part of many to
cial program at 3 p.m. will be church was almost to the half- ganization. Mrs. M. R. Todd
3. Communion Servicesvery First Sunday after morning
495 S. Prescott St.
stick to a task once begun
Rev. B. L. Hooks, pastor of way mark on its $4,000 Ingath- is president.
Sermon.
Memphis 11, Tenn.
spells defeat as far as the
Greater Middle Baptist church. ering goal. Members of the Refreihments were served
picture is concerned. SomeThe public is invited. ,
church will continue to sowhere down the line each one
licit funds for what can be
CUMMING ST. BAPTIST
of us must be able to evaluate
the
denomination's
The Lydia Circle of Cum- called
a picture and then stick to it.
ming St. Baptist church will "foreign aid" program.
The very fact that many peopresent a Coffee and Fashion
Money raised for IngatherWE RESERVE
ple are unable to stick to a
program at the Sigma Gamma ing goes to establish hospitals
of
task is evidence of a lack
THE
RIGHT
at
805
house
sorority
overseas
and
Rho
to assist in dismaturity.
TO LIMIT
Saxon ave., on Sunday even- tressed area where people are
Again Miss Landers declares Laymen Day at Providence
ing, Nov. 12, from 4 until made homeless by earth- I
QUANTITIES.
that maturity is the ability to AME church, 384 N. Decatur
quakes, famines, hurricanes
7 p.m.
face the unpleasant things of at., has been planned for SunGospel
will
include
Guests
and
other
disasters,
and
other
life and keep going. It is at day Nov. 12 announces the
Temple, Mrs. Teola Cohen, projects.
this point that many fail to church's pastor, Rev. A. D.
Deborah Circle, Keel Ave. Elder Charles R. Graham,
measure up. In these instances Brown.
Mrs. Georgia Green, Eastern pastor of the church, visited
many people spend entirely The observance is scheduled
Mrs. Alberta Branch, the Jackson, Tenn., congregatoo much time fighting the un- to start at 11 a.m. at which Star,
Gilfield, tion on last Saturday mornpleasant things of life rather time Atty. Ben F. Jones, -a Circle No. 2, Salem
d ing.
than accepting them and mak- local lawyer and a member of Mrs. Mildred Kimmons a n
Mission Summerfield.
ing the most of them.
Collins Chapel CME church is
Mrs. Lucille Joyner is misThe life of Jesus brings this expected to deliver the keysion secretary, and Mrs. Gerto our attention very vividly.
note address.
trude Turner, chairman.
Had Jesus taken time out in
His life to fight those forces At 3 p.m. Elder Blair T. Rev. W. L. Varnado is pasthat sought to destroy Him He Hunt. pastor of Mississippi tor of the church.
never would have achieved His blvd. Christian church is sched- UNION BAPTIST
mission. In a like manner uled to give the main address. "Monday Morning Religion"
many of us fail to accept the At 4 p.m. Mrs. L. W. Moore was the topic of a short talk
unpleasant things of life and also of the Christian church is given by M. A. Young, suMrs. Callie Lentz Stevens,
BIG STAR Duality Controlled Savory Aged Heavy Beef
thereby never exhibit the best engaged to deliver an address. perintendent of the Sunday
principal of Melrose ElemenBaptist.
of which we are capable.
Theme of the celebration school of Union
said tary school, will be the honconclusion, he
In
Time and time again we see will be "Loyalty of Laymen
"Many times we think Chris- ored guest at the afternoon
people with- natural abilities To the Church."
tianity is something to be Woman's Day program to be
who never live up to what is
Center Cut Chuck. Lb. 434
conference
preached on Sunday and not presented at First Baptist
expected of them. How many Robert Parrish is
orLaymen
practiced on Monday, but that Church Lauderdale on Sunlives do we see daily that are president of the
Blade Cut Chuck. .Lb.
MISSILE DEFENSE BASE
day, Nov. 12.
wasted because they fail to do ganization. Jack Cooperwood is is not true."
rt•
ROCKET LAUNCHER
Rev. J. W. West is pastor of "Christian Women Workthat which they are capable the local president, Floyd Tate
SPRAT
JACK
ing Together Diligently for
of doing? Life is so designed is the secretary. The public is the church.
celebraChrist" will be the subject of
that survival is predicated on invited to attend the
SECOND
her talk.
doing the best of which one is tion.
CONGREGATIONAL
capable. This idea carries with
Three women will deliver
Although a relatively newBallard or Pillsbury
it the idea of being able to
the morning message at Sec- comer to Memphis, Mrs. Stevkeep one's word.
ond Congregational church on ens has endeared herself to
When we speak of maturity
Sunday, Nov. 12, when the the community as an ardent
we think of a person being
has religious, educational and civFellowship
Women's
able to see a situation and
charge of the program.
ic leader.
LIBBY Fresh Frozen
designing means able to conMrs. Callie Stevens will
Serving as guest teachers
speak on "Purpose of Wo- in the adult department of the
6 oz
men's Fellowship;" Mrs. Mi- Sunday school will be Mrs. Aldiscuss.
Sugarmon
will
riam
ta Lemons, Beulah Baptist
"The Changing World;" and church; Mrs. Bertha Baskins,
ROSEDALE Spiced
Dr. Juanita Williamson will St. John Baptist; and Mrs. Sa29 oz. AD
MISSILE
talk on "What of the Future?" lella Bowden and Mrs. Katie
general
Boyd,
Mrs.
Willette
Humphrey
is
B.
Rev. J.
DEFENSE BASE
Hunter, St, Paul Baptist
secretary Department of Con- vice president of the Women's church.
Fellowship
and
will
be
in
TRIPLE
G
Fancy
Fresh
Grade
"AA"
The pastor, Dr. H. Clark
ference Claimants of the ChrisEpiscopal charge of the services. The Nabrit. will speak at the
Methodist
tian
With coupon 8 $5.00
public
is
invited.
honmorning services.
church of 1486 Felix st.,
additional purchos•
4".
Rev.
John
Mickle
is
pgstor
Smith,
PANEL TALK
ored Bishop B. Julian
Available In Memphis Metropolitan
A panel discussion will be
presiding Bishop of the first of the church.
Big Star Stores ONLY.
the main feature of the BapEpiscopal District with a Fel- FIRST BAPTIST
Large Dozen
tist Training Union. The sublowship Dinner during the LAUDERDALE
A. "Know Your Members" ject will be "Books of the
recent session of the West
Tennessee Annual Conference. social hour was sponsored by Church." The public is invited
the Ladies Aid group of First
Assisting Rev. Boyd in re- Baptist Lauderdale. All new to share in all services for the
Pint
II
ceiving and entertaining the members added during the day.
Mrs. Amelia Dandridge is
honoree and guests were Mrs. current year were honored
general
chairman
of
the
obROCKET
Mrs.
hostess,
and
Annie Able,
guests.
servance; Miss Ramelle EdMable Bigham and caterers.
LAUNCHER
Mrs.
M.
M.
Sims,
president
Fall flowers centered the of Ladies Aid, was in charge. dings co-chairman; Mrs. Rosa
Neale Merrill, program chair20 07
table where a delightful Har- Each
new
member
was man, and Mrs. Hazel Gurley
vest dinner was served.
uniquely introduced in a song chairman of publicity.
JACK SPRAT
Special guests attending the or a game by Mrs. Mildred
Comfort Guaranteed Or
were Bishop B. Julian Hodges and Mrs. Myrtle Crawdinner
BACK
MONEY
YOUR
Smith, First Episcopal District ford.
• • 7 ot
CME church. Chicago, Bishop
A delightful evening of enWiwi. Board, Deaconess.
J. Claude Allen, Third District, tertainment and refreshments
Mother of Church,
•ROUE; BLASTS OFF!
Gary, Ind.; Dr. G. H. Carter, was enjoyed by all.
Nurses, Missionary,
•MISSILES EIRE!
publishing agent, and Prof. F. On last Friday night, the
"'Tar" sand
T. Jeans, financial secretary, annual Harvest Tea was given
Nylon, Dacron, Colton,
12 oz.
pam
•MOS EIGHT UPI
rom
WW1, Peet S to 57
Jackson. Tenn.; Rev. and Mrs. in the lower level of the
Short
end
44
Long,
Sleeves
R. V. Johnson, St. Louis, Mo.; church with Mrs. Valeria Jef•INTERCHANGEABLE
MAXWELL HOUSE,
SADWE1 rot 155th
and Mrs. S. D. Lewers, ferey as chairman.
CHASE 6 SANBORN Lb.
'r—CHASE
Lee 01114111MAT)ONI1
GIRDLES PANTIE GIRDLES Rev.
NOSE CONES
Oklahoma City, Okla.; Rev.
Mrs. Hazel Gurley is church
Can
Loweet Prk. Available
and Mrs. C. W. Allen, Rev. and publicity chairman, and Dr.
MARYLAND CLUB
•CRANE REALLY WORKS
WRITE 701 WM mune tre
With coupon 8 $5.00
Mrs. D. S. Cunningham, and H. C. Nabrit pastor of t h e
•OVER 215- ACTION FIGURES
additional parch.,"
SPRINGER FASIION VNIFORMS
Rev. D. W.Browning, Memphis; church.
77
Alaimo
701551.,
a.r.
t,
S.W.
ENGINEERED FOR prpFEcr
Rev. J. L. Keys, Eldorado, MISS. BLVD. SDA
DELICIOUS
STATE
RED
1,
GOLDEN
WASHINGTON
Wasklarts•2,
ennui 2, Georgia
Ark.; Rev. T. M. Davis,
Annual Temperance Day
Clarksville, Tenn.; Rev. and
1142 College St
Mrs. U. Z. McKinnon, Atlanta;
At E McLemore
Rev. J. D. Hutson, Jackson,
Tenn.;
Rev. M. H. Burnett of
WH 6-4442
GET YOUR TOY
Humboldt, Tenn. and others.

REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
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IDistrict Missionary
Institute At Bethel

By HERBERT L. BUGGS

PROVIDENCE AME CHURCH

Laymen's Day
Sunday, Nov. 12
At Providence

1"DOWN

Mrs. Stevens Will
Speak For Women
Of First Baptist
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Growth in Christian Concern

ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Catholics Open Southern
Office To Fight Bias

By Alfred J. Buescher

Scriptures-Matthew 23:31-4.6; Galatians 6:14.

S were
n Mrs
house(
r. and
✓ newly
6 Stov-

NEW ORLEANS - To provide help for Catholics working
for desegregation and interracial justice, a full-time southern
field service office has been
opened here by the National
Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice.

from 4
:mpagne
om the
ed with
flanked
silvet
,

The importance of Christian concern
for others-for the sharing of burdens-Is illustrated by the prophecy
of the second advent of Christ. "The
Son of man shall come in His glory.'
-Matthew 25:31

many

'en wa:
kiln

ng

"And before Him shall be gathered
all the nations: and He shall separate
them" and "set the sheep on his right
hand," saying, "Come, ye blessed
inherit the kingdom prepared for
you."-Matthew 25:32-34.

Growth in Christian Concern

Cc!!
!RN
6-3641
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4

pilaf

4

THE CONCERN FOR OTHERS WHICH
CHRISTIANS
MUST PRACTICE, AND THE JUDGMENT
THAT
FOLLOWS INDIIFFERENCE

•

fioripture--Matthew 15:31-46; Galatians 6:1-e,
By N. SPEER JONES
, Week. it is recorded in Mark
THE HEART of today's sub- 13 and Luke
21, as well as in
Ject concerns bearing the bur- Matthew 24 and 25.
dens of others.
The 'sheep, or those chosen to
No one of us is so perfect that inherit the kingdom
of God, are
he can bear his own burdens those who have put
into action
gracefully without the help of their God-given grace. They
God and of other mortals. If need not seek for a grand
denshe thinks he can be completely onstration of this spirit,
but
dependent on himself alone, he practice it regularly in the
Is blinded by conceit.
sayeryday occurrences of their
He Is also unable to help Ifves. They feed the
hungry,
others with their burdens, as a take in the stranger, clothe
the
Christian should--or even to needy, and visit the sick and tmacknowledge his obligation to Prieoned•
do so. As John Eadie points out
They do these things literally,
("Peloubet's Select Notes," p. but more impostant, they do
370), "If a man thinks himself them spiritually, that is,
they
so perfect that he can have no give of themselves, of the
spirit
burden which others may carry" within them, wherever they are
with him, or for him; if he re- needed and in whatever humble
gards himself so far above way the °creator. may demand,
frailty, sin, or sorrow, that he Thus they "repair" the spirit of
either needs nor expects eyM- God in their brothers who are

The sheep are the true ChrisUans,
those who have shown their faith in
good actions to their fellow men and
therefore to Christ Himself. They
have fed the hungry and visited the
the sick.-Matthew 25:35-40.

Baha'is To
Fete 11
From Japan

The unrighteous, the "goats," on
Christ's left, will be banished front
heaven. "Depart from Me, ye cursed,
into the eternal fire." - Matthew
25:41-46.
GOLDEN TEXT; Galatians 6:2.

The (Sciatica(text

In Chicago, an appeal to.a
President Kennedy to ban brills
executive order racial discrimination in all housing aided by
federal funds or regulations
has been made by the National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice.
Director of t h e office is
Dr. John J. O'Connor, WashHenry A. Cabirac, jr., who last ington, president of the Conspring helped found the New ference, stated that "racial and
Orleans Catholic Council on Hu- ethnic restrictions in housing
man Relations. Cabirac has are a problem of national
served as executive director scope," and that housing segPRESIDENT of Virginia Union of the council and is active in regation "especially in the
north," may be a more severe
university Dr. Thomas H. Hen- church work.
Complete desegregation of problem than scheol segregaderson, will speak at Morgan
Catholic schools and other tion by law.
Park 's Betheden Baptist
Catholic organizations and inO'Connor aded that the Preschurch, 11121 So. Loomis ave.,
stitutions is the announced goal ident had pledged during the
at the 11:00 a.m. service Sunthe Conference, and the new prekidential campaign to issue
day morning, Nov. 51h. Dr.
southern field service also will such an order.
Henderson, who received the
work to end racial discrunina- GOV'T NOT NEUTRAL
Ph.D. degree from Chicago unition in public schools, employT Ii e Conference statement
versity, arrives in Chicago.
ment, medical care and hous- implied that the government
Sunday morning by air following.
is not neutral, and stated that
ing Homecoming Football feeThe Conference announced it is involved to such an extivities on the Richmond. Va.,
that the New Orleans office tent in the housing market that
campus Saturday, to open he
will have a full-time staff and its policy, or lack of it, would
22nd Anniversary celebration
experienced consultants to help help either ailegration or segof the Morgan Park Pastorate
"increase and improve the in- res.,ation.
of Rev. Richard C. Keller, a
,
terracial witness of Catholi,
It added that federal regu- .
V.U.U. alumnus. The president
throughout the south,"
latory and hottsing agencies
will also attend the UniversiSOUTHERN AREA
whose activities influence the.
ty's Choir Chicago Concert of
The Conference board in- housing
its Midwest tour on Monday
market "must play
cludes, in southern areas, memevening, Nov. 8 at 8:00 o'clock
constructive ride in eliminat
bers from Arkansas. Louisiana,
p.m. in the Beth Eden Sanctuing discriminatoin" since resiary. under the direction of Maryland, Mississippi, North dential restrictions are so closeCarolina, Texas and „WashingProf. William J. Goodwin.
ly bound up with the econoton, D. C. Among 36 autonomic practices of the housinf
mous organizations federated in
industry.
the organization the newest is
The Conference called the rethe Catholic Interracial Counationship between housing ant'
cil of Oklahoma City.
'ainily life an intimate one
Address of the new office is
and said the government cask
Southern Field Service, NCCIJ.
make a large contribution ti
Suite 2, IGO Baronne st., New
the "renewal of family lift
Orleans 13.
among disadvantaged minorit)
groups" by working for nondiscrimination in housing.
It said that a presidetial order banning discrimination it
the housing field shoud be "the
next defnitive step in banishThe practical emphasis in ing the moral and social evil
religion, education and life will of racial and ethnic discriminahe explored in the sermon if tion from our national life.*
•
Rev. Jesse Cavileer, minister
—
of First Universalist church,
910 E. 83rd at.. at the Sunday
morning service on Nov 5.
New 1961 slim line
Morning services at the
church begin at 11 a. in., and
The fastest growing Use of
runs parallel with the Church
School for young people, which Negro greeting cards is the U
S i today.
lasts for one hour.

WILMETTE, Ill. -,- Eleven
spiritual leaders from Japan.
representing ten religious
groups, will be luncheon guests
at the Baha'i National Headquarters on Sheridan rd. on
Sunday, Nov. 5. This is the
first Japanese interfaith delegation to visit America.
Following the luncheon, they
will attend the half-hour afternoon service in the Baha'i
House of Worship after a tour
of the edifice and its nine
surrounding formal gardens.
Toshio Miyake, chief priest
of Iztio Konkoyo and chairman
of the delegation, says the
GOLDEN TEXT
purpose of their month-long
"Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfU1 the law of
Journey across t h e United
Christ."-Goluttans 6:1,
States is to enable them to
pathy nor help-he will not hungry for it, or fettered by bring back to their 20 million
members first-hand information
readily stoop to bear the bur- their own self-importance.
dens of others."
As they give to others, "even on the religious and social cliThe passage cited from Paul's these least," they give to the mate in America.
Christ the Consoler
epistle to the Galatians bears Lord Himself. The test of any
"Bear ye ens another's burdens, and so
The tour of the United States,
out this truth. It is this Chris- action is whether Jesus would sponsored by the' School
fulfil the law of Christ,"-Galatians 6:2,
of Retian interdependence and grace recognize it as one done for
ligion. State university of Iowa,
which Paul urges, not the mere Him.
will include visits and confercorrection by man of his fellow
Christians are not saved by
man for a specific sin or tres- good works alone, but by their ences to various religious, edupass.
faith as manifested in good cational, industrial and governmental organizations.
The word "restore" in verse 1 works.
Is carefully chosen to indicate
Through such meetings, Tour
The goats, those who will not
this: it is not "punish" or "set inherit God's kingdom, are not host, Dr. Marcus Bach, special
right"; it comes instead from a consigned to a hell which was consultant to the SUI
School
verb meaning to repair, recon- made for them: it was made for
of Religion and internationalcile or equip. Christians are the devil, but those who prefer
ly known author on religious
asked to lead others from the evil to God dwell in hell.
VATICAN CITY - The intercession is beyond natural
error of self-dependence to deThe "nations" mentioned in groups, says, "What scientists
cause of Blessed Martin de explanation.
pendence on the Holy Spirit
verse 32 may be taken to mean have been doing in their field
This is the second physical
It 1.5 the same principle which individuals. The root of the Word by way of international ex- Pori-es, Peruvian negro, who
differentiates the sheep from the can mean "Gentiles," or all change of ideas, what agricul- helped slaves brought from cure ascribed to the Dominican
ts in the passage cited from those who are not Jews, and turalists, educators and indus- Africa, has taken another signi- lay brother's intercession, the
The Women's Board of St.
tthew.
certainly there are righteous trialists
have long realized as ficant step nearer sainthood. first having been approved last
Bernard's Parish, 340 W. 66th
This is the conclusion of what and ungodly people in all
Latest development toward January by the medical comvital to a better communicaSt. is planning a buffet lunchIla known as the Olivet Dis- nations.
canonization is the decision by mission.
eon to be held Sunday at 3
PRINCESS DISHNASIIE
In these tense days, thin les- tion of their areas of research
course, delivered by Christ on
he medical commission of the
The cardinals of the Rites
p.m. in the lyceum of the
the Mount of Olives east of son on the second coming of is now being brought to bear
school.
Jerusalem on Tuesday of Holy Christ Is more potent than over. upon man's spiritual relation Sacred Congregation of Rites Congregation, entrusted with
Mrs. Louise Buford, president
Bawd on copyrighted outlines produded by the Division of Christina Education, with man by the State uni- that a cure attributed to his investigating cases or persons
National Council of Chunihee of Christ in the I/ 5 re, and used by pertatenke.
of the organization, is asking
recommended for beatification
versity of Iowa School of ReDistributed by Mos Features eradicate
that all the ladies of the parish
or canonization, must declare
ligion."
be present. The meeting is
two cures miracles if canonizadesigned to stimulate membertion is to proceed. While evenship in the group.
tual sainthood is not assured,
Father Richard Herdkamp is
the medical commission's findPrincess R. Dishnashe, of the spiritual advisor of the
ings favor it.
1032 Hyde Park blvd., was one group.
The first cure found beyond
Ladies
spearheading
the
of the principal speakers at a
natural explanation was the
recent religious dinner honor- luncheon are Mrs. Paul Buford,
healing in 1948 of an intestinal
ing Bishop F. McGee, pastor president; Mrs. Theo J. Foreocclusion suffered by Dorotea
of McGee Temple Church of man, vice president; Mrs. How"God the Great Performer"
Caballero of Paraguay. The God in Christ.
ard Rollins, secretary and Clara
will be the subject of the Cosecond cure, approved Oct. 18,
She was praised by Evelyn Lott, treasurer.
lumbia "Church of the Air"
was that of Antonio Perez, who Gay, noted gospel singer, for
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in 1959 sustained a foot injury her knowledge of three foreign
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WBBM 780 kc. Sunday, Nov. The Blessed Martin was a the most learned women in
close friend of St. Rose of Lima. America today on African arts,
5, at 6:30 a.m.
The priest charged with press- customs and history.
She is a choreographer, proing for the 17th century Dominican's canonization is Father ducer and talented actress and
lecturer. Prin cess Dishnashe
Tarcisio Piccari, G. P.
has written a religious play
He said that while prospects
which she hopes to present
now
appear
favorable, he during
the month of December
could
not
estimate
when a suc- at Hylton's
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since
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get what they're fighting for.
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' there's always
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As revolutionaries, they 'r e room for folk
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fighting against the established to differ.
Nobody is altogethsee. Uncle, Act of Marc h 2, ivy.
at 'Memphis, T
order. And somehow or other, er right.
There's always room
it's not long before the revolu- for
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
improvement. There 's
tionaries are denying others always
another side to any
the very same things they're
question. And, it's not always
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battling in the established ord- the wrong
side. It's just the
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other side sometimes. EveryFor
body
instance, it has been incan't be an eye. SomePhone — CAlumet 5-2100
teresting to note how quick body has to be the ear, the foot,
Negroes are to turn against the leg, or ' what-have-you.
each other and start name- But that's still no reason for
calling as soon as anyone dis- the eye to call the ear a fool
agrees with their version of . .
or "an Uncle Tom."
what should be done in the Mr. Schuyler went on to say,
struggle for full citizenship in "Anybody who didn't believe
The coastal strip, the ten-mile wide the United States.
Someone has opened Pandora's box
that school integration would
solve the Negro problem, who
in Kenya, and the troubles that have belt stretching from the Tanganyika If they're going down
Route
been hidden there for most of Britain's border to the Tana river, which is 66, they call all other Negroes didn't believe that vertical
sixty-odd year's administration in East known as the Kenya Protectorate, was fools who think they can reach ghettos were better than horiAfrica have flown out to darken the originally thought the most difficult of the same destination down zontal ones he means by that
skies.
these problems, principally because it is Highway 61. Maybe, that's just some Negroes are consciously
Who that someone was is a diffi- hound up with an international agree- the way of all extrerrlists. Their or conscoiusly asking the white
cult question to answer. The Governor. ment. Under an
agreement signed philosophy' seems to be: folk to jim-crow Negroes on
the basis of individuals rather
Sit- Patrick Renison. seems to assume in 1895. Britain leased the There're only two sways
some of the blame for himself. Summing strip from the Sultan of Zanzibar-for my way and the, wrong way. than lump them all together
. . who didn't believe that
up in a broadcast, after the five frustra- which it now pays $64,000 a year-and The reaction of a lot of folk
racial sweetness a n d light
ting weeks of all-party constitutional undertook that it should be administer- to this type of attitude among
would result from carting Netalks under his chairmanship broke ed by officials directly responsible to Negroes was very 'well voiced
gro children two or three miles
last
week
by
George
S.
Schuydown, he said:
the British Government.
ler, one of the nation's oldest off to attend school with white
"I was determined to bring the maWith Kenya shortly to become indeand most trenchant columnists kids would begin the mittenjor problems of the country into the pendent the agreement obviously needs
and one of the top newspaper- 'um, or that passing laws
open so that the leaders would know to be reviewed; the matter is now under men
in. the world. Mr. Schuy- would mean the end of an racwhat they would have to face in the investigation. The 35,000 Arabs who live ler, a
Negro, is widely respect- ial restrictions, was promptly
years hhead. I don't think it is fajr to in Mombasa and other parts of the strip ed . . • . and
often cussed and labeled a beast and enemy of
sweep all the difficulties under the car- have campaigned for a year for coastal disagreed with by
Negroes, the people . . . and an "Uncle
pet and leave them to be discovered autonomy. They have been quitely back- who say Route 66 is the only Tom."
after independence. But we seem to ed by their few thousand European way to the Promise Land.
FOUR B's
have let loose all these worries for neighbors.
Well's there's reason to beIn regard to those who call
nothing."
Both communities have said they him names, Mr. Schuyler says lieve that Mr. Schuyler a
He was probably being too gloomy. want to cut nearly all ties with the quar- . . in a column last week . . . world traveler, a long-time stuThe airing of these problems, which relsome tribes. They argue that the need "There is a minority Marxist dent of racial matters, a vetmostly concern minorities, has raised to review the 1895 agreement provides (pro-Communist) clique, colored eran and vocal advocate of the
tension, but this was necessary if they the opportunity to pass to autonomy. a n d white, in this country rights of man. including Negro
were to be acknowledged and resolved Autonomy they see as making them a which for many decades now manhood, has a darn good point "I had a no-good husband— got no business biting my dog.' door yelling at me. I will has,
before independence.
small unit inside an East African Fed- has loud-mouthed its way to there. He is not along in the went cif and left me. Didn't "I said, 'Your dog has got You know, I am not a dog.
public concession of leadership, view that integration of the leave me nothing but a dog." no business biting mine.'
Speak civil to me, or else do
Nevertheless. as Sir Patrick said. eration.
"now we have all round us and all at
If all sides keep their tempers although not representing the races is the answer to all the Cousin Minnie told Simple as "She looked at me. I looked not speak to me at all. Cargo,
they sat stool by stool at the
Negro's problems.
abainst that
once" such worries as the coastal strip. while these questions are being discuss- majority of people.
at her. She said, 'Don't be stop rubbing
lady's leg. She's liable to bite
"Theirs has been the block- There is still room for the bar. "Dog's name were Cargo, impudent with me.'
the Somali secession movement in the ed for the first time with penetration,
long as the Ne- a black dog with one white
you.'
Northern frontier district and other tri- this period of tension could still turn out buster approach of raucous belief that as
"I said, 'Huh! Don't you be "'Oh said the lady. 'I am
gro is the nation's poorest eye. My husband were in the
bal fears. What chances are there of dis- to be the most constructive in Keny's (loud) agitation and irresponsiimpudent,
neither.
I
don't
afraid of that dog.'
ble denunciation of all who dif- group . .. as long as too many Merchant Marines, sailing out
sCargo. set down,' says I.
persing Pandora's flock of troubles?
history.
know you, and I never seen
fer as "reactionaries," "Far- Negroes don't vote or can't of Norfolk. He brought that your dog. What proof you
got
Isis," "Uncle Toms," etc., etc. vote ... as long as the Negro is little old black mutt back from that my dog bit your dog? 'You done messed with that
—the purpose being to isolate without any power except that Trinidad or somewhere. He Cargo is bit-look at his ear. lady's dog. Don't mess with
and destroy everybody with a of a loud voice . . . he still said that little old hound But who bit him, and who he her. Madame, I am sorry if my
looked like a load of coal, so
dog bit your dog-goned dog!'
contrary view of their propa- won't amount to a hill of beans
bit, I do not know.'
he named him Cargo.
"If?' yells the lady. 'There
in the councils of the nation,
ganda.
"Cargo were something! Too "'Do you dispute my word,' is no "if' about it. And don't
town.
county
or
his,
state
What
Mr.
home
Schuyler
benefit from his program.
is saying
Congressmen who have been
affectionate for his own good. said old white lady. 'I say your cuss my dog.'
Members of the House and of the is that a lot of the would-be Negro reailsts . . like Mr. He loved me, but he like to old black dog bit mine.'
only a few weeks will soon find their
"'Who cussed your dog?'
there
are
such
Schuyler
and
or
so-called
"race
savers" have
grass roots alive with official figures conservative groups which oppose any
drove me crazy, running off "'Don't call my dog black,' "'You—you said my dugbasic
that
the
know
.
.
.
had
beings
their
hat
bands swell or
gone clog!'
from Washington. President Kennedy increase in spending for domestic purand stuff. He traipsed all over said I.
has announced that regional conferences poses are likely to take this denial with expand so widely until they anger to the Negro's problem town like his master, and "'Well, it is black,' said the "'Madam, if you think doganywhere
else
America
or
in
are
intolerant.
They say,
never got runned over. That lady.
gone is a cuss word, where
are to be held all over the country in more than a grain of salt.
.Either agree with me and do in the world is: found in the dog knew a red light from a "'So am I,' I said, 'but don't have you been all your life?'
Mr. Kennedy's personal popularity "
November in fourteen cities ranging
"Four
Power"
's
of
.
.
I
do,
ke
or I.1 destroy your
green one as well as I did. call me out of my name,'
"'I am no madam.' yells the
from San Francisco to New York and is undimmed in spite of the international
reputation and send you to "power of the ballot (voting), Cargo loved people but hated
"'What is your name?' says lady, real indignant like.
difficulties which he has encountered;
Houston to Chicago.
buck
"the
power
of
the
Weeshopatonie (West Hell)!"
dogs. This I never did under- Old White Lady, 'because I see "'What is you?' I asked.
Cabinet officers. government offici- it is higher than that of Mr. Eisenhower Some of the
ilk is loose in the (money); "the power of bul- stand in Cargo. If I was a dog, where I am going to have to "'My name is Mrs. Be
als and experts of various kinds will meet at a comparable stage in his Presidency. Memphis Negro community. lets (force)." or the "Power I think I would like other take you to court.'
tha—'
But so far foreign affairs have left Believe me!
local officials, civic groups and other inof the Bible (Truth and Right dogs. But Cargo's hair bris- "I started to tell her, 'Take "'Mine is Minnie,' I cut her
terested people to discuss the legislation Mr. Kennedy little time to undertake
your
looked
like
a
walking
mama
tled.
He
to
off. 'So, Bertha, time's up.
.
.
court.'
she
character).
but
That's seems so unnecessary .
which was passed by Congress and how the education of the public in the domes- . . and also, so wasteful at a Without two or all of those brush when he saw one.
wouldn't understand. So I just You go home to your dog and
it affects them. The emphasis is to be tic issues which must be dealt with if time when the Negro needs'
"One time Cargo hut a white said, 'Huh? Did I bite your leave me with mine.'
'B's" all the king's horses and
"'I want redreSs; said Herplaced on the impact upon the commun- the country. in his old phrase. is "to all hands on deck . . . even if all the king's men . . . all the lady's dog down the street, dog?'
move ahead."
ities where people live.
the hands do differ in size and wringing and twisting, all the and got bit in return. They fit, "'Your dog bit my dog.' tha.
"'I- wants to dress, too,'
Mr. Ribicoff. the Secretary of effectiveness. However, it must sue-ing and "riding," won't fought, and fit, barked, growl- says she. 'and your dog has no
Among the topics scheduled for discussion are full employment. economic Health. Education and Welfare, recently be admitted that there is room make Sam a man. Now. what- ed, howled, and bit. Both were license. I will have the Dog says I, 'because I am going
right smart chewed up. Old Pound come and remove your out tonight. Goodbye!' I shut
growth, the problems and opportunities opened fire with an aggressive speech for the removal of hands that chubet!
white lady come running down dog from this street. Your dog the door. Redress, huh! Colfor young and old people. the plight of to the American Council on Education.
to my place and says, 'Your is a menace. What was your ored folks dress—and white
the ciriee- agriculture and the conserva- blaming the defeat of the bill for Federal
dog bit mine.'
dog doing in my yard attack- fclks redress. Cargo, set down,
aid to education on the short-sightedtion of natural resources.
"I said, 'Your dog bit mine.' ing my dog?'
you dog-gone hound! You
But given this list, it will not be ness and selfishness of various groups"She said, 'Your dog has "'What are you doing at my ain't nothing but a dog."
in
the
easy to keep the discussion to what Con- including the educators themselves.
homes
614
Memphis suffered the loss of for erecting
It would be surprising if at least two great builders last week. Lakeview sub-division became
gress did and avoid the larger question
some
other
members
of
the
One was old. The other was an actuality. His project gaindone.
Administraof what it ought to have
The President himself plans to go tion did not feel that the moment had young. One was black. The ed nation-wide popularity and
West-as far as Seattle-something which come to put pressure on Congress other was white. One was the he an "Oscar" from the Nabuilders of character. The tional Association vif Home
he has not done since his election cam- through the voters.
years ago.
The pressure may not be enough to other was the builders of Builders several
paign a year ago. Mr. Kennedy denied
Mr. Hayes died a natural
homes.
that either his own trip or the regional budge the present House of RepresentaThe builder of character death. But his influence will
conferences amounted to an attempt to tives. But educating the public now may was 76-year-old James Ash- live on as long as the children
NEW YORK — A Methodist in giving them funds for mak- passenger ship bound for L:
go over the head of Congress which lay the ground-work for the election of ton Hayes who was the princi- of the children he taught. Mr.
missionary who was arrested ing this attempt. It is the same bon. I was free to move about
showed so little enthusiasm for his pro- a more responsive Congress in 1962-at pal of Manassas high school. Wolfe, along with wife. Elaine,
eeT
t p2
08Ii re in sort of thing that happens on the ship except at port. I
Angolaby Portuagnudesh
gram. But be wants to stir up interest least that is what the Republicans sus- for 24 years before retiring in died an untimely death. They
for
days every day in Berlin, but I am was locked in my cabin for
automobile
nect.
victims
of
an
1953.
were
among the ordinary people who would
before being deported has re- convinced that escape from 36 hours in Lobito, Angola,
homes
was
accident.
The builders of
vealed that most of his time in Angola is even more justified and- again for 14 hours at the
Mr. Wolfe will be remem,6-year-old William
Burke
••••
as•••
••*sa used—in many instances—"as 3
prison was spent in solitary at present.
island of Madeira. The ship
housing
as
better
'Bill
mabered
as
long
Wolfe.
whose
dream
•
•good reasons" to continue ranconfinement.
•
•
"I was held in prison for 15 arrived in Lisbon on August
•
al segregation and discrimina- terialized after his blueprint is established in Memphis.
The Rev. Raymond E. Noah days in Luanda. I was reason- 11. I was not placed in a pri:non against Negroes.
of Palco. Kan., now stationed ably
•
Ol
well treated, the worst son there as I had been exin Southern Rhodesia, said part being the 14 days of soli- pecting. but was released that
ti One should not expect Ne-•
that all but one of his 15 days .tary confinement, which was evening after a period of quess gm women to be wed as
in prison in Luanda. where relieved ,pp,y
-breeders" from hundreds of
by the six tioning by the police. The
i
he was arrested on July 14, periods of questioning. Dur- next day I was allowed to
• years then over night—with
were spent in solitary confine- ing this time I was also ac- board a plane for Geneva, free
the aid of a few magic words—
ment, relieved only by -ix
s cused of delivering fire arms again after four weeks."
turn them into the very epi••*404 4 4 I
041/14441411.•41.....4,
periods of questioning.—
tome of fine ladyhood It is
After a week in Geneva,
to African villages, but the
other
day
I
was
lions
By letter the
which contribute heavily not
Rev. Noah was a
arrested and charge was
that simple. It will require
dropped for lack Rev. Noah arrived in Old
to
illegitimacy,
which has crest- many years for them to
charged with helping three of evidence. Certainly I was Umtati, Southern Rhodesia,
reminded that the Negro Adadjust.
ed a constantly increasing need This
young Africans escape the not guilty.
he joined his wife and
visors, board to Family Service
PROBLEM
for adoptive homes in the noncountry, where a civil war be- "On
On July 29 I was taken to a four sons.
I do not condone illegithad scheduled a meeting with white segments of America Sotween Africans and whites has
mosey. I do not—by this writrepresentatives of the JUGS ciety."
been going on since March 15.
in.g--offer excuses for Negro
•
After his stay in the Luanda
club. Purpose of the meeting
agree with Dewomen who are given to being
0 Interracial
prison. he was transported ,
imwedsed mothers I am simply
was to obtain $25 pledges from For horeireds of yesr,
Lisbon on the S. S. Mozamamong . Negre‘ w'''"" relating the raise and elect.
Advisory Board and JUGS
bique.
members in order that the JUGS was given tactic endorsement. We mimes continue to work for
Aboard ship he had freedom
"
,
mastproject can continue. The pro- l'nele
a corrective solution of this
slave
while
'
ent. medical care and
of movement except at ports. NEW ORLEANS — To project is this. The JUGS hired a ers did not respect . .. or even nrohlem. It is obvious that the
rn
.
He said he was locked in his vide help for Catholics work- iiours'lingm
social worker to offer counsel- condone the social necessity of TUGS club members feel sirniThe Conference announced
cabin for 36 hours in Lobito, ing for desegregation and ining service to young mothers creating strong. legitimate him- larly about it. "Working for a
that the New Orleans office
Angola. and for 19 hours at
'tion...
full-time will have a full-time staff and
a
terracial
justice.
with illegitimate children. The ily units among slaves. It was solu
the island of Madeira.
social worker works out of commonplace to disperse father, Dr. Deasy in her speech beconsultants to
In a letter to friends in souttern field service office experienced
mother
and
children.
office.
More
Service
Family
fore the Urban League said
America, the clergyman wrote has been opened here by the help "increase and improve
money is needed to continue MANY YEARS
-"Few Negroes adopt childreni‘alrers
the following account of his National Catholic Conference the interracial witness of
the project. It is a very worthy Legitimate marriages were "Fe useNofthe almost universal
throughout
the
Catholics
an-eat:for Interracial Justice.
conproject. Anr1 it should be
rituals that slave-master re- "economic reason." Negroes
"Eearly on the morning of
Director of the office is south."
inserved
first
board
tinued
for himself and his kind, are the last hired and the
The Conference
July 14 1 was arrested by the Henry A. Cabirac, jr., who last
thus reducing Negro mothers fired. They have so little for
I AGREE
secret police in Luanda. I was spring helped found the New eludes, in southern areas,
Arkansas.
from
While talking about illegiti- and fathers to breeders with themselves until they cannot
charged with attempting to Orleans Catholic Council on membeess
m a c y. I am reminded of a no more respective than would risk taking on more responsihelp three young men escape Human Relations. Cabirac has Louisiana.—Maryland. Minisspeech delivered by Professor br Paid a cow, Pig, a dog More bilities." she said. "Many of
from Angola. I was guilty as served as executive director of sippi, North earohna. Texas
charged and admitted it. The the council and is active in and Washingters D. C. Among
Leila Calhoun Deasy during the attention was paid the breed- them agreed that it is a desired
36 autonomous organizations
'three young men had been church work.
annual general conference of ing of fine horses.
MOW.
"
approved for scholarships for
Complete desegregation of federated in the organization
the National Urban League in Today this big ugly scar She went on to point out the
study abroad. hut all hope had Catholic schools and other the newest is the Catholic InWashington. D. C. in August. of slavery shows itself flag- oss000s: "There ii, a shortage
been lost that the government Catholic organizations and in- terraria] Council of Oklahoma
DT' DOAS5', who IS aSSOriTTTN'T rsrtly among Negroes
Social of ch,lsieen tot white adoptive
would approve their leaving stitutions is the announced City.
with the National Catholic and welfare agencies are al - clients and an over-supply of
Address of , tbe new of:
to take advantage of the goal of the conference, and the
school of Social Service of the tempting to correct the stole- parents where with Negro clischolarships.
new southern field service al- is Southern ' Yield ServAr
Catholic university of Ameri- tion. Newspapers and maga- ents, there is a shortage of
'Conditions being what they so will work to end racial dis- NCCIJ. Suite I, lii46 Barwr.,.
ca said: "Proverty. ignorance rinse articles and many other adoptive parents and °var. nor crrn:c is Dicof',1
Gors
Lcrr OF rr *tan. are
in Angola, we felt justified crirnination in public schoola. St., New Orleans. 13.
and discrimination are condi- prejudice and bias reports are supply children."
vrr 'r'Twmorto
Editor

Teneion In Kenya
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Nothing But A Dog

JFK May Go To The People
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Two Great Builders

Minionary Held In Solitary For
Hafting Africans Escape Angola
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IN ORDER 10 PASS INK.INNOSOW(„YOU )
EITWER lroct A CNANCE orAGe-tl,s4e, 40sip,
EYES PU1 oui_10114...Go otri U'410IrIE STREET
'Milli-AKE A CHANCE ON BEING SIRUCKS4 A CAR.
SO LADIES— ON A NARROW s%trt WALK..CAE
ME O'PhEik PERSON A PASSIM& BREAKf

Dear Mine chante: I am a someone who can come to this
/ 1101T
man 32 years old, 6 feet town without any attachments
single
,
-k;'
tall, 160 lbs, light complexion, She can have one child but no
,N../
of • pig'
,•brown hair. Would like to more. A full picture is re••„&;;;.i,:•••••••
a nice girl between 20 quired in first letter. — Rev.
St!
meet
t/1141.1
and 30. She must be neat and J. Arthur Brown, 316 Milton
clean. — John Marsh, 104 N. St., Cincinnati, Ohio
• • •
Harlem, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chantte I am
Dear Mme Chante: Being a planning to visit your city in
constant reader of your col- the near future and would like
umn, I would like to contact to make friends before I get
a lady who would like to come there. I will answer all letters.
5
VINOUGNI WAS
LooK 1 -Me "WE...*RN'l
to Ohio as my life companion. I am a dancer, 24 years,
jazz,
Al WORK r
GOING TO WORK
I am 5 feet, 9 inches tall, weigh feet tall, 102 lbs. Love
Also
160 lbs, dark brown complex- horse and dog racing.
100AY 7
ion, own my home. I am in sports car racing. — Joyce
," A
the trucking business, two Wideman, 809 E. 75th St., Los
v
years of college training. Very Angeles, Calif.
• • •
lonely, would like a lady of
the Baptist faith not over 5
Dear Mme Chants: I am a
C:' e-•
feet, 7 inches tall and weigh- refined and educted gentler
1'
1
I
ing not more than 140 lbs. man 43 years of age considerColor doesn't matter as I want ed quite well off and well
bred. In business and doing
very well. Would like a wife.
She must be of good character
•
.si
and of the higher educated
class. I am 5 feet, 11 inches
II
tall fair complexion. Shall
be happy to give more details
to those who write. — Mack
37, Ill.
White, 447 E. 61st St., Chicago
• • •
Dear Mme. Chants: I am a
BALTIMORE — The first or- gentleman 29 years old, 5 feet,
dark brown skin,
ganizing steps of a newly chart- 8 inches tall,
160 lbs. I am paraered inter-racial fraternal or- black hair,
around in a wheel
ganization were taken here last lyzed, get
'big'—not the 'empty'—pocketBy SAM YETTE
Would like to hear
books"
week at a meeting attended by chair.
sincere
are
who
girls
from
,
INSTITUTE
TUSKEGEE
persons from many parts of
Dr. Bond said he studied the
Ernest
—
marriage.
about
nation's
the
half
Ala.—Nearly
the country, some of them leadoccupational distribution of
Des
St.,
10th
942
popuWhyette,
are
and
from
friends
come
Korean
children
America
"talented"
ers in the fraternal world.
A construction engineer and tials and improving their hood Federation of
the fathers of children who
Moines 14, Iowa.
lar in the mission. En route
families of professional and won national merit scholarhis secretary wife have re- kitchen arrangements a n d in New York.
The name of the organization,
• • •
Japan
in
visited
lawhile
they
home
workers,
technical
PAPERS
S
PROCESSE
ships in 1956, and found that
turned to the United States other details.
chartered in Maryland, is The
Dear Mme Chants: I want borers produce less than one "a child whose father is a liin the Office of the Legal and Hawaii. They are spendMrs. Jordan, a native of
after serving with the InterUnited Inter-Racial Fraternal
leave
home
their
a
of
part
service
"talented,"
ing
prefer
papers
the
but
of
pals
processed
pen
percent
she
Counsel,
World.
brarian has 1,200 times the
national Cooperation Adminis- Denver, attended high school
Mrs. Jordan's Order of Elks of the
men and Africans only. I am noted educator said here Sat- chance to win a merit scholarthere and received an A. B. in dealing with contractual mat- in Denver with
tration mission in Korea.
Mrs. Do- Major aims and program of the a lady 33 years old, 5 feet, 2 urday.
sisters,
and
mother
involving
issues
and
ters
University
the
from
ship as one whose father haporanization were contained in
They are Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Education
inches tall, 195 lbs. A high
She was the first American law, Korean law, lores Groves, art teacher at the following statement:
Dr. Horace Mann Bond, dean pens to be a day laborer."
R. Jordan of Denver, Colo., of Denver.
grad and a nurses' aide. of the school of education at
international law. Leaders Manual Training High school,
and
school
of
secretary
education
health
From that study, he gave
history — Mrs. Alva Barkley, 9122
who will visit in Boston, New
s So- in the mission were frequent and Mrs. Frances Currin of "In the long turbulent
Atlanta University, said his this break-down on occupaYork, Washington and Den- the Denver Tuberculosi
the Maria Mitchell elementary of our country, no group has Mackinaw, Chicago 17, Ill.
to the office.
visitors
consulttests
was
later
d
and
of
ciety
standardize
study
tional groups and their talent
ver before leaving for an as• • •
nlayed a more important part
The Jordan,: have many school teaching staff.
with the Planned Parentshows that 45.2 per cent of output:
signment in Amman, Jordan. ant
in the development of those
Dear Mme Chante: I am in- those earning top scores are
Professional and technical
Jordan who has spent the
ideals of freedom, justice. terested in meeting a very children of professionals and
past seven years in foreign
brotherhood, democracy a n d serious minded lady who is technicians, who make up 8.5 workers (8.5 per cent of popuofservice, is a housing advisor
peace, principles which have true and seeking happiness per cent of the population. lation), (45.2); managers,
(12.2),
as well as construction, while
formed the bedrock of our na- and the better things of life. Laborers, who also make up ficials, and proprietors
(5.6), 6.6;
his wife, Grace, is secretary
tional foundation, than Negro I am a gentleman, 43 years 8.5 per cent of the population, 22.2; sales workers
clerical workers (6.5), 5.4;
to the legal counsel.
citizens.
old, intelligent, of good char- produce only 0.2 per cent of
craftsmen and foremen (19.9).
Ai When the ICA mission, US"This was seen most clearly acter, 5 feet, 9 inches tall. Will the high scorers, he said.
10.8; factory workers (21.4),
1111110M/K, and the Korean govafter the Civil War when our answer all letters, exchange
Dr. Bond cited the figures to 5.2; service w'orkers (6.4), 1.3;
ernment decided on the conpeople, fresh out of slavery, photos if requested. — H. sustain a thesis that "All men
various levels of farm workstruction of a large nitrogenrolled up their sleeves and be- Robinson, Rt. 3, Box No. 43. are created equal," and that
ers (11.8), 3.1; and laborers
ous fertilizer plant, a site
gan one of the greatest organi- Leavenworth, Kansas.
many children regarded as (8.5), 0.2.
near the coal mines and on the
zing drives of a people in all
"mentally retarded" are, in- ADVANTAGES RETAINED
edge of the main rice producthe history of the U. S."
stead, socially retarded ... by
Dr Bond said educational
ing areas was selected near
or"A wonderful part of this
an act of society."
advantages remain with "the
Chungju on the South Kan
estabganizing drive was the
Addressing the 21st All- children of the bureaucrats
river, many miles from the
lishment of fraternal orders, out
Institute Conference at Tus- and the professors whose first
centers of the housing conkegee, Dr. Bond contended chance at literacy gives them
of whose life and works we
struction industries of Seoul
helped
and
that for the "vast mass of hu- an entrenched and perpetual
found our bearings
and Pusan.
a
chart
to
itself
manity that appears to be de- strangle-hold on the profesthe nation
NEED DWELLINGS
ficient, and unequal . . . their sions and on technology."
in of USOM in herKore•n many Korean brass pieces course which still is in the proJORDAN
H.
GRACE
MRS.
It was necessary, however,
of her chest. All
cess of realizing those standa Korean traditional festive, home. The administrative as- setting atop
He told the Tuskegee faculNEW ORLEANS — World- apparent retardation (slowto provide dwellings with
ards of human behavior, with- wide television, long-range ness to learn) is social. They ty-Staff audience of some 300:
housing staff sistants one of Mrs. Jordan's Cr. in Korean attire.
entertains
dress,
this
in
s
modern convenience
which a nation will perish." weather forecasting, centra- are retarded by an act of soout
"You have no cretins (slow
remote area for the resident
"It is with this deen under- lized observation of hospital ciety, the social order, and learners due to hormonal deengineers and other essential
and abiding faith that patients. an almost indestruc- not by any inherited or physi- fect) at Tuskegee . . . But you
stending
employes, Korean and Ameriwe have chartered the course tible stainless steel "cloth" cally-induced deficiency."
do have hundreds — perhaps
can. The urea process for proof an interracial fraternal or- and kitchen utensils that can SHOWS STATISTICS
even the vast majority of your
duction of the fertilizer reThe former president of enrollment—who might justly
is called be moved without damage
believe
we
which
der,
quires a highly trained staff,
when atom- from the coldest freezer to the Lincoln, Pa., University intro- be regarded as 'socially remoment,
this
at
for
and it was the job of USOM/K
ic bombs and threats of war hottest stove are the down-to- duced a number of statistical tarded' students. . . Their poalto overcome all the local hanmake us all wonder whether earth benefits of space re- studies to show that many Ne- tential—if any—is the provodicaps and provide the latest
mankind is going to go the search, a Chyrsler Corporation gro students earlier regarded cative question that faces all
in economical modern housas slow learners later proved of us, in any institution that
way of Sodom and Gomorroh. space scientist said here.
ing with streets and good
to be excellent students after deals with socially disadvantso
did
assistforebears
jr.,
our
as
Smith,
C.
"Just
James
scientutilities there for these
to give ant general manager of Chrys- being placed in favorable aged children.
way
the
chart
to
much
ists and engineers.
"I like to think, however,
leadership to a nation recently ler Corporation's Missile Di- learning circumstances.
Jordan, a native of Boston,
He criticized the notion that that faith in the possible potorn asunder by the infamous vision, described these prodn
Northeaster
. who attended
"the
are
ed
tests"
"standardiz
luncheon
a
tential of the students—on the
institution of slavery, we be- ucts in a talk at
University and MIT, and
lieve we can draw upon that meeting of the Young Men's only convenient means by part of the teacher, and, even
•
headed a construction firm in
'talented'
so-called
the
which
.
here.
Club
a
frabuild
Business
more on the part of the sturich heritage and
Washington, D. C., was selectThe commercial electronics might be discovered."
dent—is 50 per cent of the
ternal order which will play
job.
the
for
ed
vs,
4-`
,,*
a great role in helping to lead industry is an outstanding ex- "When we analyze the social battle.
He was construction enginvalues of and economic groups from
"I believe an institution has
assistant, Lee Hl the nation out of the blind ample of how the
eer assigned to the Caribbean
GEORGE R. JORDAN, a mission in Korea, inspects Korean
swamps of despair on to a new our missile and space pro- which—according to the tests an obligation to help its stuKwan.
housing
Commission with headquarters
various
the
of
we
member of the International one
dents face up to their handibirth of love, brotherhood and grams are being applied in the —the 'big brains' come,
in Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, Cooperation Administration Projects in Seoul with h i s
find that they come from the caps; to tell them the hard
civilian economy, he said.
Peace."
where he also served as act- _
facts of the effect their social
ing ICA Representative. He
flector telescope at Mt. Wildeprivation has had upon their
initiated the Aided Self-Help
ability to compete in a world,
son.
. Housing program throughout
in which few concessions will
The group is interested in
the West Indies and British
-be-made in terms of their low
learning whether these color
Honduras, working out the
test scores, or its reasons; and
problems connected with the
differences on the moon's flat
to help them, first, and al•
protecfor
scarcity of building
areas are really color differways, realize that they are
tion against teernites and
PASADENA, Calif. — (UPI) President Kennedy.
ences or caused by differing
the products of a social remore
perhaps
said,
they
But,
-that
hurricanes.
reflectivity.
—Why go to the moontardation that places upon
He also was engineer ad- most familiar of earth's neigh- significant than being the first
These broad, flat plains are
them a tremendous duty, obthe
space.
Brigade
into
stone
first
stepping
the
Builders'
formed
to
the
visor
believed to have been
9.
bors that is slated for
ligation, and a very hard job." .
: moon may be imprinted with perhaps a billion years ago—
in Ghana, West Africa, assist- stop in man's quest for the On
missing chapters from the comparatively recently in lunar
ing this new country with its known?
entire construction program. A gruop of hard-working history of the solar system.
history. They have not been
Words of the Wise
This is possible, they ex- bombarded for as long a time
Korea is at the end of the California Institute of TechThe purse strings of the
Free World supply line and the nology scientists give at least plain, because the moon is vir- as the cra,tered areas.
world are better manipulated
construction of the housing at one good reason for shooting tually unchanged, unmodified
the many hands of the
by
Cratered regions primarily
Robert C.
Chungju made new demands the moon—to learn more about by water and air, and unaf- stem from large and small DILL ARD UNIVERSITY'S week. The $700,000 facility board of trustees.
homemakers of the world
the
of
r
administrato
to
V'eaver,
over
was
was
turned
formally
on his resourcefulness and our own planet.
fected by a molten core.
than by the powerful fists
meteorites crashing into the new library, above,
Home Finance
initiative.
There may be, they said, moon, they believe, although named for the late Will W. university officials by Dr. Housing and
of a few dictators
They also have ventured to
speakprincipal
Chiwas
Agency,
of
conK.
Lawless
away
of
local
Theodore
hidden
Jordan found
—(ft. G. Breasier, Jr.)
the possibility of intermittent- Alexander, acting president
predict what the first man to ice on the moon,
struction people capable and land on the moon might find. in lunar depressions or caves ly active volcanos cannot be the school from 1931 to 1935. cago, president of the Dillard er.
and
plumbers
the
last
by
their carpenters,
at dedication ceremonies
ruled out.
"It seems clear to me that that never are touched
other workers skillful and the from now on we will probably searing sunlight. The moon's
suca
to
brought
between
was
project
learn more about the earth by temperature varies
YOLI LOOK FRIC,141*EMEO!
above Fahrcessful conclusion, using as
WE'LL MAKE uE
gonig away from it than re- about 250 degrees
about 240
many local materials as possiAIR SPEED DoW/ -feLt oftE qou'RE
LoSE
rr
maining on it," said Dr. Har- enheit in sunlight to
kN l'ODAY MISS
in the
ble.
AFRA ID
rison Brown, professor of geo- degrees below zero
411461.3 1111 FALL;
Following this assignment,
ZE 601N'
Dr. shade.
QuES..MEI
with
who,
chemistry
to
he became housing advisor to
atmosphere
ie
no
is
•
There
Bruce Murray, heads a lunar
10Do softsSlau.s'
the Ministry of Health and Somoderate temperatures since
study group.
1WE ARRAN
cial Affairs, assisting them
vacuum.
a
is
surface
lunar
the
"In particular, close study of
wo.
with minimum cost housing
Ice may have formed long
us much
teach
can
moon
the
of
in a program reminiscent
history," ago from water incorporated
earth
early
about
InWest
the
his activities in
chemically in moon material
Brown said.
dies and British Honduras.
and Murray, who and later released. Brown
Brown
of
cost
high
the
Because of
been
a six-man study group said Or it could have
fuel. the Korean houses are head
by the Federal brought in by meteorite imsupported
have
They
compact.
small and
Agency, said great in- pacts.
radiated heat and are very Space
Color differences on the
developing in the
attractive. Jordan, however, terest is
crash plans to land moon are being studied by
was able to assist in reducing .moon since
with the 60-inch ref
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Higher Level Professions
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Space Research
Works Wonders

Plan Probe Of Moon
For Data On Earth
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
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DONALD DUCK

By Walt Disney I THE CISCO KID -:-

By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed

Rex IstereoU. a. rate,. office

THAT'5 Fr/
1.64..ppLy ANC
,
ALL SUPPLY
DEMAND IS
NO DEMAND! A GOENTIP9C
LAW...
WE CAN'T
CHANGE IT!

N 'THE 6cieNc
OP economics,
FIT YOLI
HAVE THE
LAW OP 5UPPLY
AND DEMAND!

ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson
ttect•terra

U

3

Patent

By Carl Anderson
V

aft.

'YOU SHOULD.'
" RECKON I COULD STAND TO STRETCH
SEE THIS,TOO,
My LEGS AFTER
IT WILL BE A JOY TO
MR.ROGERS
AND...TRUDI WILL
'THAT MEAL:
SEE MV BURRITO EAT THIS MY BREAD IS
00 WITH YOU:
WONDERFUL HEALTH BREAD, GOOD FOR MAN
SENOR KUGEL:
OR BEAST:

TO THINK THAT I,OTT0 KUGEL,
INVENTOR OF KUGEI25 HEALTH
IOWA SHOULD BAKE A LOAF THAT IS HEAVY
LIKE LEAD: IT MAT BE DESTROYED:

HENRY

NAN ...THESE ARE LIGHT
FEATHERS...LIKE THEY
SHOULD BE!

S.

Patent

Itfloa

WHAT
LATER,
I MUST FIND OUT
ABOUT DAUGHTER: WHAT'S WRONG WITH
THE
LATER: THAT LOAF OF 812E4C)
Pl5HES.
THAT FELL TO THE FLOCR
PAPA?
BEFORE DINNER: HOW
COULD IT BE SO
HEAVY...LIKE
LEAD?

SOMETHING IS
CRAZY HERE:
ALL THESE
LOAVES ARE
PERFECT...
THE HEAVY
(WE IS

'MS

GONE!

••••••••••

ETTA KETT
JET OYER!--Jusr FOR A
01CAY: MEET YOU
our FRONT.!'

an.,
•••

CAN'T'YOU LET THAT BOY
ALONE FOR ONE NIGHT?

NOPE!'

By Paul Robinson

••••••

--T1-1 IS WAY I CAN GET
A PEEK AT THE
--TILEAGE
-.
ON HIS
SPEEDOMETE2

'Ni JUST CHECK/NG
TO MAKE SURE HE'S
Nor TAIGING 0-11-IER
GIQLS

our.'
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CHANGE!THE TEAM'S
COMING OVER TO WHOOP
GP!
fT
I'LL BUILD
A FIRE:

SPLIT UP
THAT E'OAQD
ON THE BACK
PORCH FOR
KINDLING:

Guys GOT ME
A PIECE OP-THE GOAL
poST FOR A SOUVENIR!
ITS ON THE PORCH,

TTNE

1'0 LIKE THAT II&/60
51-0(2114 Mq
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OFFICE - HE'S
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GLAMOR GIRLS
MERRY MENAGERIE

By Walt Disney
et 196/.

Walt Disney Productiona
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GLAMOR GIRLS

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF

••••-•••

•

A T A GAY LITERARY PARTY, a slightly spifficated
rx author embraced a stranger by mistake. He
apologized.
"No offense intended, madam; I thought you were my
wife."
"A fine husband you
must be," she snorted.
"You ovfrstuffed, miserable, incompetent lout!"
"You see," exclaimed the
author triumphantly.
"You even talk like her!"
• • •
John Roaenfeld tells about
the lady musician who was
fired in disgrace from a
nationally famous orchestra. "We had a concert
data In Dallas," she explained

tearfully," and I

forgot my harp."
•

•

•

Jerome Weidman rharacterized one married pair he met backstage 111 "perfect material for an airport: he's idle, and she's
e

.. lUmbeste.11.. W•rte neF.
too.
,
,
,rearm.

"I'll be old enough to run for

ident of the United
States in 1990."

Piatr/betscl by tang Foster.Syndicate

"I

wish she'd get her glasses fixed—she keeps putting me in here, and the kid outside!"

•

wild."
•

•
has a different Wit. every night
Is like an inveterate poker player: she loves a good deal.
Phil Stive,a mys a girl

•

who

4,no.by mamma art. nalteibutad by KIDS ratlike EVadlist•

k

IWor.
Ine,nrot ,,ndws
,

row,.

"Your steady looks about like

I did

at that are.

The St. James Story

Lesson In Integration

THE CLOSING moments of the Sunday morning worship service
finds the congregation released from some of the frustrations and
anxieties of the past week and with new courage for the days ahead
they are prepared to do more and greater things in the field of religion.

ST. JAMES METHODIST CHURCH, 46th and Ellis ave., is a standing monument of religious activities in Chicago. The beautiful edi-

fice is of Gothic desgn and has a tower reaching skyward that has
attracted many persons.

DR. WALKER administers the sacrament fo baptism as the proud
DR. WALKER administers the sacrament of baptism as the proud
parents accept the responsibility of Christian guidance for their
child. St. James Methodist church,. located at 46th and Ellis ave., is
Interracial and has served the community for many years.

OUTSTANDING MEN of St. James Methodist church, undertake vital phases of church's programs. (Standing left to
right), David J. R. Steele, trustee and supt., of the church's
school; Harold Moore, trustee; Cecil Greene, chairman of
the unit steering committee: (seated left to right), Myron
Eggert, trustee; Golden B. Darby, chairman of the trustee
board and R. Warren Haynes, treasurer.

ONE-THOUSAND members by May of '62 is St. James'
goal. Left to right: viewing the progress chart are: Mrs.
Elston Coleman, Isaac Jackson and Mrs. Byron T. Wherry
and Mrs. Martha Harvey.

THE HISTORIC church, proudly bears the title of being the
"friendliest church in the city." Unit leader G. Adeleide
Adams welcomes Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Stamps and daughter. The church is located at 46th and Ellis ave.

THE ANNUAL TEA is one of two church
sponsored fund projects. This year, it is titled
"The Four Seasons." and will be held at the
church. Nov. 12, at 3 p.m. Reviewing the plans
are (left to right), Mrs. Ann Giles. Felton
May, Mrs. Golden B. Darby, general chairman and Mrs. E. Jerry Walker.

AMONG the many activities such as the Woman's Society of Christian Service, the Wesleyan Service Guild and the Methodist Men:
the "Eager-Beaver," Cub Scouts capture the spirit of all the organixations by serving the church and the community.

MEMBERSHIP in a large church can be a personal and intimate experience. Unit leaders, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wollaston make an
"at-home-visit,- to Miss Myrtal Jackson. (center), who beams with
gratitude at the unexpected plea:Jure of the Christian visitors, in
her horn&

THE CHURCH SCHOOL STAFF Is fully certified and adequately assumes the responsibility for the Christian education of youth. Photo shows a group of youngsters viewing
a painting in the church. Boys in background hold an interesting conversation and smile at each other in a token of
friendship.

GEORGE WILLIAMS, organist andchoir
master of St. James Methodist church, 46th
and Ellis, is seated at the console of the grand
organ. He is the director of the "Forty-Voice
Choir," which renders music for the congregation. The noted choir has made several
television appearances and was before the
national denominational meeting.

The story of St. James Methodist church, 46th at
Ellis ave., is the story of a congregation as fabulous as
its striking Gothic edifice.
A few short years ago its denomination was singing the blues, talking of selling their largest and finest
church building in Chicago.
Then, in 1954, under the ministry of Dr. E. J. Walker, St. James became the first fully integrated Methodist church in the United States.
Contrary to some white head shaking, this proved
to be its salvation. Immediately it began to show signs
of new life, and for the past three years it has been its
denomination's fastest growing congregation in CbjcaOther churches, seeing the success of St. James'
integration have followed her lead, and there are now
14 fully integrated Methodist congregations in Chicago,
and countless others across the northern part of the
country.
It is not integration alone which keeps St. James
in the fore-front of its denomination. With progressive
leadership, it has built a congregation of active, forward-looking lay workers.
Never feeling bound to tradition, they have inaugurated many innovations to keep their church relevant to life in a big city.
The most recent of these is a Unit System, which
divides a congregation which has grown from 265 in
1954 to nearly a thousand today into neighborhood
groups.
These groups form the core of the church's finan•
cial and evangelistic efforts under the close supervision
of the associate minister, Felton E. Maiy.
ONE MEMBER of St. James Methodist church, is
Visitors to the Sunday service of worship at 11 a.m. caught "Unaware," by the photographer as he snaps
are impressed with its dignity, fine music and the in- photograph of beautifully decorated table during "Aft
spirational preaching by Dr. E. Jerry Walker. St. James ar-Service Coffee Hour.' Well, the female member
is truly a landmark of the church playing a vital role in (center), with glasses can well be proud to be among
a large, modern city.
good Christiana at Si. James.

THE "HOSPITAL CALL,"
Is but a small part of the
many tasks of the innercity minister. Felton E. May
pauses before entering Provident hospital, located at
51st and Vincennes ave.. on
Chicago's Southside where
he will visit the sick and
offer Christian guidance
and encouragement.
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Other Peoples

Experts Expect To See By Year 2000
Fewer Than 2 Persons Per Household •

BUSINESS
By A. L. FOSTER

alone, and unrelated persons
By EDWARD COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — living together—such as two
If living standards continue to working girls sharing an
rise as rapidly as they have, apartment.
,he average American houseAn expected increase in the
hold in the year 2000 will have number of persons who can
fewer than two persons in it. afford their own dwellings—
The precise projection by houses or aprtments—is the
the Commerce Department is chief reason for the projected
1.68 parsons. This, it points decline in average household
out, would be nearly a full size.
person less than the 2.64
In fact, the department
average for all households in says "the anticipated conthe year 1900.
tinued rise in living standards
As used by government should keep the number of
population experts, the term unattached adults living with
"household" includes families other adults at about a consliving together, persons living tant number."

With the population growing by more than three million persons a year,-this means
an increase in the number of
pet-sons who can afford their
own homes.
The decline in household
size has been much faster
since 1940 than in the first
four decades of the century.
From 1900 to 1940 the average
shrank from 2.64 persons to
2.47. It dropped to 2.26 in
1950 and 2.08 in 1960. By
1975, the department estimates, it will have fallen to
1.98 and by 2000 to 1.68.
The department made this
projection as part of a broad
look at the construction outlook for the next 40 years. The
outlook was published in thsgt
department's monthly "Con1111
struction Review."
It anticipated that spending
or pricaetly owned non-farm
housing would jump from
1960's $22.5 billion to $45.5
billion by 1975 and $74.2 billion in 2000. Highway building, the department noted,
would be the only other major type of construction to
double or better by 1975.
(These fiugres include both
new starts and additions and
alteration.)
Also anticipated were parallel rises in maintenance and
repair outlays. Assuming that
spending for these purposes
holds to the 1957-59 average
of $144 per household (a conservative assumption), the department anticipated $10.1 billion of private, non-farm outlays in 1975 and $17.8 billion&
in 2000. Similar spending ill
1959 totaled $7.5 billion.

-

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)

In a letter addressed to the school teacher who went with
Cosmopolitan
Chamber if the Peace Corps to Nigeria,
Commerce, James E. Ruther- did. Unfortunately, she wrote
ford, president of the Chicago her impressions on a post card.
Association of Commerce and
In that, she used poor judgIndustry, comments uon the ment, but I do
not believe
value of the Chamber's pro- anyone could accuse
the
posed publication, being pre- young woman of being bigoted
pared by PATH Associates. or of attempting
to downwrote: "The grade the people of Nigeria.
Rutherford
I
projected publication by the hope she does not resign
from
Cosmopolitan
Chamber o the Corps and I hope the Ni- STAFFORD L. SAND
S. Agents Society. Irons lett, velopment Board, and Mrs.
Commerce of 'Chicago, City gerian students will
re-ex- citeirman of the Bahamas Mrs. Andree Venus, U.A.T. Freddye Henderson, treasurof Opportunity and Prosperi- amine the entire situation.
If Development Board, chats French Airlines, New York: er of ITAS. Members of ITAS
ty' as a market guide for busi- they do, I feel
certain they with lady members of the Mrs. Earl Kennedy, wife of held their third annual connessmen interested in the Ne will forgive Miss Michelmore's
travel industry given at the president of ITAS; Mr. Sands; vention in the Bahamas capigro market of Metropolitan faux pas.
British Colonial Hotel for the Mrs. Cyril Richardson, wife tal.
Chicago, will be a welcome ad
EUROPEAN VISIT
Inter-American Travel o' member of Bahamas De dition to the present studies
When Mrs. Foster and I and
describing the commercial ac
tivity of this area. The Chi several others visited Europe
in
1946, we were somewhat
cago Association of Commerce
and Industry continually en astounded to see in London,
literally
scores of males and
courages research which em
phasizes Chicago's prominence females making open love in
as a major national and inter parks, on the public highways
and byways and everywhere.
national marketing center."
We were amazed at what apThis is actually the second peared to be primitive condi- By DORETHEA
M. BROOKS before you put them away.
edition of a previous publics tions in certain parts of Paris
NEW YORK - (UPI) — The diving board should be
lion, "Chicago—City of Prog- including "going to the bathDETROIT — Although they
College football and autumn refinished and equipped with
ress and Opportunity" which room in the streets." I had
foliage should serve as re- new matting once a year. The are technical men and not
had wide circulation and seen latrines in Army camps, minders
that some "winter- board should be stored flat medicine men Dodge engi• proved exceedingly popular but never before on public
neers have developed a numizing" is in Order around the in a dry place.
because of its wealth of posi- streets in the heart of a city.
—The pool filtering system ber of "tranquilizers" to rehome.
tive information regarding
I was also surprised at the
For swimming pool owners, should be cleaned and lubri- lieve the American motorist's
the remarkable progress by
open flirtation of men with Robert E. Tobey, head of the cated in accordance wtih biggest headache — electrical
.Negroes and in the field of other
men passers-by. We swimming pool financing de- manufacturer's instructions.
system faliures.
race relations.
were somewhat shocked to see
—Many pool owners leave
Citing statistics released by
It is interesting that much women performing hard work partment of Universal C.I.T. water' in the pool
the entire
of the information about Dr. usually confined to men. I Credit Corp., offers these hints year on the theory the weight the American Automobile Association, Dodge General Manfor keeping your pool in tipDaniel Williams, noted sur- am certain that some
members
of water offsets pressure of ager Byrqn J. Nichols said:
geon who performed the first of our party wrote their im- top condition:
in the ground and helps "The AAA reported a total
—Take a good look at peed
successful operation on a hu- pressions to the folk at
home
pre \ ent winter damage such 64,965,000 car-service distress
CYPRION
ZOUNGRANA, Mrs. Vernita Irvin, Auditing
man heart which appeared in and I am equally certain
accessories — diving board,
that
as 1)0001114 or the formation calls during 1960. Of this numZoungrana's
Deputy in the National As- Department.
a recent edition of the Chica- everything was not compli- chairs, tables and aweings. It
of cracks. Whether or not this ber, 18,085.000—or more than
appeared
Tribune
had
pre- mentary.
go
sembly of the Republic of the Chicago tour was sponsored
they need fixing, attend to it
is adviszible depends on the 24 per cent— were due to batviously in the Cosmopolitan
Upper Volta, West Africa is 13,. the Institute of Internakind of pool, ground condi- tery or electrical troubles.
NDERSTANDING
Chamber publication.
shown discussing Auditing tional Education, Midwest OfI can also understand the retions, climate severity, and "Ignition problems were beControl procedures with Su- fice.
CHICAGOANS CHEATED
action of the Nigerians who
other factors.
hind more than 9,108,000 preme Life's General Clerk,
EAST PATERSON. N. J. —
A few years ago. Jesse resented having their
—If water is left in the pool, breakdowns—or 14 per cent,
country
Jacobs, then director of the referred to as
Performance Incentives Coroccasional filtering should be More than 3 million other calls
"primitive". Un.Subscriptions
poration has announced the
Investigation fortunately, many members
continued through the winter. were - attributed to starter
of
•Committee of the Association the human raee have
appointment of Gordon L. NeChances are the pool will re- troubles or light failures —
been put
of Commerce and Industry, on the defensive and
reim of 850 Oak Spring Road,
they are
quire less filtering and fewer nearly 5 per cent.
spoke at an open membership sensitive to the
Libertyville, Ill., to vice presicriticism of
chemicali than in summer, "It is easy to see that nearmeeting of the Cosmopolitan others. However,
dent of the nation-wide incenwords are
but
proper
chemical
balance
ly half the breakdowns were
Chamber, describing
tive firm's Northwestern Divery not too important,
motivations
should be maintained.
ci used by electrical system
much in detail, the extent to are.
vision.
--The
normal
way
to
pre- failures."
Real estate brokers a n
The department advised the
which Chicagoans are gyped
He will maintain 'us office
Sam
vent
Berry,
damage
from
owner
of
expansion
the
The 1962 passenger car line, salesmen who try to panic Chicago Commission on Hu- al 30 No. LaSalle St., Chicago,
Out of millions of dollars each
of
Star
Paper
water
that
and
Ideal
freezes
Office
over
is
man Relations that conduct of and will direct PIC sales and
has taken "outstanding engiyear by unscrupulous gypsters
to kee,r a few logs or inflated neering strides to maximize home owners into selling their "panic peddlers" could be
usually in the name of charity. Furniture companies and two
merchandise programs in the
homes face suspension or regrocery
tire
stores,
tubes
has
floating
purchased
on
the
surdeemed "unworthiness" within notheentral section
reliability and minimize fail- vocation
Jacobs gave one illustration
of the
of licenses, according
property
face.
across
from
his
presafter another, pointing out
ures in the electrical system," o officials of the state Depart- the meaning of the act
United States.
ent
business
—A
location
tarpaulin
upon
stretched
that frequently respectable orNichols said.
Action also may be taken
ment of Registration and Eduacross the pool will keep
ganizations were used as ye- which he proposes to construct
Although many improveagainst agents for:
leaves and other debris out. ments are incorporated in the ation.
ides for swindles and the a modern building.
—Making any substantial
—If the pool is drained, it new Dodg Dart, Lancer and Complaints against such
Leslie Bland, real estate opeapames of outstanding citizens
misrepresentation or unshould he scrubbed down.
.were carried on the letter- erator, is the first Negro in
Polara 500, Nichols termed gents may be filed with the
truthful_ advertising.
ROOF INSPECTION
..:heads of phony outfits out to the UnAed States authorized
three of major significance to epartment at 160 N. liaSallk
--Making any false promist
will
department
take
t.
The
to resell property bought by
Now
is
the
time,
make a "fast buck".
too,
for
ists.
These
bulkmotoi
are
the
JAMES D. LEWIS, Pittsburgh,
of a kind likely to influJacob's successor. William veterans and forefeited. He has joined he growing family regular roof inspection and i-e- head wiring connector, fuse statements from complainants
ence, persuade or induce.
Burhans of the department was recently elected regional of Coca-Cola sales representa- moval of gutter clutter before block and printed instrument rcl begin investigation.
--Pursuing a continued and
Repeated
solicitation
of
now called "Health, Education vice-president of the National tives and public relations men winter's cold makes outdoor panel circuit.
flagrant course or misreand Welfare", opines that Chi- Association of Real Estate employed in various metropoli- work uncomfortable and haz- "These innovations ensure property listings in specific
presentation or the making
cagoans are being "taken" for Brokers which will hold its tan areas. Lewis works t h e ardous and subjects gutters to increased reliability and qual- neighborhoods and the exploiof false promises through
much larger amounts than in first integrated annual con- Pittsburgh area for the Quaker heavy loads of snow and ice. ity during assembly and great- tation of racial, religious and
agents or salesmen or adClarence Hausmann, roofing er convenience for service ethnic prejudices by real estpast years despite efforts to vention in Texas next year. State Coca-Cola Bottling Comvertising or otherwise.
ate agents is a violation of
specialist
for
Allied
Chemical
protect citizens against those DICKERSON—FEPC
technicians,"
Nichols
said.
grad.
journalism
—Any other conduct which
pany. He is a
When you read this column uate from the University of Company's Barrett division, "And they will save a car portions of the real estate
who make a business of preyconstitutes dishonest deal.
ing upon well-meaning citi- the Senate will have decided Pittsburgh and was formerly offers this step-by-step pro- owner both time and money in brokers and salesman act, the
ing.
zens and frequently frightened to confirm or not confirm the associated with "The Pittsburgh cedure for gutter inspection: service and repair operations." department said.
-"Panic
face
peddlers"
Use
loss
a wire brush to dem
appointment by Gov. Kerner Couri-r."
business people.
In 1962 Dodge cars, all wir(way leaves, soot, and othei ing inside the passenger corn- or suspension of their license
Cosmopolitan Chamber of Earl B. Dickerson as a
demonstrated
they
debris.
have
f
Renail any loose hang pal iment terminates in a sinmembers frequently call member of the Illinois FEPC.
ers.
chamber officers for informa- Dickerson and I served togle, multi-circuit connector 'unworthiness or incompeWe pick up any shay or
—Pinpoint
gether
as members of a comholes should be which snaps into a hole in the tence to act as a real estate
tion upon which they may deunwonted animals
salesman
broker
brushed
in
or
such
a
mission
clean
and
on
urban conditions
coated with dash panel and protrudes into
termine if they should make
manner as to safeguard the
amminum coating, and larger the engine compartment.
Animal Welfare League
'donations or purchase tickets. among Negroes through apholes should be patched with
The Cosmopolitan Chamber is pointment of Gov. Henry
Coll NOrmal 7-0089
Lights, ignition, accessories interest of the public," accordburlap, canvas, or "kiniilar and other electrical system ing to the act,
'not an endorsing agency, but Horner and he also served on
heavy-duty material.
it does owe its members as the F. D. Roosevelt appointed
wiring are plugged into the
—Check or install wire connector from the engine
1.,..Tnuch protection against swin- FEP commission, both with
Greyhound today announc- strainers
Recently thousands of visitors
at the outlet of the compartment side. Servicing
distinction and satisfaction.
eilers as it can give.
ed a cut in its fares as an into the Chicago International
11tOTECTS MEMBERS
,
Firman House's pancake centive to pleasure travelers gutter into the downspout. and maintenance are faciliTrade Fair got an answer to this
Check the straps that brace tated since the connector oft"; The Association of Com- parade proved popular and I
going South for winter vaca- the downspout.
important question at our New
Trenerce and Industry does, hope the worthwhile institufers a convenient break-in
tions,
AND ENJOY MORE PLEASANT PERIODS OF GREATER COMFORT
York Life Exhibit. In answer to
—A clogged downspout can point for circuit trouble-Shoot—through its Health, Education tion made a barrel of money.
James E. Hawthorne, vice be cleared
it you suffer the annoying pain
with a weight at- ing and wiring dismantling.
lady, time and time again when- many requests, we have made
Ind Welfare division, endorse President
Caldwell, Elena president-marketing, said that
at
rheumattam.
neuritis,
ever
pain
muscle
makes
them
miserable
tached to a rope or a piece of
special arrangements to provide
welfare agencies and Schorr and Charles Crook of
The new Dodge fuse block ches. arthritis. help yourself to
Many call C-2223 "the old rehable
beginning Oct. 30, the compa- wire.
.the Better Business Bureau the Cosmopolitan Chamber
Price of first bottle back if not sat- this service to you. If you will
groups all fuses in one con- greater comfort fast with Droved
ny will offer round-trip fares
isfied. Today for pain relief you'll fill out and mail the coupon, we
—Use a small can of water venient location and labels alicylate action of C-2223 Thoufives information on non-so- board, Mrs. Crook and this
from various cities in the for the
welcome every time elk for C-222) will give
final inspection check circuits in groups. In the past, mods keep it handy use it regu-tiel welfare groups. Many columnist were among those
you an analysis based
Northeast
Midwest
to
and
to be certain that water flows some
"worthwhile organizations in "who ate their fill".
on thousands of typical family
circuit protection was
Florida
per
cent
with
off
50
on
toward the downspout and accomplisl.ed
."Seehich the public is interested SUPPORT
by circuit
DINNER
PRESCRIPTION TYPE RELIEF situations which have been electhe return portion of the tic- does not
.7;nd which deserve communicollect in pools in the breakers mounted on or in
tronically programmed on our
Remember,
ket..
Cosmopolitan
gutter.
known
to Chamber
',ey support are not
FOR RHEUMATIC PAIN
I.B.M. 705 computer. This analswitches — particularly head
members that it is
The return trip may be
'either the association or the our duty to
ysis will show you how much
lamp or windshield wiper
support the annual made any time within 45 days
Bureau and it is largely in Joint
life insurance might be required
switches. Other circuits were
Negro Appeal dinner after purchase of the reduced regard to these types of ap- each
year but that it is espe- fare ticket.
protected by in-line fuses.
to meet minimum income needs
peals that we make the fol- cially
significant this year befor your family, taking into acHawthorne said the plan is
lowing suggestions, when an cause
board chairman, George expected to combine with th,
count maximum Social Security
appeal is made:
Never be uncertain
S. Harris, is the honoree. Call company's "already-low fares'.
benefits. Be sure to give all of the
1) Ask the solicitor to show OA
4-4617 for your tickets for to make visits to Florida inAlways be SAE:
Nylons now are featured in
information requested. This inft's cosier — fottor — more convenient —
his credentials. Bona fide or- the
Cosmopolitan Chamber creasipgly popular with bus a box with the same dimensions
formation will be kept in strict
Aiwa s
ganizations always provide
when you I•ovo thie deo:4h in export hands!
table.
as a cigarette flip-top box.
confidence.
travelers.
such identification; 2) Get the
TO
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India,
And, don't forget that you
He said GiTyhound offers The purse sized stockings can
names and addresses of maPerspiration Odor
they're
trip
go
an
faster
preparations
handled
when
your
by
independent be tucked away for emergency
and
jor officers; 3) Get bank ref- will get free polio shots at escorted
expert travel service, such as WELCOME. We know all the
Tho Gent/P. Effective Cr-.7m 0,^odareri
erences; 4) If there appears to Major Charles L. Hunt Vet- tours of the state that are leplacement.
right planes, trains, busses. boats to fit your convenience bent
and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
be reasons to be doubtful, call erans of Foreign Wars Post, available with hotel reservahotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time and
the Association of Commerce 5311 Cottage Grove immedi- tions, sightseeing and other atyou're cure.
or the Better Business Bureau; ately after the Veterans Day tractions included.
INSURANCE COMPANY
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agengy
Descriptive folders and de5) Pay by check and make parade, Nov. 11.
service. South Side business and professionel leaders men
Inland Steel Building
60
C.
The Metropolitan Communi- tails may be obtained at aro,check payable to the organiwhose name* you know -- have been "leaving the details to
10 West Monroe Street
WELCOME" for the past four years.
zation and not to any indi- ty church's monthly musical Greyhound Travel Bureau or
Chicago
3, Illinois
We've arranged round-the-world personal tours-- and delivered the
vidual: 6) Do not ermit your- program October 22 was su- agency.
tieltete for a two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds on
Genrlemen: Please let me know
self to be high-pressured into perb and the numbers pre- — - WEL,COME -arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
"How Much Life Insurance Is
making a hasty decision; 7) sented by the choir of St. Timconvenience expertly handled to make travel a pleasure not • task.
Nel• York, N. Y. (Special) Enough For Me." To enable you
merits as"Piles have ceased to be
Refuse to be intimidated; 8) If othy's Community church of
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotel.
time
first
among
For
these
the
science
problem!"
has
And
•
to make an analysis here is the
. members of the Cosmopolitan Gary were beautiful. Stealand resorts all over the world know where you can go for the most
found a new healing substance sufferers were a very wide vs
information
you need.
ing
the
Charles
evening
were
fun, with the least bother, on your budget. Check this list of our
b..Chamber, report anything
with the astonishing ability to riety of hemorrhoid conditions.
regular services,
',that appears to be coercion or Weker, Mogg scholarship pishrink hemorrhoids, stop itch- some of 10 to 20 years'standing
WIft's Age.---No. of ChIldrer...--ing, and relieve pain - without
*: dishonest to the Chamber of- anist, and Lowell Derriik, orAll this, without the use of
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • SUS
ganist.
Eugene
of
ScotScott
surgery.
narcotics, anesthetics or aatrin
/ices—OA 4-4617 and be cerAge names, Chi
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL a RESORT
• yo- ran get the feat relief eou nen
In one hemorrhoid case after gents of any kind. The secret le
Artain to get sufficient informs- music and Theodore Charles Nownagging
backache, beadach• atm another,"very striking
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healing
(
substance
ty's
Cleaners
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director
of
aches
often
and
amin
pains
that
e,tion so that the Chamber can
Agu Next Youngest Child
TRIP a TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
Dyne9) the discovery of a
landless night.. and miterable tired-out ment" was reported and veriL follow through on getting au- Stone was master-of-ceremon- feelioga When these discomforts Some on fied by a doctor's observations. world-famous research institu
,,Aa
Apprlortuerste Anna.! facnlngs
ies.
Don't fight Loop perking and traffic congestion - drop in at our
with n•er-exertion or stream end drain
e,rethentic information.
Pain was relieved promptly. tion. Already, Rio-Dyne is in
you want relief —want It feat! Another
Sutherland Hotel lobby once. or phone. for all the facts and Traineel
VOLUNTEER WRITES
wide une for healing inured
di et rbanet may be mild bladder irritation And. while gently relieving
need.
Then
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your
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tickets
Let
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work
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Time To Cool Your Pool '62 Dodges To
--Goof-Proof Your Roof Ease Drivers

Top Problem

Gets Nationwide
Incentive Post

'Panic'Real Estate Men
Face Loss Of Licenses
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Animal Welfare

Greyhound
Announces
Cut In Fare

HOW MUCH
LIFE INSURANCE
IS ENOUGH? •

Relieve RHEUMATIC Pain

Nylons Available
In Flip-Top Box
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GOING SOMEWHERE?
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

••••••••
NEW YORK LIFE
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Rip Van Winkle
Couldn't Sleep with
Nagging Backache
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Last Monday night in Jack- fish and pimiento cheese sandson was the big MEMBERSHIP wiches and punch were enjoyKICK-OFF DRIVE of the Jack- ed by all present.
son chapter of the NAACP. Also on the campus last
The main speaker was Mrs. week was the big homecomVasco Smith of Memphis, who ing celebration when Lane met
is the executive secretary of Fisk on Saturday. Many acthe Memphis branch of the tivities led up to homecoming
NAACP. This very outstand- such as the Coronation Social
ing personality was introduc- and Bon Fire. The lucky young
ed by Dr. W. R. Bell. presi- lady crowned "Miss Dragonetdent of the Jackson branch. A te" was Miss Nancy Grimes.
large number attended and a senior and seror in Sigma
many renewed memberships Gamma Rho sorority. You will
after an appeal by Mr. Albert hear more about the queen and
Porter, advisor to the
Lane her court next week. Lane
college chapter. Taking out of Alumni had already begun to
a life membership with the come in for the big game and
NAACP was Mrs. Rosetta Mc- celebration when I sat down to
Kissack for the Jackson Fed- pen this bit of The Jackson
eration of Colored Women's Scene.
clubs. More life memberships There is always a
as well as annual memberships lot happening around
are solicited by Mrs. Marie M our various campuses
Penn, chairman of the member- even with the elementary
ship committee. They are ask- schools. To keep up with your
ing that each persan ni every sehool, why not listen from
family take out a membership 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. on Saturday
either junior for 50c. $2 or $5 morning to Station WJAK. It
for adults. The $5 membership is an excellent opportunity to
carries with it a subscription train student reporters as well
to the Crisis magazine,
as keep up with the happenMusic was furnished by the ings. The program is under the
Lane college choir, directed by direction of 'Nell" and "J" so
Mr. Robert Owens. The pro- be listening.
gram was held at the new First LOOKING FORWARD
The second annual MasquerBaptist church.
An announcement has been ade Ball will be at Merry high
made that the date of the bi- school on Nov. 17. The Ball
monthly Mass meetings has given as a benefit affair by the
been changed from the second Rosette Civic and Social club,
and fourth Sunday to Thurs- promises to be even bigger
day nights after the first Sun- and better than last year. A
day of each month. All in- Prize will be given to the
terested persons are invited to Person judged as wearing the
best costume; although wearing
•
attend,
On Lane college campus a costume is not a requiresurprise birthday party was merit to attend the Ball. Ticthe talk of the students, re- kets may be obtained for just
cently. The honoree was Lan- $1 from any member of the
ier Simmons, son of Mrs. Haz- Rosette club of which Mrs.
elle Simmons, who surprised Bertha Collins is president.
him. Members of his fraternity. Thanksgiving holidays a r e
Omega Psi Phi, Delta Sigma just around the corner. It is
Theta sorors and other friends hoped that they will carry with
on the campus were gathered them the spirit of thankfulat the music building to sing ness as well as frolic and good
Happy Birthday to Lanier as eating. Let's give the real
he entered on Oct. 25. Tuna meaning a thought.

•

MIGNONETTE'S BIRT H DAY — Eleven candles were
placed atop the cake on
Sunday. Oct. 29. when Mignonette Bradfield was feted
by her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
S. P. Bradfield, 1259 College
it.. with a birthday party. A

large cake, ice cream, orange Beverly Steinberg. Deborah
punch, potato chips and hors Northcross, Janet Horn e,
d'ouevres were served. The Michael Snell, Brenda Steinguests were Ann Griffin. berg. Kenneth McCrary.
Linda and Sheila Bell. Don. Nadolyn Stephens, V I• •n
na Moon. Windell Brown. Robertson. Leroy Little. Otis
Frances and Kevin Milan, Willett. Shirley Caple, Daisy

By CARLOTTA WATSON

DSJ Organizes For
Promotion Of Jazz
Music In Memphis

alternative. There is a book
entitled "Facts of Life and
MUSING: Find New CapaciLove" for teenagers.
ties Within You. It will not
It was written by Evelyn
rob you of pleasure. It will
Millis Duval and in my opinbring new treasure into every
ion is one of the finest of its
waking hour. It will help you
kind. It is available in book
touch life at all angles, absorb
stores, and costs only $3.50.
strength from all contacts pour
out power on all fronts . . .
and too, it is interesting to
know that the more you pour
out, the more you find to pour.
The more of LIFE.% treasures you keep to yourself,
the less you have ... The more
you share with others, the
more you have yourself. I re(talc.
the
acfiqinet
peat Life's Great Principle:
Two Memphis women get
quainteci with their missing Mrs. Louise Olive Clark. heard WED IN CLARKSDALE - Miss. Th• bride is the former Our most valuable possessions
brbther here in Memphis on someone mention an "Abe Mr. and Mrs. Robert Eugene Miss Rosie Mae Young. • are those which can be shared
•Sunday, Oct. 29, and introduc- Olive" during a conversation Price of 754 Hamilton at., nurse at West Tennessee without lessening: those which
ed him to other members of and recalled that her late hus- are seen standing before al- Stale hospital. The ceremony when shared multiply. Our
band had a missing brother tar slier pledging vows in was performed by Bishop B. least valuable possessions art
the family.
St. Jamet Temple Church of S. Lyle. p•stor of th• those which when divided are
Reunited for the first time in by that name.
diminished.
more than 60 years were Mrs. She arranged to meet him God in Christ in Clarksdale. church.
Dear Mrs .Watson:
Cleveland Penn or 398 Lucy and the 60-year-old search was
ave., Mrs. Minerva Hamon, ended, and the three were reWhen I was six years old
also of Memphis, and their united here just recently.
my mother was sent to an inJIMMIE CLEVELAND
long-lost brother, Abe Olive Olive, now 77, returned too
stitution and I have not seen
late to ace his father, who
of Clarksdale Miss.
her since. I only remember
NASHVILLE Tenn. — Jazz
The three had not been to- died 15 years ago.
her as a violent person, who Plus Talent Plus Imagination
He met a host of other rel.,
gether since Olive ran away
once tried to kill my father. Equals Jimmie Cleveland one
farmof
the
friends
tives
and
from home at 17, and struck out
There is no hope for her re- of the seven stars in t h e
on his own when the family ly at the dinner given in his
cover)'.
JUGS's-sponsored benefit at
sisters.
the
honor
by
lived on a farm south of GreenMy father resents me be- Tennessee State university.
Mrs.
Robert
Mr.
and
Eugene
style
bateau
princess
with
wood. Miss.
cause my mother's condition Nov 24. from 3-5 p.m. The holiPrice are at home in Memphis neckline.
"We wree too small to reat 754 Hamilton st after their Her crown of seed pearls started when I was born. I day jazz. concert proceeds will
member him," Mrs. Penn said.
. He lets go to the JUG'S civic project.
recent wedding in the beauti- held her elbow-length veil of love him in a way
"but our father told us that
ful and spacious St. James illusion and she carried a cas- me do most anything. but that rehabilitating t h e unwe
we had another brother living
Temple Church of God in cade bouquet of lilies of the is not what I want. I am now mother.
somewhere."
Modern jazz trombonist
Christ m Clarksdale, Miss., on valley centered with a white 12. and I have wanted to ask
Mrs. Penn said that after
my teacher about sex and con- Cleveland. whose imaginative
Sunday, Oct. 22.
orchid.
another brother living in Memfide in her, but I am scared horn playing has enabled him
A sophomore from Etowah, The bride is the former Miss
Matron of honor was Mrs.
phis died, his widow re-mar- Tenn.. Miss Wanda Stovall.
Rosie Mae Young. the daugh- Addie Lee Goodell, sister of and don't know how to go to work in circles that read
ried, sold her home here and was elected "Miss Owen Col- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
the bride. Bridesmaids were about this. What can I do? like the who's who of Modern
moved to Clarksdale, Miss.
lege," recently. She won over Montgomery and the foster Misses Thelma J. Montgomery, Dear Unloved:
Jazz-returns to Tennessee State
FOUND IN MISS.
Misses Irma Dockery and An- daughter Bishop and Mrs. B. S. sister of the
Your teacher may be very university where he first won
bride, Dora
After relocating in Clarks- dres Hill.
Lyle of Clarksdale. Mr. Price Adams, Willie M Walker, An- kind and helpful, but since you honors as a member of the
Lorraine Pettis was elected is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Al- nie C. Walker, Johnnie Mae are I .•- dant and embarrassed University Carnegie Hall bound
Sophomore attendant ta the bert Price of Yazoo City. Miss. Harris and Eloise Chambers, about asking her questions con- swing band that won the 1947
Queen and irma Sholder was Vows were exchanged before all of Clarksdale.
cerning sex. I would like to Pittsburg Courier Collegiate
elected Freshman attendant. an altar decorated with ivy
Their dresses were of light suggest what I think is a wise Jazz poll.
T h e Coronation ceremony and cadelabra holding white pink taffeta, fashioned with
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Nov. chathedral tapers and baskets rounded necklines scooped at
17, in the College chapel.
of gladioli with Bishop Lyle, back with bell-shaped skirts.
pastor of the church officiat- They carried bouquets of lilies
Fill Out This Application To Enroll For
ing.
of the valley tied with streamMusic was played by Mrs. ing white ribbons.
Citizens 14th Annual Yule -Tide
Martha Holmes, a teacher in Bennie S. Gooden, a brotherKING AND QUEEN CONTEST
the Coahoma county school in-law of the bride, was Mr.
system
Adult Participants Must Be Ages 14 Thin 25
Price's best man.
BRIDE'S GOWN
Junior Groups • Avis 6 Thru 13
THE USHERS
The bride was dressed in a
Ushers were L. D. Bryant,
Baby Division - Infancy Thru 5
gown of white nylon tricot jr., of Grenada, Miss.; Frank
Clubs &Organizations May Also Enter Person In Contest
over acetate taffeta with net Howard, B. H. Cooper, jr.,
underneath. The bodice was Timothy Jones, jr., Terrance
Deadline For Entering Contest - November 15th
Adams and John H. Chambers
All Winners Will Be Determined By Highest Amour:f Of
of Clarksdale.'
Money Reported At Close Of Contest In December
A reception for the couple
was held in the lower audiCrowning Of Royalty - - - On Stage Of Handy Theatre
Wherever you go. good grooming is easy with
torium of the church. Assisting
Royal
•Beautiful Prizes- -'Watches - Radios- Jewelry - Flowers
Crown Hair Dressing— the light, bright
in the serving of guests were
modern way to keep your tr in style.
•Second Prize Winners To Serve As Princesses
Mesdames
Lena
Follow 'The Crowd
O'Bannon
and Onnie M. O'Bryant of
•All Contestants To Be Awarded Prizes
To The
Automobile, Furniture
Grenada; Evelyn B. Jones,
Royal Crown Hair Dressin -helps flatter your
Signature
Tostisist Food
Mittie Jenkins and Georgia
Crowns -Robes 'Music - Stage-Show To Be Supplied
hair with an ever-so-light softness ... brightens
There is a reason why people
in Town'
Ryan of Clarksdale.
your hair with a smooth, glossy beauty ... gives
like to do business with us.
For her wedding trip, Mrs.
For More Information Or Contest Rules And Prizes
You, too, will like our cow
your hair the very best of care.
Price selected a black and
Scour treatment and desire fr
Coll - Contest Directot At JA 5-3794
you.
help
gold after five dress.
SPECIALS
'Open Thursday and Friday
The Undersigned R•que•t• and nisi,. Permission to Th• Citizens
Mrs. Price is employed as a
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Committee Council to Enter My Nand/ in Yule-Tid• Contest
1K-Burgers 154
2/25st
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
nurse at the West Tennessee
T11 -Cheeselzurgers
DIXIE rtNereCe CO.
20¢
State hospital. The groom is
Horne Owned Home Operated
COLD
DRINKS
employed by a Memphis
DIXIE
2960 Chelsea
SHAKES
pharmaceutical firm.
FINANCE COMPANY
HOT DOGS
"We like to say yes to your
BARBECUE
2166 Chelsea
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
'Don't setter needlessly. Get speedy reState
Department at
the
1242 BreedInve
be FASHIONABLE .. end thrifty,
lief from throbbing pale of toothache
Inyurunge and Banking
with last acting pea..1EL. Pale
tool Royal Crown Hair cnissing for
goes in sermons. Guaranteed
Po-tONF Nr,
wornen.Deluse
Pomade tor men ...
2 LOCATIONS
AGE
or money Dart All drue atm.
,
155 and 35s
780 Poplar
s
161 S. Main. JA. 7-S51
WH
Awl Or Brine Pee Application to 257 South Main Strisist--To Citizens
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
Florida at TrIgg
Yuls-Tida Contest Directors.

Etowah Coed To Be
Crowned At Owen's
Coronation Noy. 17

*

Announcing "QUEEN'S" CONTEST

T.K'S
DRIVE IN

t our know
nsuranoe
enable you
here is the

and Susie Hodge s. Willie
Carpenter, Roselin Stephens,
Debra Taylor. Joyce Parker,
Doris Campbell, Erlin• Williams and other friends. Several of the children's, parents
were also there for the party.

SENIOR OF THE WEEK
son "Take me as I am."
The young man selected for TOP PERSONALITIES AND
"senior of the week" is one of WHY
very high standing at Barret's
Evelina Guffin and Rurnsey
Chapel. He is a member of the Peete:
versatility.
senior band, the glee club,
Billy McGuire and David
social studies club and plays
Dean: friendliness.
on the basketball team.
Tommy Jones and Juanita
He is none other than George
Johnson, the son of Mr. and Reeder: leadership.
'Charles Beloate and Bobby
Mrs. Richard Johnson.
George is a member of Bel- Crawford: courtesy.
George Johnson: sportsmanmont Baptist church. After
graduating from Barret's Cha- ship,
pel, he plans to attend More- SOCIAL ACTIVITY
A dance was given at Barhouse college in Atlanta.
i'd's Chapel last Friday night,
THE TOP TEN
Girls
Ida
Mae
Taylor. and the students danced to all
Gladys Crutchfield. Evelyn of 'the latest tunes.
Burrow. Ada Taylor, Clau- Some of the faces seen were
dette Cook, Geraldine Becton, Tommy Jones., Omega Hill,
Juanita Smith, Mary Morgan, Marie Gentry. Leon Freeman,
Minola Brootne and Christine Robert
Poindexter, Charles
Freeman,
Frernan, and many others.
Boys: Leon Freeman. Myles
Broome Floyde Brown James
Robinson, Harvey Lee Olivet
Larry Washington, Willie Cook
Clyde Cook, David Dean an,:
Vernon Watson.
BEST DRESSED
Girl: Ernestine Crutchfield
Boy: Harvey Lee Oliver.
SPORTS
A new club, DSJ's Inc., of
A
pre-season
basketball
game was played at the E. H. Memphis made its debut here
Harold gymnasium between on Saturday night, Oct. 28,
Father Bertrand and Barret's with a "Beatniik and Witches"
The Bertrand Thunderbolts was lance at Curries Club Tropi65 to 58.
cana.
TOP COUPLES
Ada Taylor and Walter Free- The initials stand for Dediman. Lennie Rhode and Claude cated Souls of Jazz, and the
Barnett. Jewell Becton and organization's only purpose is
Earnest Benson. Erma Hicks to promote the music. Its theme
and Curtis. Newborn, Freddie song is "Better Git it in Your
Soul" by Jimmy Smith, and the
Brown and Earl Kirth.
club intends to sponsor his apCAMPUS TALK
Rumsey Peete to Patsy John- pearance in Memphis.
Officers and members of the
son: "Aware of love."
Evelyn Burrow to Bobby Nel- club are Willie Mull of the
Largoes, president: William
son: "Don't fight it."
Minnie Hicks to Tommy Braswell, secretary-treasurer;
Jones: "Fund yourself another Alexander Gladney, secretary;
Richard Harrell, business mangirl."
Juanita Reeder to Joe Turn- ager: James Harts reporter and
Henry Beloch.
er: "Much in Need."
Bobby Crawford to Betty The club sweetheart is Miss
Hillard: "Everybodys got to Mary E. Bolden. a teacher and
pay some dues."
a graduate of Arkansas AM&N
Willie Cook to Georgia Jack- college at Pine Bluff.
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Youth Opportunities Unlimited With Education

SAT!,

'STAY-IN-SCHOOL' CONFERENCE SPARKED BY CHICAGO LINKS AND URBAN LEAGUE
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• FORRESTVILLE North's "Gazette" reportorial staff
interviews Mrs. Lisa Munday, a guidance counsellor
from Syracuse, N. Y., where she works with "Youth
Opportunities Unlimited," a junior high school project

was a
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doctor
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designed to inspire youth toward higher goals of
achievement. Students are (from left) Sandra Burnett.
Vivian Ward, Evelyn Clay, Janice Turner, Mary Flynn,
Cathy Harano and Barbara Miller.
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• THE UNLIMITED opportunities for the Negro youth
of America were stressed recently when the Chicago
chapter of the Links, Inc., and the Chicago Urban
League co-sponsored a "Stay-in School" conference in
the Museum of Science and Industry theatre. Speaking
to an audience of students, teachers, clergymen and
parents as part of a panel on "Developing Youth Potential" was Edwin C. Berry, executive secretary of
the Chicago Urban league (center in photo). Others in

group (from left) are Mesdames T. R. M. Howard,
Wendell G. Jones, Oneida Cockrell, president of the
Chicago chapter, Links, Inc.; Russell Wilkinson, cochairman Joint Committee on "Developing Youth Potential" panel during "Stay-In-School" confab; Portia
Searcy, past president of the Chicago chapter; G. Laru
Harrison, chairman, Committee on Arrangements; Mr.
W. Hampton McKinney III, director of the League's
Youth Guidance project and Mrs. Arthur Jones.
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• DELEGATION OF future leaders, young members
of the Grand Order of Junior Craftsmen, a leisure
time activity sponsored by the Prince Hall Masonic
Lodge, was led by John P. Harris and Frank Tillison,

senior supervisors. Youth were urged to stay in school,
achieve good grades and prepare for the highly tcehnical work world of tomorrow. "America's future depends on you," the young delegates were advised.
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• COLLEGE PLEDGED, ALL. The largest delegation
to attend the Links-Urban League "Stay-in School"
conference was composed of boys and girls of Forrestville North Upper Grade Center, 4401 So. St. Lawrence
ave. Lining up with their sponsors and officials and
holding kits of valuable information given them students posing with Links and League officials. Sponsoring group (left) includes Alvin J. Prejean, director of
the agency's employment and guidance department;
Mrs. Cockrell, Links president; Julius B. DeNye, sponsor of the school newspaper staff and (right) Mrs. Rosa

J. Kinney, Miss F. Ailene Marks, Hampton McKinney,
group guidance project director and Mrs. Frances T.
Matlock, Forrestville North teacher and publicity chairman of the Links. Students are William Moore, Eddie
Dixon, Donja Steele, Lee Essie Long, Mary Woodward,
Annette Russell, Dale Freeman, Gregory Gordon,
Arthur Hall, Eva Wilkins, Charles Hall, William Fitch,
Cynthia Tukes, Cathy Harano, Donald Garland, Stephanie Garland, Evelyn Clay, Vivian Ward, Betty Jean
Crawford, Sandra Burnett, Yamella Drinkard, Valencia Holliday, Barbara Miller and Janice Turner

and
lates

• THESE LOVELY young ladies served as ushers at
the "Stay-in-School" conference. They are (front from
left) Verda Johnson, Loyola university; Cookie Jefferson, Francis W. Parker, high school; Rosetta Dotson. Du Sable high school; Mrs. G. LaMar Harrison,
chairman Committee on Arrangements; Chere Osborne, University of Chicago Lab school; Sylvia Keys,
Gillespie school; Suzanne Hatch, Francis W. Parker

high. 2nd row: Peggy Gaudeaux, University of Illinois. Navy Pier; Sylvia Martin. Chicago Teachers college; Danella Ross, Bogan Junior college; Beverly
Smith, DuSable high and (3rd row) Sheila Wimby, Uni
versity high; Elaine Little, Department of Public Aic01
.
Jane Cockrell, DuSable high; Sharon Green, DuSable
high and Madelyn Smith, DuSable high school.
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• LARGEST P.T.A. delegation from the Scott school
headed by the Rev. Willie F. Baskin is greeted by Mrs.
Oneida Cockrell (right) president of the Chicago chapter of the Links, Inc. Group also includes Mesdames
Thelma Baskin, Leon A. Watts, John H. Pride, chairman of Juvenile Protection and Maudie Thompson. In
foreground: Glynnis, Denise and Mae Gene Watts.
is
(

Among panelists participating during the conference
were Charles P. Livermore, executive director, Commission on Youth Welfare; Dr. William Walters, superintent, District 14, Chicago public schools and Mrs.
Florence Wilkinson, chief counsellor, Southside office,
Illinois Statt Employment Service.

• CHICAGO CHAPTER of Links. Inc., and the Chicago Urban. League Volunteers as they prepared materials for kits distributed at the "Stay-in-School" conference at the Museum of Science and Industry, 57th
St. and South Shore dr. They are (from left) Mrs. Frances Taylor Matlock, Miss Jayne Clark, Hampton McKinney, director of the League's Youth Guidance pro-

ject; Mrs. Russell Wilkinson, Mrs. Ruth Myrick and
Mrs. Cornelius Palmer. Notables high in business and
education also taking part in the day's conference included Charles W. Gray, director of Industrial Relations, Bell & Howell company, who was among others
appearing with te;Ty on the "Developing Youth Potential" panel.
•
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Goodwill Homes' DOUGLASS HIGH
Opens its Doors
For Public Visit SCHOOL ROUNDUP

HOMECOMING WEEK
enjoys abstract and creative
The past week was an ex- art, among his numerous talBy
citing one here at our school. ents, and mathematics. He
LAURA WILEY and
The football queen was pre- lives with his parents, Mr.
sented, the team magnificently and Mrs. Robert Taylor at
LOIS BOLDEN
By THOMAS1NE DOUGLASS Denise Thrasher has a crush
closed out the season, and the 1099 Pearce at.
More than 500 guests atand MARY EDWARDS
on Waverly.
sweetheart and queen of two Around campus he is a memtended
the
second
open.
house
THE SPOTLIGHT
Darthulia Parks has someone
Hello prexies and duces.icontinued success in his future
held at Goodwill Homes for
outstanding
campus
clubs ber of Ole Timers', business
This week our spotlight falls in mind. Who is he?
This is Laura and Lois back endeavors.
were revealed.
Children, Inc., 4590 Goodwill on an intellectual person, wellmanager of his home room and
There are other
on the scene to bring you tne PLATTER SESSIONS
Three young people sharing a member of the Student CounRoad, on Sunday, Oct. 29, known around the city as well mond, excludineyes on Edg Audrey's
"Please Forgive Me," Ron- Board members on hand to
the spotlight were Beverly cil. He beyongs to St. Antholatest happenings.
as the campus. He is a mem- Watch them, Audrey.
ye Vaughn and Mary Houston. help the staff greet the guests
Guy, football queen; Osbern ny's Catholic church.
PERSONALITY TALK
ber of 12-2 homeroom of which
Johnnie
Friday has a crush
Taylor, Double Tenn Society
The limelight this week "Gotta Get Away From It were: John A. Parsons, presi- Mr. G. McFall is homeroom on V. P.
Osbern plans to study Polisweetheart; and Celeste Mc- tical science in college and
falls on a versatile and well- All," James Rutherford and dent, and his wife; Dr. Hollis teacher. He is the president of TOP TEN GIRLS
Delores Washington.
Kinney, Ole Timers' queen.
F. Price; Mr. and Mrs. Paul the Royal Gents Social club.
liked young man.
later become a lawyer.
I. Moryland Brownlee
ALUMNI PROGRAM
CUPID'S CUTIES
He resides at 843 Annie Pl. "Look In My Eyes," Oris C. Bradshaw; and W. Russell Lt. Colonel in the NDCC, vice
2. Daisy Parrish
Reed
and
Mable
Rupert.
The traditional Alumni ProSTATE'S
Doss.
with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Claudette Henderson and
NEW DEAN —
president of the Senior class,
3. Dorothy Taylor
gram was presented in the William Brown, Tommye Robert N. Murrell, a native W. Doss. He is a senior at "Work Out Fine," Jimmie Several of the children who and reigns as "Mr. Douglass."
4. Gloria Knox
Cora P. Taylor auditorium last Bradford and Les Taylor, Mar- of Maryfiald, Ky., has been Manassas where he is president Laws and Margaret Montgo- live in the home served as This personality Is none
5. Deanna William
mery.
Wednesday, and the speaker garet Atkins and William Rich- appointed to the office
monitors in showing the guests other than Edmond White. son
6. Gloria Stamps
of of his homeroom and the senior "The Life I Live "
Mac Ear- through the buildings which of Rev. E. White of 2304 Shaswas a prominent citizen and tnond, Celeste McKinney and dean of men
class.
He
is
captain
of
the
7.
Maxine Bernard
at Tennessee
nest Bennett and Maxine Per- were
doctor in our community, who Elmo Logan, Martel Weaver State university,
beautifully decorated ta. Edmond is a member of the
8. Denise Thrasher
• post football and basketball teams, ry.
has shown profound interest and Freidel Greene (TSU), which
and
a
with
member
Springdale
colorful
of
"Ole
the
Baptist
fall
9.
church.
flowers
Gloria Price
He
dohas been vacant for
"Too Much In Need," Sam- nated by
in our school and football team Ave Hurd and Quincy Billups
Ill. Louella Nibely
Flora's Flower Shop. was chosen as a representative
two years. Murrell, served Timers." He is a member of uel Hill and Lois Bolden.
—Dr. Arthur E. Horne.
(BTW), Patricia Griffin and as assistant
the Crown's Social club and
Guests were served frappe from Douglass to Boy's State TOP TEN BOYS
dean for this last
THE ELECTRIC CHAIR
Highlights of the program Jesse Laird, (TSU), Hilly
serves as its president.
and cookies served by courtesy held at Tennessee A da I uniI. Edmond White
included the coronation pro- Moore and Barbara Kimble, six years, and succeeds Dr.
Jacqueline
Hardy, if you of the Pet Milk company.
After graduation from Manversity. During his stay at
2. William Fleming
cessional of the queen and her Sylvia Coleman and Vernon William J. Simmons, profes- assas, he plans to matriculate were as much as you think
Owen College Choir fur- Boy's State Edmond held vari3. Jo* Joyner
attired in evening dress- Hatch, Paul King and HedY sor of philosophy and uni- at Southern Illinois, and major you are we couldn't do a nished music under the direc- ous offices because of his in4. Clifford Date
es of white bouffant, mem- Hooks. Selma Register and versity minister. Dean Mur- in social science.
thing with you.
tion of Mrs. D. T. Graham, tellectuality.
5. Charles Brown
bers of the queen's court are Danny Pete. and Don Cook rell holds the master of sciReligiously, he is a member
Edmond was student director
7. Sidney Brown
Larry Johnson, the mere followed with piano selections
ence degree in educational of the Antioch Baptist church. fact that
"Miss Senior," Shiley Robert- and Naomi Nevels.
of the Selli01 Band, member
8. James Lee
you think you have by Mrs. Rosetta Peterson.
administration from the
son: "Miss Junior," Patricia CONFIDENTIALLY
We're sure you have guess- a fan club excites you, but
9, James Branch
The purpose of the Open of the Swingters. He is now 'a
Griffin; "Miss Sophomore," Don't look now, Leonard school. His duties began on ed this name, He is none other what you have we can hardly House was to give the
member of the Junior Elk aria
10. James Parker
public
Beverly Watkins; "Miss Fresh- Coleman, but a certain senior Oct. I.
than Billy Doss. We wish Billy say is a fan club.
an opportunity to see the the Cavalier Social club when.
man," Wilma Ingram: "Miss girl has eyes for you.
Oligh Collard, we find it home which they helped to he serves as business manager.
Junior High" (eighth grade), A certain English group,
After graduation, Edmond
impossible to hold this news build through their generous
Ann Williams; and "Miss Jun- (twelfth grade) upset themfrom you any longer; take it donations and which is sup- hopes to enter Memphis State
university.
ior High" (ninth grade). Jan- selves recently with the powerfrom us you aren't the most ported through their contribuice Thomas.
ful "P."
handsome!
tions to Shelby United Neigh- DOUGLASS DAUGHTERS
The Daughters of Douglass
FOOTBALL GAME
Carl Maple knows he has
Lelia Ann Abron we hear bors.
To end a perfect Homecom- someone at Father Bertrand
that you were terribly disapThirty-three children have are making preparation for
ing Day, the Tigers defeated (S. M.) to call him her very
pointed in your date for the received placement in the their annual Thanksgiving program. The members are planthe Bertrand Thunderbolts 34 own.
"Coronation Ball."
/tome during 1961, eleven
of
to 6. This made it a perfect Jimmie Lee won't admit it,
which have been returned to ning to present something new
HAVE YOU HEARD
and different.
season for the school with but a certain senior young
Charles E. Tate, a contractGwendolyn Johnson dances their homes where parents or
seven victories, and we are lady (G. R.) was seen riding in
ing officer in the Commercial
with a certain ole timer quite relatives have ben able to plart GRACIOUS DIAMOND
eagerly awaiting the Blues his blue and white car.
The Gracious Diamond So- Test Equipment branch, direcfor them through casework
often?
Bowl game.
Yvonne Luster is making a
cial club held initiation Nov torate of Procurement
and ProBeverly Guy will soon have services.
The entire Manassas student fast move for the heart of By CLARENCE WITHERS campus is still what's between
The home now has a full ca- 6-9. They were neatly attired motion at the Dayton Air Force
convulsions over what might
and RAYMOND JACKSON G. C. and R. J.
body will be proud of the Adelle Smith,
sotnicMonday
k.
and Tuesday in all base. Dayton,
Evelyn still has happen
pacity
of
22
Ohio, was given
children, accord- white,
to her sweetheart B.
1961-62 Tigers and treasure Johnnie Mae Lord is trying LIMELIGHT
a lot of doubts about L. T. K.
and on Wednesday and a
grade-level promotion reD.? Beverly, a certain young ing to Mrs, Mildred T. Heard, Thursday
them in memories in coming to keep her "true love" in the
in lavender and
The young lady selected for Jackie and Eddie are about to lady says she's going to place executive director, who precently.
white, munching peppermint
dark.
the limelight this week is one be awarded a' metal for to- her claim. Had better beware. sented these youngsters during
Tate entered Civil Service
411)KeEars
EH TEENS
A big question, often askgetherness
a brief program. Those
Jeweline does
Delores
high
in September 1955 as a proof
virtue
Washington
Mitchell.
at
She
is
rein for
The queen of the Ole Timers' ed: "What makes Rudolph
Members
initiated
were
Frank
(Man) make football a big suprise?
ceiving special mention were
curement technician trainee and
this year is a member of the Myers and Robert Williams is a member of the 10-1 home- that interesting?
Dorothy Tap- Cora Jackson was shedding Peggy Lee Davis, a senior, and Sandra Long, Charlet Thomas. has advanced in position
room of which Mrs. A. Henry
sister club, the Double Ten tick?"
and
Fowler,
Doris
Lou
Osceola
pan
why
is it that you no long- tears because of the letter she Emma Louis Barrett, a freshis instructor.
Society,
Alexander, Marylyn Amerison, erade since then.
TO SAY THE LEAST
er tell us what's going on in received from Malfred Bolden man, both of whom were
A
renative
Memphis,
of
he
Celeste McKinney is a memNo further extension of the your social I
Lola Taylor is "murder" on
cently elected by the student Pearlee Chaver, and Geraldine
I f e? Vernita (T.S.U.)?
was graduated from Smoker
ber of the 12-7 homeroom in the dance floor.
Ruffin.
small talk is necessary, because Willie, and
body as being two of the
Maggie are trying TOP COUPLES
"Top LOOKING AHEAD:
T. Washineann high school in
which Mrs. R. Eddins is ins- Phyllis McCain is almost al- you have guessed that we are
to become the top freshmen
Rebecca Hill and Martin l'en" girls at Geeter High
tructor. She enjoys listening ways the last girl to leave speaking of Miss Faye White
We see the Student Council 1948 and ottnnded Oakwood
School.
is getting on the ball.
and dancing to jazz and po- school in the evening. Wonder who resides with her guardians. girls . . . . Deloiis Mills, who's Chambers.
college in Huntsville, Ala. LatRudolph
causing
Myers and Lorraine
you to attend all of
We saw a certain president er he entered LeMoyne college
pular music in her spare time. why?
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lester Douglass's
Hubbard,
games? . . .. Everywaiting on her ''Ya Ya."
She lives with her mother at When sweet kisses are given. at 3358 Rochester.
and was graduated with a
Gwendolyn Flicking and
one is still wondering why
Deotis Braswell was talking bachelor of science degree in
1002 Leath st.
• Linnie Lott always comes back
At
Mitchell
Curtis
Owens.
she
is
a
member
Forestine,
Selma, Jimella, and
to a certain Senior.
At Manassas she is affiliat- for seconds.
economics with the class of
MacEarnest Bennette and
We noticed Clyde Griffin 1955.
ed with Mu Alpha Theta, is CAMPUS PERSONALITIES of the English club, Science Matery are still unattached .. .
Maxine
club
and
president
Perry.
of
her
Stanley
with more girls than arms.
and Robert Jones, when
chief typist of the Newsette
Beverly Watkins, Joan Lee,
He entered the Army in
We noticed two girls who
are you going to settle down' 'red McDamels and Dorothy
staff, treasurer of FBLA, an Beverly Dukes, Gwendolyn homeroom class.
1952 and during his two-year
Lanos.
were
thrilled
when
a
cretain
NDCC sponsor, president of Wilson, Robby Reed, LouistReligiously this young lady . . . How Joseph Jackson
stint served lel months overentertainer spoke to them.
learned to drive . . George KEEN TEEN
her homeroom and a member yne Jackson, Ann Lee,
Caro- belongs to the Walker Memseas
Japan and Korea. He
Recently Malfred Bolden, a
We
quite
saw
of Double Ten.
a
few
girls
Puckett's
lyn Harris, Bobbie Agness, orial Christian church where
emotions are split ...
was awarded the Army Comgraduate of Hamilton High
staking
claims
on
certain
a
She is a member of Trinity Sam Delk, Sonja
Charles
Blevins holds the upper school., was
Johnson, she is a member of the junior
mendation medal.
chosen "Mr. MemCME church and serves as Frank Dilworth, Thomas
hand with E. L. 0.
Red Cross volunteer leaders Senior. Wonder why?
Jack- choir and C.Y.F.
phis" by the Memphis Club
Tate is married to the formBELIEVE
WE
THAT:
teacher of a junior class in the son, Catherine Peyton,
Minnic Upon graduation from Miton Tennessee State university's from Memphis will serve as
Otha Timberson has his er Miss Florence Grinner.
Sunday school. Celeste plans Bass, Rita Phillips, Ronali, chell, Miss White plans to atchairmen for three major sec- mind set
Cant pus.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
on some one else.
to study for the teaching pro- Duncan, Johnnie Tabor,
Noble tend Memphis State UniverWhy did Claudia Nevels try tions of the fourth annual TenFred Jackson has someone Henry Grinner of Memphis.
fession at Lemoyne when she Gatlin, Alton Crowder,
Jessc sity and study to become a
to stick her fingers into nessee conference of Red Cross special at Hamilton.
They have three children,
garaduates from Manassas.
Evans, Fred Henderson, An- nediatrician.
Gwendolyn Flicking's proper- chapters to be held in NashA certain fellow at Man. Geri, Gregory and Brian.
11, Osbern Taylor, sweetheart derson Harden, Ernest Roach, BOOSTERS MEETING
ty?
ville, Nov. 9 and 10
(.1. P.) has eyes for Dorothy
His parents are Mr. and
of the Double Ten Society, is John T. Greene, Matthew
Last Monday Mitchell High's
Why does Beverly Guy bring Taking part in the two-day Scymore. Is it safe while R. S. Mrs. Cassell Tate of 1048 Overa senior in the 12-4 homeroom Davis, Marvin Bledsoe, Welk_ Athletic Booster's Club held
Billy Doss a lunch every day? meeting will be Mrs.
ton Park ave.
James is around?
of Mr. 0. T. Peeples.
Eugene Jones, Albert Bufor( its second meeting.
Why are Oscar Thrill, Jack W. Jackson chairman of
George Carr's heart is at
the
.In his spare time Osbern and Oliver Rollins.
Miller
and
The band under the direction
Lester Phillips Memphis - Shelby County
buddies? Is it because of Chapter's office of
of Robert E. McGhee opened
volunteers;
.11111telle11111111113111111111911111111111111allallillieraalesalaalalleellaiiiitallialliallettalaelita„ the programwith a variety of The local Air Fe/ re Recr
similar ratings in society?
ing Office, 256 Madison ave., Why is Bonita James keep- Commander Henry Staley. U.
songs.
S. N., chairman of the local
The chorus directed by Mrs. announces that a new prior- ing her romances to herself? chapter's Home Service ComWe hear. that Vernon Davis
M. Slaughter gave an added service program has been remittee; and Dr. Nobel Guthrie,
amount of entertainment to leased by the United States is having a time chooning be- chairman of the chapter's First
UI
the meeting by singing a num- Air Recruiting Service head- tween Diana Grey and Myrtle Aid, Small Craft and Water
quarters at Wright-Patterson Rankine,
By MARY WALLACE
The Shannon Elementary
ber of inspiring selections.
Members of the Annie L.
cleave's car Nov. 2. Rebecca Hill, everyone Safety Committee.
Hi! We are here to exPose Charles Fife is it E. E. or The prime function of the AFB, Ohio.
Brown Health club met recent- school Parent Teachers associaHighlight
of
the
dinner
meetknows
whets really going on
and acquaint you with our still E. L. that you are in- meeting Was to arouse the pub- This new demand for prior
observed Open House and
but Martin Chamber! Why ing Thursday will be an ad- ly at 1213 E. Trigg ave. with tion
lates gripes, smiles, ideas, and terested in?
lic interest in the football team service men from any branch don't
Mrs. Ruth Anderson and Mrs. held its first meeting of the
dress
by
General
Alfred
M.
you
tell
him,
Rebecca?
plans.
Homer Fouche what's your by informing them of the prog- of military service means that CITY
year recently at the same time.
Gruenther, president of the A. B. Bartlett as hostesses.
WIDE POLL
NEWS FLASH:
At the business hour, memangle?
Newly-elected president, Mrs.
ress that our Booster's Club now individuals in 171 Air
American
National
Red
Man.;
Cross.
Billy
Doss
and
GwenForce specialty codes, who
The students eagerly await Claudette Clift. why did you has achieved.
Other outstanding speakers bers were busy making plans Louise Robinson was ill and
dolyn
Johnson.
the return of the activity pe- drop Staton Parham like a hot We would like to say thanks are qualified to re-enlist may
for the year. A contribution unable to be preaent, but her
BTW; Howard Finley and will include Joseph Graham, of
riod held every Monday.
brick?
and give a hats off salute to a now be able to retain their old Verna Hooker.
the national organization's of- was made to the "Y" to assist husband Clifton Robinson; was
EDITORIAL SHORTS:
in the purchase of draperies. A there. Presiding for the meetJoe Carr seems to be dis- very fine community in sup- jobs, plus their former grade Carver:
Charles Cabbage and fice of Educational Relations memorial
"Dost thou love life? Then satisfied with what he saw at porting athletics
service was then ing was the past president,
at Mitchell and base of choice. Men who Gloria Tucker.
and Miss Marie Youngberg, Nao not squander time, for that the Father Bertrand and Man- High.
held for a late member, Mrs. Mrs. Hortense Crivens.
have been out of service for
Douglass: Edmond White tional director of Red Cross
Zettie Miller, with the presiis the stuff life is made of." assas game.
more than one year, an equita- and Lois Jubirt.
HOME NURSING
Some remarks were made by
,
Home Service.
dent, Mrs. Bertha Harris in
"Little strokes fell great
Learah Hoge I am glad BufAn entirely new course has ble grade adjustment will be
Father Bertrand: Paul Hawthe principal, Prof. Sam W.
charge.
oaks."
fer studies his trig over at
made, and will receive base of kins and Bonnie Collins.
Helm, who welcomed parents
"Vessels large may venture your house instead of in the gotten under way at Mitchell choice.
A delicious chicken dinner
introduced
Melrose: Charles Fife and
was served by the hostesses. to the school and
more, but little boats should Malco like one young man I this six weeks for the girls.
Diane Briscoe.
teachThe course is designated as
Visitors were Mrs. Mary E. them to members of the
keep near the shores."
know.
SOCIAL NEWS
Murphy. chairman of the City ing staff.
"Experience keeps a dear
Thelma Ishmael is it dif- Home Nursing, the purpose of
Recently, we printed news
school, but fools will learn in ficult to choose between P. W. the course is to instruct the
Federation Board of Manag- Two new teachers. Mrs.
of a newly organized city-wide
students in the proper manner
ers; Mrs. C. E. Lowry, of Doris Frierson and Joe Gentry,
no other."
and W. J.?
social club. We printed the
in which to administer first aid
jr., have been added to the
SUCCOTASH
IN THE DARK
NASHVILLE — The 29 Bristol, Tenn.; and Mrs. Belle faculty for the new year.
name to be LaRitas but we
Pettigrew.
Gloria Campbell is it diffiAlice Ishmael you failed to M the home.
nurses
were wrong. The name is
who were scheduled to
The clubs first meeting of A highlight of the meeting
cult to accept Lawrence Kel- give me the details on your LIBRARY CLUB
"Sheriettes." The elected offi- resign work at Meharry Medithe presentation of a PTA
ley?
sudden interest in Larry Rob- Mitchell High's Library club
cers are Lois Bolden, presi- cal college's Hubbard hospital the season was held last was
membership pin to Mrs.
has finally gotten under way
James Boyd, faith lies at the inson (B. T. W.).
dent; Sammie L. Edwards, over the issues of pay and month at the home of Mrs. life
Robert 011ie (B.. T. W.), why by electing its new slate of
end of the line says, Hattie
vice president; Laura Wiley, working hours, were reinstated Elizabeth Woods, at which Crivens, past president, by
time officers were elected.
Cole.
members of the faculty.
the sudden interest in Thelma officers for this year:
Spiritual Emphasis Day was secretary; Dottye
Jackson, without prejudice, according to —
Larry Mitchell. why did you Glass?
They are:
presented on Sunday, Oct. 29, recording, secretary;
Georgia
Meharry's
president. Dr. Harstay in the collection box all TOPS:
Ida Hayes ...........President at Friendship Baptist church. Cochran, treasurer;
Norma old D. West.
night, Oct. 30?
Girls: Joyce Newton, Maie Dorothy Tappan ...Vice-Pres. It was sponsored by Bluff Daniels,
business manager; The nurses who has signed
Bernestine Prewitt why is it Rena Rucker, Roger House, Gloria Willis
Secretary City Council Parent Teachers Verna Hooker, chaplain; Cora
two-week resignation notices
that you are trying to get your Authurine Holman, Diane Bris- Patsy
. ..Asst. Secretary Association.
Jackson, parliamentarian: and which
were to become effecbusiness straight, Is it be- coe, Effie Erby and Erma Mary Snow
The guest speaker was Rev. Evelyn Bolden and
Treasurer
Maxine tig,e October 20, were reinstatcause Thanksgiving is near? Alexander.
Jo Ella Taylor Parliamentarian J. L. Netters, pastor of Mount Perry, reporters.
ed on the day of expiration
Robbie Rogers says she just Boys: Jesse Webb, Willie Matery Henderson
Historian Vernon Baptist church.
with an immediate $2,5 monthloves Charles Epps, I guess Jones, Percy Ward, Leonard THIS AND THAT
Music for the occasion was
that's the reason she almost La Grone, Jame Woods, Charly
raise in salary for all gradAnd now let's view some of provided by the Hamilton
•roke her neck getting into les Fife, Larry Mitchell and
uate nurses who are registered
the headliners from the latest high school chorus and senior
President
glee club.
West said that in
gossip around the campus .
Responsive reading and inaddition to the increase in
Jerri is having a hard time deMrs.
were
given
vocation
by
Home of Fine Foods
salary,
a trial period for 402357 Park Ave. ciding over K. J. or Sonny .
Georgia Harvey. a teacherJohn E. Wesley of 4937 Wil- hour week, will be initated
Everyone is glad that Mary counsellor
at Manassas high liam Arnold rd., was honored after a reasonable time for reand Ray are tight at last . . . . school. A "Ten Commandat a surprise birthday anni- organization of the nursing serThe big question around the ments for Parente" was read
at
at
versary party given by his vices. Providing no additional
by Mrs. Dorothy Russell, the wife, Mary, at the Flame Rest- cost is necessary. the 40-hour
Bellevue
Quinn
&
Tillman
306
Elmo Shipp.
guest speaker was introduced aurant Oct. 31.
week will be accepted on a
HUMAN RELATIONS
by the host pastor, Rev. WilPARTICIPATING LION DEALERS
Mrs. Wesley served her nermanent basis.
Speak to people, smile at liams A. Suggs.
guests a turkey dinner.
Mrs. Iris Bender chairman oc
people, call them by name, be
Beautiful green plants were
Among invited guests were: the professional group a n d
friendly and helpful, be cor- offered to schools having the Mr, and Mrs. Sam Helm, Mr.
spokesman for the 29 nurses
dial, be genuinely interested in largest number of members and Mrs. James Barber, Mr.
people, be generous with present for the occasion. Win- and Mrs. Jesse Peacock, Her- stated, "We are happy that an
WE CATER TO
praise—and cautious with cri- ning top prize was Hamilton, man O'Neil, Mr. Ross, Miss agreement has been reached
to our satisfaction and express
• Card Parties
• Private Parties
• Club Meetings tism, be thoughtful of the and its was accepted by Mrs. Evelyn Bagsby, Mrs. Nettie
M. sincere gratitude to the many
• Anniversaries opinion of others, be consi- M. S. Draper, who was pro- Jones, Mrs. Doris Ray, Mr. and
• Buffets
• Wedding Receptions
derate with the feelings of gram chairman and presided Mrs. Percy Washington, Mr. interested person who support
others, and be alert to give for the service.
and Mrs. Ernest Young, Mr. our endeavors."
service
Mrs. Annie J. Parker ac- and Mrs. Richard Holcomb,
CANDY PARADE
cepted second prize for Ma- Mrs. Margurite Mosley, Mrs. CUNARD CHANGES MIND
WE SPECIALIZE IN
We are asking you for your nassas school and Mrs. Willie I,(i uise Polk, Mr and Mrs. LONDON — (UPI) — The
• Pit-Bar-B-Qu• • Pitts. Pi,
• Steaks • Seafoods
support in our 1981-82 choco- Moore WAS given pie third Benjamin Boyd, Mrs. Virginia Cunard Line has postponed
SIZE 25" x 12"
late sale drive You can pur- prize for Chicago Park school. Grinner, Mr. and Mrs. Ander- Plans to build a 70,000-ton re-Opan 10 A.M. To 5 A.M. Next Morning
chase a large nor of chocolate
Mrs. Lucille Price is presi- son Bridges, Mrs. Sadie Cab- placement for the 81,000-ton.
WE DELIVER
coated almonds for just fifty dent of the Bluff City Council bage. Mrs. Dorothy Johnson. 25-year old "Queen Mary" beROBERT WINFIELD, Proprietor cents. Get some today from PTA, and Mrs. Annie Able re- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams, cause of competition
GL 2-9331
from the
any Melrose student. ,
porter.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Williams, airlines, the comirny reported.

• *court

Mempluan Gets
A Promotion At
Ohio Air Base

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS

school,
teehnire de-

alempluans To
Nashville For
Red Cross Meet

To Receive Old
Job In Service
At Choice Base

Health Club Makes
Donations For Y And
St. Jude Hospital

MELROSE REVIEW
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AN Is Quiet With
Meharry Nurses

Bluff City PTA
Gives Program
At Friendship

•

Mrs. John E. Wetley
Surprises Husband
On His Birth Date

HOUSE OF WINDY'S
Hot Meals Served Daily
11 AM. -- 5 A.M.
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ASK
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or
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HOW YOU MAY HAVE
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FREE
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Mississippi

Louisiana

M. Redd and your reporter,
WATER VALLEY
M r s. Pearleane Billingslea
By C. A. HAWKINS
Daniel Rogers died in a rest motored to Belmont Baptist
he
church the fifth Sunday afhome in Little Rock .where
had been a patient for 18 ternoon to the Woman's Day
months. He was the husband program. Mrs. Genola Redd
of Mrs. Alberta Hawkins Rog- was guest speaker.
Mrs. Geneva Puncher and
ers of this city.
Mrs. Hattie Armfield of To- her daughter, Mrs. James,
ledo recently visited her sis- Smith were guests of Mrs.;
ter, Mrs. Lillie Hawkins, her Pearleane Billingslea recently.
'Mother, Mrs. Nannie Waters
STARK VILLE
and other relatives and friends
in Oxford, Miss.
LEANDY MOORE
By
Arnold Brisco Hawkins, his
'wife and children of Memphis
Mrs. Ruby Mae Ashford
spent the weekend with his spent last week in St. Louis
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie due to illness of her brother,
' Hawkins.
Mr. Louis Blackman.
Rev. C. 0. Wilkins is much
Miss Winnie Ruth Purnell
improved and will be able to and Mr. Elbert Vaughn, Jr.,
attend the annual conference were married in her home last
at Topelo on Nov 8.
Thursday night. Mrs. Vaughn
Next week we expect to re- is the daughter of Mr. and
port the grand lodge meeting Mrs. Turner Purnell, Mr.
held at McComb, Miss. Sev- Vaughn is the son of Mr. and
eral from here attended.
Mrs. Elbert Vaughn, Sr.
Mrs. Fannie Moore died
GOODMAN
Monday, Oct. 23, after a long
By Pearleane Billingslea
illness.
She was a saleslady
T h e Starksville District
Youth Workshop was held and reporter for the Chicago
..• here at Walten Chapel Metho- Defender for a number of
dist church recently. The years. The funeral was held
. highlight was a soul stirring Thursday at Griffin Chapel
sermon by the young Rev. M. Methodist church with the
easier. Rev. W. G. Prueitt.
R. King of Starks.
Rev. 0. B. Davis and daugh- She is survived by her hus•
ter, Jennett and Rev. M. C. band, Leandy, a son, Walter
Billingslea attended the musi- James, who is a student at M.
• cal program at Franklin Meth- I. college, Holly Springs; one
odist church the fifth Sunday. brother, Arthur Yarbough of
Mrs. Genola Redd, Mrs. P. St. Louis, Mo., and a host of
other relatives and friends.

BATON ROUGE

SAT
•

By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
Last Sunday at Bethel AME
church was quite a HIGH day.
The chairman, Mrs. Ida Nance
Givens, has spent much of
her time during the past week
expressing gratitude and appreciation to the members ote
the Planning committee, the
participants, the pastor and
the honored guests from the
variaus churches of the COMmµnity for the wonderful cooperation given in making
the occasion of Annual Women's Day a most successful one.
Last Sunday was also a significant day in the life of
Dean J. B. Cade when he was
the recipient of a courtesy so
planned and executed that it
cannot be forgotten by the
honoree or the hundreds who
gathered at Southern University for the program and the
reception that followed. With
the caption "A Salute to J. B.
Cade" the program under the
direction of a committee headed by Dr. R. G. Higgins and
Dr B. D. Harrison, was replete with glowing tribute4
and presentations.
Mr. Leon Wallace. former
businessman and resident of
Baton Rouge and now of Detroit. Mich., was a visitor to
BIRMINGHAM (ALA) chap- Sarah H. Brewer, Edna M. Edna M. Gardner, Hattie J. Jones. Wilma Harris, Sarah Jones, A. Lucile Brewer, our city last week
as the guest
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Jan. 12 Melrose vs Douglass,
dropped a pass from Howard N - Night
Douglass. N. Manassas vs
Finley
out
in
the
left
flat.
Gaines
300
p.m.
Day
Father
Bertrand, Manassas. 12;
By BILL LITTLE
Williams played a similar
Ridley D. Duncan, Shelby
The Warriors ran the same O - Day
Jan 15 Douglass vs ManasEMERGENCY HURT PROS important role in a key game County Game and Fish officer,
pattern on the succeeding play
Tentative
sas. Manassas, N; Father BerPresident Kennedy'a.defense against Washington, account- since 1956, resigned his posiThe explosive Manasas Tig- drive going. On third down only this time Finley faked to Dec. 1 Douglass vs Manassas, trend vs Melrose, Melrose, N;
mobilization program has start ing for 25 of the total Ma- tion this week to accept emHayes. hit his other halfback Douglass, N. Melrose vs Father Jan. 17 Hamilton vs Lester,
ed to take its toll in profes nassas scored in a 26-19 tri- ployment as a U .S. Game ers were crowned prep league Malone gut off a wobbly pass Mel Weston with
58 yards Bertrand, Melrose, N: B. T. Lester, D: Carver vs B. T W.,
sional sports as many of the umph over the Warriors. Wil- Agent with the U. S. Fish and champions when they soundly near mid-field that Myers had scoring pass. Hayes
added the W. vs Carver, Carver, N;
B. T. W., N:
play for pay stars have ex liams doesn't equal Davis as Wildlife Service, announced walloped the Father Bertrand to come back and make a
Dec. 4 Lester vs Hamilton, Jam?. 19 Douglass vs Carver,
change the sports gear fo. a runner, but his ability to get Forrest V. Durand director of Thunderbolts, 34-6, Wednes- diving attempt for the catch.
day night in Melrose Stadium. When Myers and the Bertrand
Just before the conclusion Hamilton, N;
Carver, N; Manassas vs Melsome of Uncle Sam's khaki in the clear for pass receptions the Tennessee Game and Fish
The title was the third con- defender went for the falling of third period the Warriors Dec. 6 B. T. W. vs Father rose. Manassas. N.
Many of the players are meu has been an outstanding con- Commission. Duncan
27,
will
were
secutive
Manassas
has
on
won
Bertrand,
or
despite
B.
T.
the
W.,
the march again as the
protests of BerN. Carver Jan. 22 Lester vs Manassas,
bers of reserve units, havin: tribution to the Manassas at- work in the State of
Georgia, shared. They were co-champs trand s bench. It was close but result of a short punt that was vs Douglass, Douglass, N; Mel- Lester, N; Douglass vs Father
enlisted under the six weeks tack. As a ball carrier he
making
his
home
in
run
with
rose
the
vs
Hamilton
Manassas,
Savannah.
players
Wildcats
backs
back
Melrose,
were
deep
in
N; Bertrand. Douglass, N;
the
in
toward
Melrose
tergained the respect of his optraining program.
Walter Bell, almost Dec. 8 Manassas vs Lester, Jan. 24 B. T. W. vs Father
ponents running the Tigers' GAMMON REPLACES COOK 1950. Douglass closed out a the sidelines; giving the offi- ritory
Bobby Mitchell, Cleveland's
trapped attempting to punt, Manassas,.N; Father Bertrand Bertrand, B. T. W., N; Melrose
b re a d and butter off tackle E. 0. Gammon, a Game and dismal season on a winning cials the best perspective.
great break away runner who power
vs Hamilton, Melrose, D;
With two completed passes managed to kick on the run. vs Douglass, Douglass. N;
play.
Fish officer in Shelby County note. The Red Devils sloshed
has appeared at Melrose Sta.
Dec. 11 Hamilton vs Melrose, Jan. 26 Carver vs Lester,
The Manassas staff consist- since 1950, has been promoted their way to a 19-0 victory moving the ball to the Thun- Reed muffed the ball near the
dium playing for his horn
Lester, N; B. T. W. vs Douing of head coach Johnson and o Law Enforcement Supervis- over Lester Thursday night in derbolts' 22 Malone faded to 50 but picked it and eluded Hamilton, N;
town Hot Springs, Ark., is assistants
Dec. 13 Carver vs Lester, glass, Douglass. N:
William Roach and or of district 12. replacing L. the rain at Melrose. In an- pass and found the league's several would be tacklers beamong the de,parting stars. If
Washington
other
game
in
top scorer, Bobby Williams, fore being hemmed on the 28 Carver, N; Douglass vs B. T. Jan. 29 Hamilton vs B. T.
Emnutt Simon, jr., will have D. Cook, who resigned this
you read the accounts of the
stadium Friday
night the all alone down the middle. Wil- The final quarter was just a W., B. T. W., N.
W. B. T. W., D; Manassas vs
until next fall to come up with week according to Durand.
Cleveland - Pittsburgh ba m e solutions
Washington
Warriors
gave
the
Dec. 15 B. T. W. vs Hamilton, Carver. Carver, N;
liams caught the scoring pass few seconds old when Finley
for the exodus of top Gammon's duties
as Super- Melrose Golden Wildcats a
Mitchell was in the line-up players.
took
the
vs
Hamilton.
snap
MaliN;
Carver
slid
passed
Jan. 31 B. T. W. vs Manover
of his two touchvisor will consist of coordinat- close shave, barely coming for the first
His commanding officer gave
assas, B. T. W., N; Carver vs
Williams and Malone are
downs. The speedy halfback the line to end Charles Lee asses, Manassas, N;
him permission to play, how- seniors.
This time end Billy ing and supervising work of out of the hair raising scrap caught another, a 42 yarder, who streaked across to com- Dec. 18 Manassas vs B .T. Father Bertrand, Carver, N;
ever, the Arkansas speedster Doss
and Rudy Myers are add- the twelve game and fish of- on the top of a 21-20 score. to up his scoring lead to 78 plete the 19 yard play. Reed W., Manassas, N; Carver vs Feb. 2 Lester vs Melrose,
will have to return to Fort ed to the departing list. My- ficers in the 12th district, which
Douglass vs HamilThe weather conditions un- points. Manassas took a 7-0 barreled over to complete the Father Betrand. Carver, N; Melrose,
Meade, Md. on Monday. The ers, moved from end to play consists of Carroll, Crokett, Dy- cles which the games were lead
Dec. 20 Lester vs Melrose. ton, Douglass, D;
on the first of four con- Warriors scoring. That point
Steelers could very well do the slot back, along with Doss er, Gibson,. Jienry, Obion and played certain-were are the versions.
proved to be decisive, staking Lester. N: Douglass vs HamilFeb. 5 Carver vs Hamilton,
without his appearance. In were sure fingered pass catch- Weakley Counties.
ton, Hamilton, N;
Hamilton, N; Lester vs Father
weird nature. The temperature
Bertrand showed no ill ef- Washington to 21-7 edge.
the two teams first meeting at ers. Our hats are off to the BISHOP TRANSFERRED
OUT FOR CHRISTMAS
for the Manassas-Bertrand conBertrand, Lester, N;
FRIDAY NIGHT
Pittsburgh
Mitchell scored c h a in p s and our sympathy Leo Bishop. a Game and test was a mild 65 degrees fects of being behind, taking
Melrose made a courageous Jan. 3 Carver vs Hamilton, Feb. 7 Hamilton vs Manasthe ensuing kick-off and marthree touchdowns.
Carver,
D;
Father
Betrand
goes out to the other seven Fish officer since 1950, present- One of the football officials ching 67 yards for their only comeback in the last eight
vs sas, Hamilton, D; Lester vs
John Paluck, bone crushing club s' defensive secondaries ly serving in Cheatham Coun- worked in short sleeves. For score.
B. T. W., Lester, D;
The touchdown drive minutes of the game, scoring Lester, Lester, N;
Washington Redskins end, has whose job it was to contain ty will transfer to Hardernan Thursday's match were strong was culminated on
Jan.
5
Manassas
vs
HamilFeb. 9 Father Bertrand vs
a quick twice, but missing the extra
been inducted and like Mit- and cover the unusually fine County as of Nov. 1 said Dur- winds and a heavy downpour pass
over the line from Arl point after the first score in ton, Manassas, D; B. T. W. vs Hamilton. Hamilton, D; B. T.
chell received permission to group of pass receivers.
W. vs Melrose, B. T. W., N;
and. Bishop and family, who during the entire game. The Williams to end James Milam that spree. The Wildcats were Lester, B. T. W., N;
play against the New York NEXT GAME BLUES BOWL
will make their home in Boli- next night the mercury had from the five. The attempt for given a boost when Washing- Jan. 8 Father Bertrand vs Feb. 12 Carver vs Melrose,
Giants last Sunday. Paluck is Manassas was chosen to play
fills the vacancy created taken such a dive that an ex- the point was short of the goal ton was penalized for rough- Hamilton, Hamilton, D; Mel- Carver, N; Lester vs Douglass,
also stationed at Fort Meade. Haynes high of Nashville in var,
when Jim Blasingame trans- pected large turnout was whit- line. Although Bertrand went ing the kicker. Melrose started rose vs B. T. W., Melrose. N; Lester, N;
Paul Hornun g, National the Blues Bowl game tentatled to just a few hundred par- great on the ground their of- to complete some of their
Jan. 10 Carver vs Melrose, Feb. 14 Melrose vs Douglass,
ferred to the Fisheries Division
Football
League's
leading tively set for Melrose Stadium
tisans for each school. Heavy fense lacked the long gainer passes, including one to a Melrose, N; Lester vs Douglass, Melrose, N: Manassas vs Father
scorer of Green Bay, and team Nov. 24. This Prep Classic of the Commission in August. early morning rains didn't aid that
Bertrand. Manassas. D.
they needed to counter guard who was made eligible. Douglass, N;
mate Boyd Dowler, are slated could easily decide state su- 1141.•41-4044.••••••••••••4 in the clicking of the turnthe explosive Manassas arse- House scored from the six, but
to join another team mate premacy. Haynes has yet to
stiles.
nal. Their passing was futile the point was missed, making
Ray Nitsche in the service. he defeated over a three year
BREAKS PAY OFF
as Manassas picked off two the 13-21 score almost insurThe world champions New span. Those prep clippings
Douglass, opening the sea- interceptions that led to scores mountable. With the clock
York Yankees will have to won't affect Manassas any.
son with a win and ringing that increased the Tigers' 13-0 reading 4:04 left Melrose got
find a replacement for their Last year the Tigers took the
a break when a Washington
down the final curtain in like halftime advantage.
star shortstop Tony Kubek, measure of supposedly in vunfumble was pounced on 33
manner, had their rough going BACKFIRES
HUNTING SEASONS 1961-62 Red Fox, no open season estrecently called in for active erable East St. Louis 14-7. The
during the middle of the seaManassas, waiting around yards away from paydirt. BobFollowing the statewide sea- (:ept in counties regulated by
duty, he will spend the en- sponsoring Beale Street Elks
son. Against Lester they play- for a Thanksgiving weekend by Smith, finding it hard to
sons for the various species of Private Acts.
tire 1962 baseball season in had considered inviting the
ed for the breaks and they Blues Bowl date, finished the hold on to passes early in the
game found in West Tennes- TRAPPING
the Army.
Illinois team for a rematch.
came. Winning the toss the Red regular season with an 8-0 game, scored on a 10 yarder
see, exclusive of wildlife manBeaver - Mink - Grey lox.
TIGERS DOMINATE
Those ideas were abandoned
Devils elected to kick. It wasn't record that included one out from Bell. Johnson's converagement areas. The daily bag Muskrat, Nov. 15-Jan. 26,110
The Manassas Tigers are when the Vikings were held
long before end Joe Joyner of league conquest. Their Blues sion success only made the
and possession limits follow limit.
- building quite a dynasty in by Hamilton to a two touchpicked up a Lion fumble and Bowl opponents will be Hay- defeat more the heart breakWATERFOWL
football at the northside school. down win. Hamilton plays
ing, for the Warriors were the dates:
jogged into paydirt after a nes High of Nashville.
Squirrel, Sept. 1-Jan. 1, daiDucks, Dec. 1-Dec. 30, daily
Last week they won the city Carver Thursday to see who
10 yard run. Lester had a punt Bertrand nailed down at able to run the clock out.
possession
limit
ly
bag
12.
6,
bag
2, possesison limit 4.
title, going undefeated while will occupy the cellar.
blocked that resulted into least a share of 4th place with
Melrose still holds second
Goose, Nov. 10-Jan. 8, daily
Rabbit, Nov. 20-Jan. 25, daitaking measure of seven op- JAGUAR CATS NIP A&T 7-0
touchdown for Douglass. Wil- their 4-3 league record. The place; however, barring
an up- ly bag 5, possession limit 10.
bag 5, possession 5. May not
All roads led to Baton Rouge
ponents. Merry High of Jacklie Kimmons raced across with Bolts play East St. Louis, Ill. set Washington can tie
for the Quail, Nov. 20-Jan. 25, daily include more than two Canason, Tenn., was an out of for many football fans last By MRS. CORNELL WOLFE the pigskin from the 14 yard Nov,
17.
runners-up
position in their bag 8, possession limit 16.
das)
week. Those who made it saw
league victim of Manassas.
game with Lester this week. Wild Turkey (big game
Ik••••••••••••••••••••••• stripe. Fullback Charles Hen- HALFBACK PASS
Dove, Dec. 18-Jan. 1, (12
The key to the Tigers suc- two terrific games. Southern
dricks bowled over for the BACKFIRES
Melrose
will
complete their stamp required) Mar. 31-Apr. noon to sunset).
cess was the ability of Coach university, led by Memphis Something new has been add- extra point to give the Devils
Washington
season
used
a
third
after
a
battle with 7, daily bag 1 (gobbler per
For further information,
Johnny Johnson to come up quarterback Cal Holma n, ed to the third annual Turkey a 13-0 lead.
quarter fumble to change a tough Howard High of Chat- season (Benton Henry, Lauder- contact your local Game and
with replacements for two nosed out the Tenn. A&I Tig- Tournament of the Sam Qualls James Lee,
rugged
the
defensive
leading
battle
tanooga
Douinto
Friday
night
at
counties
Fish
closed).
dale
officer.
Melgraduating senior s. They ers 7-0 before a large crowd. Golf club that will be played glass ground gainer,
zipped an exciting scoring duel that rose Stadium.
Opossum-Mink, Oct. 16-Jan.
weren't just ordinary positions Coach A. W. Mumford's Jag- Nov. 18 and 19 at
past • Lester tacklers in the found the Warriors holding the LEAGUE
Douglass
MEN,
AT LAST ITS HERE
limit.
26,
no
two
last
taken
have
STANDINGS
to fill because the departers uar Carts
lake No. RUA41011/X And into, 1:11e.
Park golf course. a Pee Wee third period for a 34 yard edge in their 21-20 squeaker Team
Won Lost Pct, Raccoon, Oct. 16-Jan. 26, daiwere all-Memphis performers. games of the series. Southern
Meter, ompa,,,tion aUM10513 Was
with
touchdown
gallop. The triumph
Melrose. Feeling confi- Manassas
flight. A flight of very small
7 0 1000 ly bag 1 per person per night. up olive situ. taarto of A e14151Those two persons were half- a solid favorite. Their only
:IAN5 f°SMOLA Only 55
boys to start the little fellows gave Douglass a season record dent that their defense could WB
ha • 2Mea
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2
5
714 Grey Fox, No closed season e.* .upply Motter ,baelt It00 net
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at
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after
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,eel Otto I bottles, Sane COD Check
4 2 667 except in counties regulated'
Laird. Davis was tremendous hands of Texas Southern in out in competitive golf three for league play and 5-4 for turning back a Washington
Mons, 0,5et NOW
4 3
571 by Private Acts, no limit.
at the slightest sight of light. the opening game of the sea- prizes will be in this special all games. Lester has broken drive on the one inch line
just peosutg
eri ass
3 3 500 Skunk, Weasel, Bobcat. THE RL/MTOREX CO.
Laird was a good passer and son. They still have two tough flight. Other flights will be even in six league tilts. The before the half ended. Melrose' L
3 4 428 Groundhog, season open year- 239 E. 115th Si.. ilea 17
ball handler, also outstanding opponents left in Florida A&M two for women, four for men Lions have one date left. They plan to strike quickly at the
Hamilton
two for juniors and a senior
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
and Prairie View.
0 6 000 round, no limit.
on defense.
are
scheduled
start
of
to
the
collide
last
help
with
backCarver
undefeated
flight. Entry fee $3.00 for men
0 6 000
Their replacements on this The Rattlers are
Washington
Friday
night
at
fired.
cusis
the
as
SIAC
and women $2, for juniors and
season's squad couldn't match and their
Washington,
however,
the OSCAR REED
them in every way, that would tom have been steamrollered. $1 for the Pee Wee flight.
On the first play the Golden SMALL CHANGE
game may have been reset for
recently
crew
Tallahassee
The
Qualifying rounds are now this past Wednesday because Wildcats handed off to their
be asking too much. but Bencollege
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
Cookman
Bethune
beat
ny Malone and Bobby Wilbeing played. Tot.he many golf- that date was open.
left halfback who tried to battle of the
sexes starts in
liams were equal in some areas 74-0. Bethune had upended ers who would rather p 1 a y PASSES LOWER SPIRIT
complete
a
pass
to
his
crissthe cradle and even there the
. which proved them as mon. Morris Brown, who owns a their golf on the Douglass
took
crossing
the
Manassas
left
Tigers
It
end.
The
next
play
than adequate to step into th upset victory over Tenn. State. Park golf course this is your only one series of downs to was identical except that Dick females are winning a victory
Don't wager your money on
shoes of those graduates.
chance to win that turkey for decide what plan of attack House fumbled and the War- of sorts.
FULL SET OF TOOLS
Malone took over—ses the that point spread be
Thanksgiving dinner. Any golf- would best thwart the efforts riors recovered on the Mel- The Diaper Service Industry
Southern
and
strategist. His being responsi- when Florida
Association said its records
play.
Father
welcome
of
upset
Berto
rose
minded
er
29.
is
CONTACT:
wide
a
usually
its
horns
ble for the 34 points scored lock
Ronald Easter, the Warriors show that baby girls learn
both are Those out of town golfers trand. Manassas found the
against Bertrand last week open type game, and
were formers Memphians, Port- Thunderbolts' line plenty tough best running quarterback, was earlier to require less changthe
off
knocking
to
accustomed
(four on passes, ran one, passed
Saturday er Washington of Connecticut to go through, and after hav- sent in to do just that—set ing and use from two to five
for four conversoins) is an in- other. They collide
rated a toss and Louis and Homer Harvey ing been forced to punt the sail around the right end be- fewer diapers a day than baby
is
game
the
and
dication of how well he has
first time they had it, the fore Melrose knocked him out boys.
jr., of Chicago, Ill.
handled the signal calling po- up.
Tigers filled the air with pas- of bounds on the 12. Bulldoz ...e1M111•1111
While the A&I Tigers were
sition. That win clinched their
ses for the 34-6 win. Senior ing Oscar Reed plunged over
flush on the chin,
it
taken
third straight title.
quarterback Benny Malone, from the three. He rammed
across town in the Louisiana
deceiving because this is really through the same Melrose left
capital another band of Tigers,
his first playing year. was the tackle for extra point. That
watched by over 67,000 fans,
pilot in an aerial bombard- seven point margin loomed
were busy putting the skids
ment that netted four touch- large in what had been a fine
under the No. 1 team in, the
downs. Malone tallied the display of defensive might. No
nation ambitions of the Ole
fifth time when he ran four one knew it was just the start
Miss. Rebels. LSU, ranked
yards into the end zone in the of something bigger.
sixth in the nation, downed
The next time Melrose got
There are 129 vacancies avail- fourth quarter. Malone also
No. 2 ranked Ole Miss. 10-7.
able for managed deer hunts accounted for four conversion the ball they put together a
which are to be held on the via the overlane route. Ru- drive that went off like clock
Shelby Forest Wildlife Man- dolph Myers made the recep- work. Melrose ripped Washagement Area in November tions on these points after ington's line to shreds as the
Orange Mounders consistently
and December. according to touchdowns.
slipped their smaller backs
Finis Barnes, Area Manager WILLIAMS BREAKS ICE
the
game's
Manassas
score
through
for sizeable gains. The
for the Game and Fish ComBROTHER BOB
HUNKY DORY
first TD the second time they march ate up 65 yards with
are
vacancies
These
mission.
PresParis,(UPI) — Senegal
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
had the ball. However, it took House and slippery William
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
who
hunters
to
the
addition
in
arrived
ident Leopold Senghor
a disputed play to keep the Johnson doing most of the ball
Sunday "very satisfied" with applied for the hunt prior to
huntdrawings.
Interested
the
with
Washington
his talks in
ers should write the Game
President Kennedy.
SenAhor said "we must con- and Fish Commission, Nashat HOME in One quick, tinue to appeal to the good ville including a $3 fee for the
humanity of the area permit. Open dates are
EASY APPLICATION sense and thewe
must always Nov. 27-28, December 1-2 and
PROTECTION
USSR
Dec. 4-5.
You can have natural-looking fight mistrust.at a
straight hair the safe, easy
wail"
SILKY STRATE way. Do it
PRACTICAL PRICE!
yourself at home and save time
and money. The easy-to-follow
directions assure professionallike results. Your hair stays
straight and easy-to-manage for
months ... will not go back
GOLDEN GIRL
CANE COLE
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Game And Fish
Officers Change
Wildlife Jobs

BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE

anassas Tigers Win
rep League Crown By
alloping Fr. Bertrand
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Tentative

Hunting Season Schedule
1961-62
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FARM FOR SALE!

Near Cairo, HI.
120 Acres
$14,000 TERMS
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9,111., KE 8-1112

Hunt Permits
Still Available
ForShelbyForest

Senegal Prexy
For Appeal
To USSR

STRAIGHTEN
YOUR HAIR

AT LAST!

today
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SMOOTH RHYTHM!
INCREASE POWER!

even when wet.

do, In
your

FOR MEN: Regular Strength for short,
coarse hair.
FOR WOMEN and Children Gentle
Strength for long, fine halt.

$2.00

Motor Overhaul
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',Mem . .
proud feeling
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Cornmenting

ON REAL ESTATE

BEACH GROVE
NEWS

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1961

causing black spot of roses
can live through the winter in
a similar way. Fungi that cause
brown rot of peaches and black
rot of grapes overwinter in rotted fruit.
Many bacteria and fungi that
affect annual and perennial
plants overvvinter in stubble If
and debris from gardens; fungi
AG EXTENSION TO WORK
additional effort as part of that causes early blight and
WITH CIVIL DEFENSE
their regular work to bring to- septoria blight of tomatoes
and
The Tennessee Agricultural gether facts and help with the the fungus causing
that gray
Extension Service has accept- preparedness information, Di- mold of peony and other plants
ed responsibility for a rural rector Darter says. They will can survive in such materials.
have the latest Department of Root-knot nematodes survive
defense information prorgam to Agriculture and
Civil. Defense the winter in the galled roots
help personss in rural areas to bulletins
on radioactive fallout of infested plants.
prepare for and protect them- on the farm, biological
warfare DEAD
MATERIAL
selves against enemy attack, again* livestock and
crops. Raking up
leaves and garsays Director, V. W. Darter, food stockpiles,
and ether probden remnants and burning or
of the U-T Agricultural Ex- lems.
hauling them away helps start
tension Service.
T h e Extension agents in
T h e country's food supply every county will carry on the a good control program that
aids control measures such as
and continued production abili- rural defense officials and
US- spraying or dusting. Tops of
mender after his recent Civil ty would be vital to survival
DA State and County Emer- perennial plants such as peonService promotion. Tate of our nation if ever attacked, gency Planning committees.
ies and chrysanthemums should
graduated from Booker T. director Darter said. Farmers
be cut off, dead annual plants
Washington end LeMoyne have a responsibility both to FALL CLEAN-UP
college and has been at the to themselves and their fami- Now is the time to clean-up pulled up (or dug up if nemabase since 1955. — (Air Force lies; and to the nation to be the remains from this sum- topside were a problem) and
Photo) '
informed on how an attack mer's flower beds and vegeta- leaves raked.
would endanger their livestock bles gardens, says R. P. Mul- If compost is desired from
their crops, and their continu- lett, U-T Extension plant path- this dead material, the plies
ed production. They need to ologist. Don't wait until next should be throughly rotted (by
God, Seven Voices, Wueen of know so they cao, take all spring to do this job as many use fo lime, fertilizer, soil, ect.)
Heaven singers from Hulbert, practical measures to be pre- organisms that cause plant di- and not used for at least one
Ark., Hullette Sisters, Spiri- pared for fast emergency ac- seases in vegetable garden or year. If these composting preflower plantings.
tion if needed."
tual Voices and others.
For instance: The apple scab parations cannot be carried out
Mistress of ceremonies will RURAL DEFENSE
be Mrs. Magnolia Luellen. The County agricultural agents fungus (active this year) survi- properly, the material should
and home agents will make ves in fallen leaves. The funges be burned or hualed away.
public is invited.

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

By JOHN ARNOLD
CHURCH NEWS
Attendance at Sunday school
in Beach Grove Baptist church
continues to grow. The public
and other members are invited to come early and worship
ZONING
willful acts that impair the
at the service.
As mentioned in a previous amenities of living and effect
A Christmas program has been
article: A considerable amount adversely investments in real
planned for Saturday night,
of Negro property in the city property.
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To Give Benefit Program For Blind

.70
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section

3 Lines For 2. Weeks
Gall

JAckson 6-8397

CHRISTMAS CARDS

182 On Honor Roll At
Cummings St. School

3 MEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
Age 25 - 45 Sigh School Education
Men •Ith miles issperlence preferred
Must De neat In appearance Car is
Newman,. Able to furnish Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to 50 Sox 311 - Otv In.
Details

'le' THE BEST
OF SIMPLE
by

Langston Hughes

$30 MONTHLY

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 6-8397

MADAM
DONNA

Spiritualist Reader and Advisor

Tur
neu,

- Ruy Thousands of ltale•I
at wholesale Bend $100 retund•blo
for large illustrated catalog Arrnone•
of califorma. P.O. Do: 31111, Hollywood, Californi•

MAKE BIG MONEY

810.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carver
Subdivision - Easy
Point
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, s w i miming, hiking and just plain
living. Call ene for complete
information and pictures. Mrs.
Ruby Fent - BR 6-7090.

SELLING NEGRO CHRISTMAS CARDS IN YOUR
SPARE TIME. SEND FOR
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
FREE SAMPLES AND SELL,
ING KIT. NO EXPERIENCE
2219 Young Ave.
NECESSARY. COST YOU
BR 6-0016
NOTHING TO TRY. WRITE
TO—
Licensed & Bonded Electricians
Fashion Greeting Cards
Free Estimates
Post Office Box 911
We wire new room additions,
Memphis, Tennessee
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat.

Live - In Maids
New York

Sodium chloride — comma('
2130 - $220 morrrn 20-35 YEARS
Tickets. expenses advanced. Send Ref salt — has been called the
erencs.
"edible gem." It is the only
MALLORY AGENCY, LY 3-2200
stone eaten directly by man.
576 lirrick Rd.. Lynbrook. N.Y

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523

YMCA

Jesse B. Simple, better known as

OFFICE SPACEe FOR RENT

ACP
18 mot
downt
the
NAAC'
Rev
man o
tee, a
NAAC

SAVE SM

ORDER YOURS NOW

Simple, born in the pages of the
DEFENDER, now lives anew in a
laughable, lovable, and very readable

He
Do

N:EOS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
t9.Dormitory Rooms: - Goan, Comfortable, Modern Furniture
Private Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers ...
Wankhf Rates:
- /10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 7500 K. Diving - Swimming - VI/Kling Soctions, Underwater Lighting Bnautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating:
3. Requlatior Gym Equipped with Stage Spactators Section
1200 sealing capacity - For Lisagues, Tournarnonts, Compete,.
Basing - Community Programs
Matches, Cl
4. 7.Larg• Club Rooms: Clulo Meetings - Classes - Forums
Conferences
Teas - Socials
I.

JOIN THE "V" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES
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(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being awa.
and at last she is back to pay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragel
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitebaven State Lii.

and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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